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MEANING OF PLACE: EXPLORING LONG-TERM RESIDENT‘S
ATTACHMENT TO THE PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT IN
NORTHERN NEW HAMPSHIRE
Laura A. Alexander
Under the supervision of Dr. Thomas N. Webler
At Antioch University New England
Keene, NH
This study explores the meaning of place and the role of the physical setting,
relative to sociocultural elements, for long-term, year-round residents of northern
New Hampshire for two dimensions of place: attachment and identity. Residentemployed photography was used to prompt research participants to think about how
they are attached to place and how it shapes their identity, and their photos served as
a way to enter quickly and deeply into a conversation about place meaning. Data was
analyzed according to the tradition of grounded theory and five themes of meaning
emerged as follows: The physical setting is stable, restorative, where people
experience spirituality, provides sustenance, and fosters development and expression
of ecological identity. These themes were revealed as instrumental to maintaining
resident‘s well-being through attending to the needs of the self. Conceiving of the
physical setting in this way expands our understanding of the relationship between
people and place. This research has potential value related to attending to the wellbeing of residents and for guiding land management policies, particularly in
communities where traditional ways of interacting with the land are undergoing
change in land use and economic base.
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INTRODUCTION
Background
As a life-long resident of New Hampshire, I have seen the state‘s population
more than double during the last forty years. Historically growth and development in
the state was mostly confined to the southern part of the state and along the seacoast,
however, every decade has shown a steadily northward and westward trend in
development accompanied by a change in the economic base of the state. In the past
the North Country was so geographically isolated that what happened ‗below the
Notches‘ didn‘t affect it, but in the last two decades, the development trend has
reached the northern-most part of the state known as Coös County, mostly in the form
of vacation homes and sporting camps. Paradoxically, while development has
increased in the North Country, population has decreased by 16% since its peak in
1940 ("NH Population of counties by Decennial census", 2000).
Coös County is the largest and least populated county in New Hampshire, and
has the most forest cover in the state outside of the White Mountain National Forest.
Wood products industries have traditionally been the leader in employment with
paper mills topping the list of economic importance. During the last two decades
though, a transition has begun to occur in Coös County that encompasses at least two
related dimensions: all but one paper mill has closed, and large working forests are
disappearing. In New Hampshire 1,777,500 acres of timberland, representing 28% of
the state‘s land area, were sold in thirty-three transactions between 1980 and 2005
(Hagan, Irland, & Whitman, 2005). Some of these transactions represent the same
property changing hands multiple times, and one of the results of this change is that
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there are no large parcels of forest land in industrial ownership in New Hampshire
now. Two of the largest forestland sales in New Hampshire were the sale of Brown
Company and International Paper lands. A former forester for the Brown Company
told me that when he went to work for the company in 1970 they owned
approximately three-quarters of a million acres of forest across Maine, New
Hampshire and Vermont that was sold off by 1998. And in 1970, 146,500 acres of
former International Paper land in northern New Hampshire was sold to a private
timber investor after having a conservation easement placed on it. In addition to
industrial lands being sold, several large privately-owned, formerly-forested parcels
of land have been subdivided into smaller cut-over parcels and subsequently
developed with vacation homes and sporting camps, including my own land in Coös
County.
My research interests ultimately lie in the social and psychological effects that
may result from these changes, and the effect that those changes could have on the
ways that local people interact with the land. I embarked on my research agenda with
this project by exploring full-time Coös County resident‘s sense of place, and
especially the role of the physical setting in place attachment and place identity.
There has been a plethora of research having to do with sense of place, but the focus
for much of the research has been in the built environment rather than the natural
environment, and under the stated premise that the physical setting serves merely as a
backdrop for the social action that occurs in place.
Stereotypically, rural residents are assumed to be attached to their lands.
Some people would say that is because of a tendency to spend time recreationally in
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the outdoors hiking, hunting, or snowmobiling. Or maybe it is because of the
prevalence of people in those areas who work in the outdoors harvesting timber,
tending a garden, or farming. It is also easy to imagine that people would express
feelings of attachment or identity for land that they own. It seems logical that people
who interact with a place regularly and through more than one type of activity would
develop an attachment for that place, but does the literature support this assertion? Is
the physical setting really just the backdrop for social interaction, or is it possible that
the research question hasn‘t been explored? What meaning does place hold for
people, and do multiple meanings carry different strengths of attachment? How does
place meaning guide behavior on the land? How do people form attachments and
identity related to place, and how are they maintained? These are some of the
questions I approached with this study.
The Research Problem
Scholars have long recognized that people have a relationship with place. This
relationship is often described as a bond, and an unconscious state that a person may
not even be aware of until a place they feel some affect for is threatened by change
(Stokols & Shumaker, 1981). Some scholars have even asserted that this bond with
place is a human need (Relph, 1976). The North Country of New Hampshire is
undergoing change currently, and that being the case, residents may feel threatened
with a change in their place attachment and place identity. Because we don‘t know
what specifically these people are attached to and identify with, it is difficult to
predict what effect change will have on them, but I agree with sociologist Stedman
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who says, ―It is crucial that we understand the importance of meanings and how they
may change in response to physical landscape change‖ (Stedman, 2003, p. 682).
During the past few decades, as landscapes and industries all over the country
have changed rapidly to accommodate more people, many place meanings have been
threatened and the examination of sense of place has expanded. Much of the research,
however, has focused on the built environment and the sociocultural aspects of
people‘s connection to place. The natural environment and the physical setting itself
has, in most cases, been merely the backdrop for social action.
Recent scholarship in this area has introduced the idea of considering the role
of the physical setting (Beckley, 2003; Jorgensen & Stedman, 2001; Stedman, 2003;
Stedman, Beckley, Wallace, & Ambard, 2004) in place attachment and place identity,
but several of those research settings were part-time, recreational settings and highamenity places. The mind-set of vacationers and part-time residents is not the same
as commonplace, everyday interaction with a setting where year-round residents
make a living and recreate. Additionally, while North Country residents describe
their region as scenic, they may conceive it more of a working landscape because of
the nature of their interaction with it than a high-amenity setting.
Another aspect of place attachment that has been touched on recently involves
trying to understand what meaning place holds for people, rather than how much
meaning place holds. Stedman et al. considered this question in high-amenity
communities and found that some meanings were dependent upon social relations,
some were connected to rural living, and some were connected to the natural
environment. Davenport and Anderson (2005) explored place meanings by focusing
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on the Niobrara Scenic River in Kansas. Their study is particularly relevant because
that region was undergoing landscape change and they were trying to understand how
to manage the natural resources by understanding the place meanings of river
stakeholders. They uncovered four interlinked dimensions of meaning: river as
nature, river as sustenance, river as tonic, and river as identity. Manzo (2005) also
studied the meaning of place by exploring the kinds of places that are meaningful to
people, the role these places play in their lives, and how they develop meaning.
While her study was situated in an urban setting, she found that natural settings were
linked to identity through ―opportunities for privacy, introspection and self-reflection
(p. 76)‖ as well as by providing a link to people‘s past. In addition, she found that
both accretion of experience and ―pivotal or flashpoint moments (p. 81)‖ were
important to developing and maintaining attachment.
Understanding the role of the physical setting in place attachment and place
identity, as well as how these place relationships are formed and maintained has
important implications for: predicting how the well-being of residents may be
affected by landscape change (Beckley, 2003; Twigger-Ross & Uzell, 1996),
development of land management policies (Williams & Stewart, 1998), and focusing
land conservation education and efforts (Stedman, Beckley, Wallace, & Ambard,
2004) .
Purpose
The purpose of this research was to explore the social construction of place
attachment and place identity for northern New Hampshire residents guided by these
research questions:
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What is the meaning of the physical setting?
Is the physical setting in the foreground or background in place attachment
(relative to sociocultural elements)?
How is place attachment formed (quickly or over time) and once formed, do
people have to do anything to maintain it?
This related question emerged during the research: What, if anything, can
diminish attachment?
In this study, the term physical setting describes what scholars have recently
coined ‗biophysical attributes and processes.‘ Biophysical attributes and processes
―include naturally occurring and human–made physical features, and processes such
as climate, nutrient flows, predator-prey relationships, animal and human migrations,
hydrologic regimes and the like‖(Cheng, Kruger, & Daniels, 2003). In other words,
the term is inclusive of ecological knowledge rather than only representing physical
features such as mountains, trees, or landscape topography. I refer to the physical
setting as the natural environment, too, and that holds the same meaning in this work.
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REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Place, across social science disciplines, is commonly defined as space that has
been imbued with meaning (Relph, 1976). These meanings are socially constructed,
as physical places cannot hold any inherent meaning (Greider & Garkovich, 1994).
Meanings ―can be likened to stories about places rather than the physical properties of
places‖ (Williams, 2008, p. 18). Williams point is that place meaning is embodied in
the lived experience of people and not in the structure or landscape characteristics of
a place. The social construction of meaning related to place has been explored
through research in several place dimensions: sense of place, place attachment, place
identity, place dependence, and place satisfaction. I will briefly review the place
dimensions that are central to this research: sense of place, place attachment and place
identity. I will describe the scholarship on these topics and explain where they fit in
this research.
Sense of place
Sense of place literature usually describes the affective bond between people
and place. Its roots are in phenomenological research by human geographers and
architectural designers who describe the bond as multifaceted and deep. Sociologist
Stedman uses the phrase like an umbrella encompassing other place dimensions,
thusly: ―a collection of symbolic meanings, attachment, and satisfaction with a spatial
setting held by an individual or group‖(Stedman, 2002). Several other researchers
share this view of sense of place as broad and inclusive of other dimensions, but some
scholars (Williams & Vaske, 2003) say that human geographers‘ sense of place is
similar to social psychologists place attachment.
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The term sense of place in my research will adhere to the widely endorsed use
of the phrase as broadly inclusive of other place dimensions to describe the bond
between people and place.
Place attachment
Place focuses on the environmental setting, while attachment‘s focus is the
affect (Hummon, 1992). Affect, emotion, and feeling are the most frequently
reported central ideas of place attachment (Hummon, 1992; Shumaker & Taylor,
1983), and this is demonstrated through the questions constructed by researchers
studying place attachment. For example, recent research measuring sense of place
asked participants to score the following place attachment statements: ―I feel relaxed
here; I feel happiest here; this is my favorite place to be; and I miss it when I‘m not
here‖ (Jorgensen & Stedman, 2001). Hidalgo and Hernandez (2001) amended this
commonly held definition of place attachment: ―an affective bond or link between
people and specific places,‖ (Shumaker & Taylor, 1983) to read thusly: ―a positive
affective bond between an individual and a specific place, the main characteristic of
which is the tendency of the individual to maintain closeness to such a place.‖ Their
amended definition underscores the intentionality of people to foster attachment.
Low & Altman (1992), recognized the core of place attachment as emotion or
affect and acknowledged that it includes many aspects of people-place bonding.
Attachments, in addition to affective ones, can include cognitive and behavioral
aspects. To put it another way, besides the feelings we harbor about a place, we hold
certain beliefs or memories about it, and act certain ways in places. Tuan alludes to
this relationship when he talks about attachment as the accumulation of memories and
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experience in place (1977), and Proshansky et al. discuss the interplay of affective,
cognitive and conative clusters in their work with place identity (1983). Jorgensen
and Stedman‘s research used attitude theory drawing on affective, cognitive and
conative relationships with place to model sense of place (2001). Learning how my
research participants conceive of place and especially how they think about the
biophysical setting holds important behavioral implications – particularly because in
this region many of its inhabitants work and recreate close to the land.
Place meaning
Humans attach meaning to places over the course of time by tying the image
of a place to personal experience (Tuan, 1977), and resulting from an accretion of
experiences in place (Relph, 1976; Stedman, Beckley, Wallace, & Ambard, 2004).
This temporal aspect of place encompasses memories associated with place,
especially childhood memories, through cyclical visitation (such as that which occurs
with events) that can create attachment. Some scholars, however, while not refuting
this position, explain that it is also possible to form attachments quickly – kind of like
love at first sight (Tuan, 1977). Manzo (2005) also found that places can be assigned
meaning quickly through linking the memory of an important event occurring in a
specific place. She called these pivotal or flashpoint moments (p. 81), and these
meanings connected to a particular place form the foundation for place attachment.
These are intimate attachments and may also be comprised of the mundane or routine
in our lives, which may be the very thing that makes attachment to place so authentic
or real (Tuan, 1977).
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It is easy to be confused reading the place literature, as there are many
examples where the same terms are used to describe different aspects of place. Place
attachment and meaning are one such case (Farnum, Hall, & Kruger, 2005). To
clarify, place meanings are the stories people tell about place. They have a strong
cognitive base, are constructed of people‘s experience with place, and likely
contribute to place attachment (Stedman, 2008) – they are what we are attached to.
Place attachment describes the emotion or feeling we have for place. It is an
evaluative dimension of place (Stedman, 2008); in other words, it describes how
much place means to us.
Social scientists concur that places hold deep-seated meaning for people, and
that those meanings are tied to places, but little research has been done about what
meaning they hold. Researchers Davenport and Anderson (2005) revealed a Web of
River Meanings in their study of place meanings and landscape change for the
Niobrara National Scenic River as four dimensions: nature, identity, tonic, and
sustenance. River as nature was related to recognition and appreciation for the
pristine and undisturbed character of the river. River as identity revealed how
participant‘s sense of who they were individually, as family members, and as
community members was tied to the river. River as tonic classified the river as a
source of solitude, freedom, and enjoyment, declaring it ―good for the mind, body and
soul‖ (Davenport & Anderson, 2005, p.633 ). And finally, river as sustenance
described the importance of the river as a source of income and necessary commodity
to support local residents‘ livelihood as farmers. This study is particularly relevant to
mine because both of these landscapes are undergoing change related to an influx of
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tourists and second-home owners, and are places where people have traditionally used
the physical resources on the land to earn a living (albeit through farming more than
logging as is the case in Coös County).
Other recent scholarship in the area of meaning and place attachment
(Stedman, 2003) involved testing three models of meaning: direct-effects (assumes
meaning is imbued in the physical setting itself), meaning-mediated (attributes
attachment to symbolic meanings that places hold for people) and experiential
(meaning is imbued through experience). Stedman found that the best model fit for
explaining attachment was a meaning-mediated model – places are bases for
symbolic meaning, and it is that meaning that we are attached to. Of greater
importance to this project, an additional goal of his research was to learn whether the
physical environment mattered to place attachment and satisfaction or was of little
importance. He found that landscape characteristics mattered in his models for place
attachment – in other words, they did play a role in underpinning attachment based on
elements such as water quality and levels of development. The limitations in this
study are that we know how people are attached to the physical setting rather than
what people are attached to, and that his research setting was largely recreational
(vacation houses on a lake) in nature.
The role of the physical setting in place attachment
Historically the focus for most of the research associated with place has been
on its social dimension, and the literature is replete with references to the importance
of this aspect of place attachment. Some scholars have gone so far as to declare that
all place attachment is based in social relationships (Relph, 1976). For instance,
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Proshansky et al. declared, ―there is no physical environmental that is not also a
social environment‖(1983, p. 64). Additionally, most of the research in place
attachment has been centered on the built environment (Cuba & Hummon, 1993b;
Fried, 2000; Goudy, 1974; Hummon, 1992), with many scholars using home as a base
for attachment.
Recent scholarship, however, has expanded the research agenda to include the
physical setting, and to consider natural settings, which several researchers have
coined ‗biophysical attributes‘ (Beckley, 2003; Cheng, Kruger, & Daniels, 2003;
Stedman, 2003; Stedman, Beckley, Wallace, & Ambard, 2004; Williams & Vaske,
2003). Forest sociologist Beckley (2003) made a case for expanding our
understanding of place attachment to include ecological attachment, which he defined
in the same way that biophysical attributes are defined above, citing potential
implications for land management policy. Beckley‘s premise was that an individual‘s
place attachment is comprised of different degrees of sociocultural and biophysical
attachment, and that an understanding of place attachment that brings the physical
setting into the foreground would provide some insight into what about place matters
to people. He asserted that this insight could help researchers understand what about
place prompts people to demonstrate concern, to feel positively connected to, or even
to consider themselves stuck in a location.
Building on this assertion, Stedman et al. (2004)conducted research to explore
the meanings held for local landscapes, with an emphasis on how the roles of nature
and culture were linked. Additionally they sought to explain how those meanings
were produced and to compare their findings between high-amenity and working
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forest communities. Their findings, with respect to meanings, were sorted into two
overarching categories: biophysical and sociocultural, and they discovered that it was
very difficult to separate the social and ecological factors because they inform each
other. While this advances our recognition of ecological processes as linked to place
attachment, we still do not understand what meaning the physical environmental has
for people. Their study also reaffirmed accretion of experience as a crucial element
for developing place attachment.
The limited research that includes the contribution of the physical setting to
place attachment to date has mostly been sited in recreational areas, camp or secondhome settings, and high-amenity areas. Drawing on the experience of people in
leisure and second-home settings does not capture the mindset of people who live and
work closely with the land every day, and a gap in understanding exists about how
long-term, year-round, full-time residents in ordinary working landscapes conceive of
the role of the physical setting in place attachment. To clarify, the landscape of the
North Country would be considered high-amenity by many people, but because many
of the residents work on the land, their relationship may be grounded in attributes that
have more to do with their work than the scenic attributes.
Place attachment has been widely researched across disciplines, and a great
deal has been learned about how much place means to people. There is most certainly
the basis for conceiving of attachment as sociocultural since places are not imbued
with meanings but, rather, depend upon people to assign meaning. Evidence that
sociocultural elements are important is revealed when people talk about their
relationships in places with family, friends, and community members. Stories of
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place include traditions and practices, often describing interactions with others that
are rooted in habit and culture and tied to place. We know very little, however, about
what meaning place holds, and especially what meaning the physical setting holds.
Additionally the role of the physical setting [biophysical attributes] in relation to
sociocultural elements is not currently understood, especially for full-time residents in
ordinary (every day) landscapes. These are two areas that my research addresses,
along with identity as an element of place, which I will discuss next.
Identity
People commonly understand identities as the roles or images a person creates
and maintains for him or herself and portrays to others through symbols or actions – it
is the means by which people express to others ‗who they are.‘ Low & Altman
describe identity as ―the sense of who one is in the world, distilled from a lifetime of
experiences‖ (Hummon, 1992, p. 144). In social psychological jargon identities are
defined as ―sub-units of the global concept of self‖ (Burke, 1980). Through identities
we distinguish ourselves from others (distinction) and link ourselves with others
through group affiliation (Hewitt, 1989). Identities are dynamic, formed and changed
as a result of our experiences, and relational in that they are related to and relative to
(in terms of hierarchy) other identities (Burke, 1980). There is no one identity that
persons ascribe to but, rather, multiple identities that link them to the many roles and
stages in their lives (Burke, 1980; Cuba & Hummon, 1993a; Hewitt, 1989;
Proshansky, Fabian, & Kaminoff, 1983) and change in order of importance to suit
particular occasions (Kitchell, Kempton, Holland, & Tesch, 2000). These multiple
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identities are both personal (individual) and social and enable people to be members
of societal groups and be individuals simultaneously (Cote, 2006; Hewitt, 1989).
There is no overarching theory that explains how identity is formed or
maintained but there are two theoretical perspectives that dominate identity literature
in the social-psychological realm that concerns place research: identity theory and
social identity theory. As one might expect, these two dominant perspectives
(individual and social) are divvied up along disciplinary lines, with psychology
focused more on the individual and sociology more on the social (Cote, 2006).
Identity theory‘s philosophical roots lie in George Herbert Mead‘s symbolic
interactionist perspective of the social construction of self (Stryker & Burke, 2000).
Symbolic interactionism is concerned with how society shapes the self, and people
(selves) in turn shape society (Hewitt, 1989; Mead, 1934; Stryker & Burke, 2000). In
the same way that Mead addresses self formation through cognitive (personal or ‗I‘)
processes and social (external or ‗me‘) processes, identity theory considers both
internal (personal) and external (social) processes or components (Mead, 1934;
Stryker & Burke, 2000).
Social identity theory, developed by Henri Tajfel and John Turner in 1979, is
concerned with people‘s group [or social] identities as implied by its name. It
explains a three step process (categorization, identification and comparison) that
recognize identities in others and assigns self identities. Simply explained,
categorization is the process by which we group people based on attributes;
identification is how we group ourselves individually and in groups by degree of
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alikeness with others; and comparison is the process by which we measure ourselves
in relation to others.
Identity as a part of the self is dealt with extensively in psychology, and an indepth review of it is beyond the scope of this project. This brief overview is intended
to provide some context for the purpose and function of identity as a way to
comprehend the role of place in relation to identity, which I will examine next.
Place identity
Place identity is defined as ―an interpretation of self that uses environmental
meaning to symbolize or situate identity‖(Cuba & Hummon, 1993a). Place, then, is
where people spatially locate their identity. While people reflect on their identity by
asking themselves ‗Who am I?‘ place identity asks the questions: ‗‘Where am I?‘ and
‗Where do I belong‘ (Cuba & Hummon, 1993a)?
Environmental psychologists Proshansky et al. (1983) define place identity as
an aspect of self identity consisting of cognitions (memories, attitudes, beliefs, values,
etc.) about the physical world in which a person lives. They elaborate that place
identity is individualized in nature, changes over time, and is largely an
unselfconscious state. They also emphasize that there are both physical and social
elements in place identity – in fact, they declare ―there is no physical environment
that is not also a social environment‖ (p.64). The essence of this quote is that place
identity is derived from a lifetime of social and cultural experiences linked with a
particular place.
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While Proshansky et al. assert that place identity is a cognitive substructure of
self, Twigger-Ross and Uzell (1996) suggest that, ―rather than there being a separate
part of identity concerned with place, all aspects of identity…have place-related
implications‖. They supported this notion with research that explored how place
functioned to support four principles of identity: continuity, self-esteem, self-efficacy,
and distinctiveness.
Similarly, functions that place serve linked to identity were described by
researchers Lavin & Agastein (1984) who suggested that places are where we
experience continuity; where we can express the self; where we can have interaction
with others or participate in activities; and that we receive information from places
about how to behave as well as remembering past actions [tied to place].
Geographer Relph describes three interrelated elements of place identity: the
physical setting, activities in the place, and the meaning that a person assigns to both
of these components (1976). His description of both the physical setting and the
activities in the setting are described as objective, as though they were inventory
items in the case of the physical setting or patterns of movement in the case of the
activities. The key is in the interrelatedness through meaning that happens when the
three components come together as identification with a place and he explains that
this happens through knowing and being known in a place. Relph calls this belonging
to a place. People with a strong place identity can be described as insiders, explained
thusly: ―identity is not just an address or set of appearances, but a complete
personality with which the insider is intimately associated‖ (Relph, 1976). In
describing belonging or commitment to place that results from being an insider,
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Relph details levels of insideness that correspond to progressively deeper attachment
to or identity with place. The first level, behavioral insideness, is physical presence
in a place. It is a superficial relationship, where people take note of and engage in
everyday activities in the place. The next level, empathetic insideness, demonstrates
emotional participation and involvement. Existential insideness is defined as
―complete and unselfconscious commitment to a place.‖ It is at this level that a
particular place is adopted as the place where a person belongs (p. 55). In belonging
or identifying with a place one is tacitly accepting the collective story or image
constructed about that place, and declaring compatibility with one‘s self identity.
Social geographer Graham Rowles also writes about insideness in communities,
relating it to place attachment rather than place identity, but his levels of insideness
parallel Relph‘s (Rowles, 1990). Like Relph, he underscores the centralness of
identity thusly: ―identity and belonging may represent a basic human need‖ (Rowles,
1990, p.106).
Before I summarize this section, I should point out that there is at least one
point of confusion regarding how scholars conceive of place identity. While most
describe it as a substructure of the self, some scholars say that place identity is a
component of the self-system, but they also name it as a component of place
attachment. (Farnum, Hall, & Kruger, 2005). In fact, quite often place identity is
used interchangeably with place attachment, just as was the case with place meaning.
Psychologist Woods (2006), in her dissertation examining how place identity
contributes to self-identity, theorizes that ―place attachment and the meaning that the
person assigns to place recursively inform place identity.‖ After poring over the
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literature on this subject, I think this succinctly clarifies the relationship between
these elements of place.
There is no doubt that place identity is important, and perhaps even crucial to
some people‘s well-being. What is less clear, though, is what about place do people
link to identity? Is it the physical setting itself, the social events that occur in a place
or some ethos that place represents?

Proshansky et al. (1983) stated, ―unlike social

events in which people and their interactions dominate the situational context,
physical settings are the ‗backdrops‘ against which these events occur.‖ This
perspective may be linked to George Herbert Mead‘s suggestion of the importance of
the social world in identity development, but recent scholarship has begun to refute
this idea that the place itself really serves as only a backdrop (Cheng, Kruger, &
Daniels, 2003; Dixon & Durrheim, 2000; Stedman, 2003).
Much of the early research in place identity was focused in urban settings and
the built environment and, like place attachment, scholars have recently expanded
their agenda to include natural settings and biophysical attributes. The intersection of
identity, place-identity and the natural environment is an expanding area of study
known as ecological identity, which I will discuss next.
Ecological identity
In the section labeled identity I explained that identity is formed through
individual and social processes. There is no disputing that humans are social beings
who live in a socially constructed world, but there are also non-human objects in the
natural environment with which we interact, and our relationship with the natural
world is also a part of our self. Environmental psychologists Clayton and Opotow
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say that psychologists have paid little attention to our relationship with the natural
world in defining identity and that we need to broaden its notion, recognizing that for
many people ―an important aspect of their identity lies in ties to the natural world
(2003. p. 45).‖ This broadened concept of identity is referred to as an ecological, or
environmental, identity (Clayton & Opotow, 2003; Holmes, 2003; Thomashow, 1995;
Weigert, 1997).
In support of the concept of ecological identity, Clayton says that for the
natural environment to be considered an important aspect of identity it must influence
the way people think about themselves (2003, p.49) and she discusses several ways in
which this happens. First, she says, the natural environment provides opportunity for
attentional restoration and self-reflection. Time to reflect on life and escape from
everyday pressures provides people with an opportunity to redefine their priorities
and what is important in their life ( p. 49). Research on the restorative value of
natural environments supports this assertion (Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989; Korpela &
Hartig, 1996; Korpela, Hartig, Kaiser, & Fuhrer, 2001). Another way the natural
environmental influences the way people think of their [self] is in the opportunity the
natural environment affords us to see the influence or consequences of our actions
and behaviors. This, Clayton explains, is because in a social setting we often cannot
predict how others will react to us because their response to us is both a reaction to
our appearance and behavior and their interpretation of our appearance and behavior,
which may not be an accurate reflection of our self. In contrast, in a natural setting
the environment often does not change perceptibly in response to our behavior ( p.
49), and therefore, ―the link between my behavior and its consequences may be
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clearer in a natural environment than in a social environment‖ ( p.50). Because
identities develop individually and socially, it is important to examine the social role
in ecological identity.
Psychologist Zavestoski (2003) makes this link when he defines ecological
identity as, ―that part of the self that allows individuals to anticipate the reactions of
the environment to their behavior‖ (p.299), adding that feedback from social others
―validates the actions guided by our ecological identity (p.301).‖ This is because,
while people anticipate the environment‘s reaction, the time it takes to see the results
of their actions in the environment is often long-term, whereas others (people) react
pretty quickly, in either a positive or negative way, to our actions on the land.
Sociologist Weigert (1997) refers to environmental identity as ―who we are in
relation to, and how we interact with, the natural environment as other‖ (p.159).
Closely related to this is sociologist Michael Bell‘s (1994) conception of the natural
other, wherein people consider their relationship with the natural world as the
reflective device to gauge their actions concerning nature (the environment). This is
an alteration of George Herbert Mead‘s concept of the generalized other, substituting
the actor (nature for social actors). Both of these scholars put forth the notion that we
take cues about how we will act according to how we anticipate the natural world will
react to our actions, and we can only anticipate how nature will react if we possess
ecological knowledge (or have an ecological identity).
In the previous section I reported on the role of place as support for several
psychological processes or activities that support the formation and maintenance of
identity. Place provides support for our identity as places where we experience
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continuity, receive information about how to act, locate memories of past
experiences, and express ourselves – both through social interaction, and by being at
ease. Cheng, Kruger & Daniels (2003) describe this succinctly when they say ―to be
somewhere is to be someone.‖
The context for much of the place identity research is based in the social
dimension rather than the physical setting, but I assert that those processes and
activities (experiencing continuity, expressing the self, receiving messages about
behavior, and understanding how to interact with the environment) are as applicable
to the physical setting itself as the social dimension. A gap in our current
understanding of place identity is the physical setting, which may be intimately tied to
people‘s ecological identity, so I pose the same question that I asked about place
attachment – what role does the physical setting [biophysical attributes and processes]
play in place identity? Exploring this research question might help us comprehend
whether and how people are affected by landscape (physical setting) change.
Review of place definitions: place, attachment, identity, and ecological identity
My literature review is not exhaustive on the subjects of place, attachment,
identity, and ecological identity; however I have included the scholarship most
relevant to my research. Before I move on to attention restoration theory, I thought it
might be helpful to briefly recap each of the place definitions I covered in this
section, since there was quite a lot of interchangeability in the ways scholars defined
them in the literature.
Place is space that has been imbued with meaning. Many people develop
positive feelings for places as a result of accretion of experience, and this is called
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place attachment. While this often happens over time, it can also happen quickly,
like ‗love at first sight.‘ In either case, place attachment is an evaluative dimension of
place – how much we feel.
Humans attach meaning to places over the course of time by tying the image
of a place to personal experience. Place meanings are the stories people tell about
place. They have a strong cognitive base, are constructed by people‘s experience
with place, and are the foundation of attachment – they are what we are attached to.
This is a newer area of place research, especially in relation to the physical setting or
natural environment.
Place identity is that part of our self that is tied to a particular place. It gives
people a sense of roots in a place and people often develop a sense that they belong in
places as a result of their relationship between self and place. Place meaning and
attachment inform place identity. Where they are attached and develop meaning
becomes a part of who they are.
Adding ecological knowledge of a place, which is a person‘s comprehension
of the natural world (elements as well as function), along with their values system
regarding the natural environment to place identity and you have ecological identity.
Ecological identity expands the notion of identity beyond understanding who we are
in relation to social actors, to who are in relation to the natural world. Ecological
identity ties place identity to the natural world this way: Place identity tells us who
we are in a place, and ecological identity tells us who we are in the natural world.
Place identity tells us how to behave in place, and ecological identity tells us how to
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behave toward the natural world (our land ethic). Place identity tells us where we
belong, and ecological identity tells us we belong in this place connected to nature.
Attention restoration theory
Attention restoration theory explains the phenomenon whereby people
become fatigued or ‗burned out‘ during the course of their everyday lives, and
describes how that condition can be remedied. I discovered the importance of this
work and its relationship to my findings after I had analyzed my research, and will
elaborate on the connection when I discuss the restoration theme of meaning.
In the following explanation of this theory, I draw primarily from Stephen
Kaplan‘s (1995) work on the subject, as he has been instrumental in developing an
integrative framework for understanding how nature can serve as a restorative
environment. To begin with, there are two types of attention humans attend to in
their everyday lives: involuntary and what Kaplan has coined ‗directed attention.‘
Involuntary attention describes that which we direct our attention to easily; in other
words, things we like to do or that capture our attention because they involve some
sort of stimulus (e.g. motion, animals, or shiny objects). Directed attention, on the
other hand, depicts that which takes more effort to focus on because in order to focus
one must inhibit distracting stimuli. Either prolonged mental effort (involuntary and
directed attention) leads people to experience directed attention fatigue, but more so
with directed attention because it requires inhibiting the distractions of what people
‗want‘ to do from what they ‗have‘ to do.
A crucial part of understanding the problem of directed attention fatigue lies
in comprehending that it ―also underlies our ability not to respond‖ (emphasis in
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original) (Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989, p. 180). This means that when people are
experiencing this fatigue they do not stop and think before acting or making
decisions; the implications of which are irrational or risky action. Socially the
consequences of directed attention fatigue are acting rash, irritable, incompetent and
uncooperative, which may have detrimental effects to social and group relationships.
Research has revealed that people suffering from directed attention fatigue are less
likely to help others, act more aggressively, and are less sensitive to social cues, due
to their inability to inhibit personal feelings in favor of group norms and values.
Finding a way to recover from attention directed fatigue, then, is important for both
individual and social reasons.
In order to recover from directed attention fatigue, a person must rest his or
her overworked capacity for directed attention. One way to do this is sleep, and
people who are mentally fatigued do have a tendency to sleep. Kaplan says that
providing a way to lessen or balance the amount of time spent in directed attention
during one‘s waking hours might be an ideal strategy to deal with this syndrome.
This is known as attitude restoration, and four central aspects of restorative settings
have been identified thusly:




Being away – places where people can escape or withdraw from an aspect of life that
is usually present; away from distraction, putting aside the work one usually does, or
resting.
Other worlds and extent – this is putting one‘s self in a real or imagined ‗whole other
world‘ in a place that is of sufficient size to allow a feeling of complete immersion.
Fascination – Fascinating stimulus calls on voluntary rather than directed attention.
There are both ‗hard‘ and ‗soft‘ fascination elements that draw people in through
stimuli, which rests directed attention. Hard fascination is more extreme, such as
witnessing an avalanche, whereas soft fascination describes being captivated by
elements such as scenery that allow for reflection because, while drawn to this
element, it does not ‗take up all the room in our head.‘
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Action and compatibility – there has to be compatibility between the setting and a
person‘s inclinations and abilities to function in that setting.
Kaplan, in his 1995 research, explains that nature, or the physical landscape,
contains these four aspects identified as central to attention restoration, and therefore
makes the case that nature is restorative.
Empirical research conducted since Kaplan‘s paper on nature as an integrative
framework for restoration support his assertion. Korpela and Hartig (1996) and
Korpela et al. (2001) found in a study of favorite places that natural environments
were over-represented among favorite places and under-represented among
unpleasant places. Additionally they found that extent and compatibility were
reported as stronger factors than being away, and that fascination followed being
away. I will talk more about nature as a restorative environment and how this relates
to my research in my discussion on restoration.
Summary of the literature
In summary, the theoretical and conceptual grounding for this research is
found in literature on place attachment, place meaning, place identity, ecological
identity and attention restoration theory. We know that place attachment is an
evaluative dimension of place that describes people‘s [usually positive] feelings and
emotions connected to place, and is comprised of three intertwined dimensions of
place: the physical setting itself, the activities and experiences we have in place, and
the meanings (derived from experience and memories) we ascribe to place. Place
attachment is formed over time through accretion of experience, but there may be
cases where attachment happens quickly. People are attached to the meaning of
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places, and the physical setting underpins that meaning, but we know little about what
meaning the physical setting holds for people. We know that place attachment is
comprised of both biophysical and sociocultural attributes, but we know little about
where the physical setting sits in relation to sociocultural elements; in other words,
whether physical setting or sociocultural elements are more important factors in
attachment.
In terms of place identity we know that one of the ways people interpret the
self is through meaning spatially linked to place, and ecological identity is a way that
people understand their relationship to the natural world. We know this happens
through knowing and being known in a place, but some clarification about how
people gain this knowledge and how that contributes to their feelings of belonging to
a place is needed to better understand the concept and importance of ecological
identity.
Finally, conceiving of the natural environment as restorative might expand on
our understanding of what the physical setting means to people. Previous research
has identified ‗nature as tonic‘ as a place meaning, which was described as good for
the body, mind and soul, but some elaboration on why that is or what about the
physical setting produces this meaning will clarify this idea.
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RESEARCH METHOD
As a reminder, the purpose of this research was to explore the social
construction of place attachment and place identity for northern New Hampshire
residents guided by these research questions:
•

What is the meaning of the physical setting?

•

Is the physical setting in the foreground or background in place attachment (relative
to sociocultural elements)?

•

How is place attachment formed (quickly or over time) and once formed, do people
have to do anything to maintain it?

•

This related question emerged in the interviews: What, if anything, can diminish
attachment?
These phenomenological questions were explored using resident-employed
photography paired with in-depth interviews to elicit the answers to these questions.
This qualitative research design, employing a social constructivist perspective,
assumes that some people seek to understand the social construction of their lives.
Under this perspective, even though one of the focal points for this research is to
understand the role of the physical setting in place attachment and identity, role is
considered a social construction even if the relationship is discovered to be between a
research participant and ‗nature‘ (in other words, not in a social setting).
Grounded theory as a strategy of inquiry was well-suited to this study because
it relies on listening carefully to the research participant‘s view of the subject in
question, and following the tenets of the method allows theory to emerge from the
data. This results in theory, ―more likely to resemble the ―reality‖ than theory derived
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by putting together a series of concepts based on experience or solely through
speculation‖(Strauss & Corbin, 1998). The researcher is obliged to be open to
understanding how the participant conceives of the subject even though they (the
researcher) enter studies with an interpretation of the subject based on their biases and
prior research.
Data sources for this study included interviews, photographs provided by
research participants, field observations and notes, and archival data in the form of
local newspaper articles. The data analysis was an inductive theory generating
process beginning with the discovery of concepts generated from the data, systematic
coding of the research data according to patterns, constant comparison with the data
already gathered (and bringing it back to research participants to check for
understanding where appropriate), and finally generating statements that explain the
relationships between the research questions (theory). I am guided by researcher
Charmaz‘s symbolic interactionist theoretical perspective that states, ―research
participants‘ implicit meanings, experiential views—and researcher‘s finished
grounded theories—are constructions of reality‖(Charmaz, 2006).
What is a theory?
Theories are understood across social science as statements that explain the
relationships between phenomena. In the positivist tradition, theories are called upon
to explain and predict. Theoretical concepts, called variables, are operationally
defined to insure replicable, empirical measurement that emphasizes generalizability
(Charmaz, 2006). Hypotheses are generated for testing prior to data collection by the
researcher, or derived from the literature.
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Grounded theorists Strauss & Corbin define theory as ―a set of well-developed
concepts related through statements of relationship, which together constitute an
integrated framework that can be used to explain or predict phenomena‖ (1998, p.
15). Adhering to their explicit coding and analytic procedures, they say, is designed
to produce theory that can be at least partially operationalized for hypothesis testing
in a quantitative research study (1967, p. 103). Case-specific theories are known as
substantive theories, which is the product in this study.
Even though theories generated through grounded theory can be tested
empirically using quantitative methods, there is inherent variability in the method due
to the interpretive nature of theory development. It is possible that more than one
researcher, using the same data, could achieve different theoretical constructs (Glaser
& Strauss, 1967), and therefore I have provided an audit trail of my theory
construction (see Appendix F). Researchers using the same theoretical perspective
and following the same procedures for data gathering and analysis as the original
researcher should produce the same or a very similar theoretical explanation (Strauss
& Corbin, 1998).
Site
The research site was Coös County, New Hampshire. I chose this site because
its residents possess a unified sense of its geographic boundary, and its heritage
linked to the timber products industry along with farming point to a durable
relationship with the physical landscape. In addition, hunting and fishing are
recreational pursuits that have long-engaged residents and are tied to the physical
environment. In the literature review section I reported that much of the research in
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place attachment has historically been centered in urban environments or in
recreational settings (including vacation settings). I chose Coös County as a place
where people may have a close relationship with the land through their work and
play, but where their relationship is constructed through commonplace, everyday
experience rather than part-time or vacation-type experiences. This is consistent with
place scholar Riley‘s (1992) definition of ordinary landscapes. I also chose this site
because this area is currently undergoing a change in its economic base and land use
that fits my long-term research agenda.
Research participants
In grounded theory methodology, 20 – 30 interviews are suggested (Creswell,
1998) with the goal in mind of achieving theoretical saturation. I interviewed 21
long-term, year-round residents throughout Coös County, New Hampshire (see
Appendix A: Map locating research participants). The participants ranged in age
from 31 – 80 years old (see Appendix B: Research participants‘ demographic
information). Seventeen of the participants were males, and the remaining four were
females, although during three of the interviews the female spouses of the male
interviewees were present and contributed to the conversation. Initially I sought out
people who worked closely with the land as research participants, and since many of
those people work in traditional male roles (loggers and farmers) I wasn‘t surprised
that my participants were mostly male. During and upon reflecting on the interviews
with women I did not detect that their answers indicated gender differences, so the
gender slant does not represent a gender bias. I used a chain sampling strategy at the
onset of my research to locate a population of year-round, long-term residents
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assumed to be attached to or identify with place. As theory began to evolve from the
data, theoretical sampling was used to identify a heterogeneous population based on
their potential to contribute to the emerging theory by confirming patterns or filling in
gaps (Creswell, 1998). Theoretical saturation was assumed and data collection
stopped when new interviews no longer revealed novel information or concepts
(Glaser & Strauss, 1967, p. 61).
I chose the criteria of long-term residence because much of the place literature
suggests that attachment and identity result from the accumulation of experience,
which points to longevity in place, even though Tuan (1977) proposes that
attachments can form quickly, too. Setting this criterion bounded the data collection
so that other connections to place besides accretion of experience could be revealed.
The threshold for long-term residence in this study was defined as ―persons who have
lived in Coös County for at least half of their life.‖ Using this criterion created an
opportunity to talk with both younger and older residents, rather than imposing a
timeframe such as ten or twenty years. I thought it was important to limit the pool of
research participants to long-term residents rather than a mix of long-term residents
with newcomers, because newcomers might be especially keen toward a place they
have recently chosen to live whereas long-time residents have lived in the place long
enough to experience the ‗bad along with the good.‘ I call this the honeymoon effect,
and several research participants gave me unsolicited examples of newcomers they
had met who had fallen in love with the area and moved to the North Country, only to
move away in a short time when their expectations didn‘t match the reality of life
there.
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In addition to long-term residence, I also selected the criteria of year-round
residence because I thought it was imperative to talk with residents whose lived
experience of the North Country encompasses every day in every season.
Vacationers and part-time residents have the luxury of coming and going when
weather and other conditions suit them (such as not during mud or black-fly season)
and when the amenities they seek are available. Year-round residents, on the other
hand, experience both the less desirable conditions inherent in this place as well as
the conditions that attract visitors and part-time residents.
Resident-employed photography
Resident-employed photography has recently been introduced in recent place
research as a way for research participants to illustrate multiple elements of
attachment simultaneously (Stedman, Beckley, Wallace, & Ambard, 2004) in
photographs. Paired with in-depth interviews, this method of inquiry allows
participants to identify places that hold meaning for them and to explain that meaning
rather than responding to researcher‘s prompts about place. It also sets the stage for
inquiry because it asks participants to carefully consider what to photograph and what
meaning a place holds for them in advance of the interview.
Visitor-employed photography has been used for some time in leisure studies,
and resident-employed photography is an adaptation of the method (Beckley,
Stedman, Wallace, & Ambard, 2007; Stewart, Liebert, & Larkin, 2004). In my
research design, I considered visiting places identified by residents in their company
and having them explain its meaning, but in the pilot interview I found this to be too
distracting to the interview.
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Guided by recent research conducted by Stedman et al. (2004) I provided
disposable 24-exposure cameras to research participants, and asked them to take two
photographs (in case one was of poor quality) of twelve people, places or things in
Coös County that: (1) represented how they are attached to; and/or (2) that
represented how place contributes to their identity. While I was particularly
interested in eliciting the role of the physical setting in place identity and attachment,
offering participants the freedom to photograph whatever they felt depicted their
conception of place attachment and identity allowed them to articulate both
sociocultural and biophysical attachment. During an introductory meeting or phone
conversation I asked participants to consider both how they felt about place
(attachment) and how place represented who they are (identity), as they considered
what to photograph. I gave participants the opportunity to substitute pictures they had
already taken or to take pictures out of season if any of their photos were tied to
seasonal events or activities. When participants submitted existing photos I scanned
them and returned their originals.
I expected there would be variation in the number of pictures available in the
disposable cameras or provided by participants, but wasn‘t concerned about a
participant coming up short or being over by a picture or two because the photos were
being used as a way to focus interview questions rather than being data points. When
they completed the task of taking the pictures, I asked participants to drop the camera
in their local mailbox (postage paid, self-addressed envelope provided) and I had two
sets of the photographs developed. One set of photos was placed in an album that I
gave as a gift to participants, and I followed along with the other set while I
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conducted the interview. To remind participants of their task, I sent Appendix C:
Instructions to Participants in the package with the camera.
Completing the work of considering and taking the photographs was a more
difficult task than participants imagined, and it slowed the research process down.
When I talked with people on the phone introducing the project, participants
expressed some uncertainty about what they should photograph, and I tried my best to
assure them that whatever came to mind for them as they thought about how they are
connected to place would be just what I needed for my project. I was careful in my
explanation not to influence them as to the subject matter –I told them there were no
right or wrong photos, and that they needn‘t worry about the artistic quality of the
photographs. I further explained that the purpose of the photos were simply to
provide a jumping-off point to begin our conversation about place.
After mailing a camera to a participant, I waited approximately one month
before making a reminder phone call to check on their progress and prod them to
return the camera to me. I found that in several cases once people received the
camera and the instructions they were baffled about what to photograph. Some
people said they hadn‘t had the time to give the assignment enough thought to come
up with a list of photos to capture. It was tough for me to balance not pushing
participants too much (for fear they would say they didn‘t have time to do this after
all) and encouraging them to get the cameras back to me so that I could complete the
research. Toward the end of my ―field season‖ I started calling people who still had
cameras and gave them a specific date I would be in the area, asking if I could pick
up the camera, go get the photos developed at a one-hour shop, and return to
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interview them. Three of the cameras never came back, but one of those people was
my pilot interviewee and he had taken me on a tour of the places he would have
photographed (his interview is included in the data collection). Two of the people I
sent cameras to never returned them, and I decided not to keep badgering them after
several reminder phone calls. One participant agreed to be interviewed, but hadn‘t
had time to take photos, so I interviewed her and she sent me the camera a couple of
months later. Another participant hadn‘t taken photographs, but wanted to visit
places he had in mind with me to tell me about them, so I agreed to do that and took
photos myself. This part of the research method required flexibility and patience, but
I am convinced that prompting participants to think about this topic before we talked
and having the photos as a way to initiate our conversation about attachment allowed
me to probe the subject much more deeply in a single visit than I believe I would
have been able to without the aid of this tool.
Access to research participants
I conducted a pilot interview with a North Country resident presumed to have
a strong attachment and identity with place based on his authorship and the content of
a statewide syndicated newspaper column. He provided me with a short list of
potential participants who fit the category ‗homogeneous population of year-round,
long-term residents assumed to be attached to or identify with place’ that I described
above. I made initial contact with potential participants via a phone call briefly
explaining my project and asking if they were interested in participating. When I first
began soliciting participants I arranged to meet them to drop off the camera and
clarify the project ―assignment,‖ but I discovered pretty quickly that trying to arrange
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for a meeting was an unnecessary step when I could just as easily mail the camera and
instructions to participants (and save myself a 300-mile trip!). Most of the people I
spoke to were interested in the project, even if they declined to participate, and when
they did decline they cited being too busy to take on another task as the reason.
When they responded positively, I proceeded with the details of explaining what was
entailed and mailed them a camera and instructions. When I received the camera
back I had the film developed and conducted the interviews. At the close of each
interview I asked research participants if they would provide me with the names of
other residents that fit my research criteria.
Data collection
I conducted in-depth interviews, at a location convenient to the research
participant (usually their home or place of work), which were recorded with the
subject‘s permission. Participants were comfortable being recorded and did not seem
to withhold information or emotions in the presence of the recorder. Participants
signed an informed consent form (See Appendix D: Participant consent form) and
were given a copy of the form to keep prior to the beginning of the interview. The
interviews ranged from forty-five minutes to two-and-a-half hours long, with the
majority being an hour and a half. I closed the interview by asking if I could call or
come back if I had more questions or to check my findings, and all the participants
were agreeable to that possibility. Field notes were jotted down immediately
following the interview, capturing my initial impression of the experience and the
data collected, as well as any observations that seemed relevant to the study. The
tape-recorded interviews were transcribed by me and a professional transcriptionist.
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When they were transcribed by a professional I listened to the entire interview
reading along with the transcription to be sure the content was captured accurately.
Many people who are not used to talking with North Country residents find it difficult
to understand what they are saying at times because of their dialect and the
specialized vocabulary they use to talk about their work. This was certainly the case
for the transcriptionist I used, and re-listening to the interviews helped me to correct
the transcriptions. I also find that sometimes when I am interviewing I am preoccupied with the next interview question, so listening to the interviews again helped
me to pick up on subtle cues from the participant, and to begin to make sense of the
data.
I used a general interview guide (See Appendix E: Interview guide) to remind
me of the research questions and the probes I could use to explore them, and I made
an effort to keep the interview as open-ended as I could, provided the participant was
revealing information relevant to the study. The guide was most helpful for the first
few interviews as I was getting used to the flow of the discussion. Once common
themes began to emerge, I was able to weave in questions that would clarify whether
I was hearing a variation on an existing theme or a new perspective. I was mindful
not to steer a participant toward a particular direction, and participants were quick to
clarify when I did not capture their perspective accurately.
After a few interviews I started directing the pool of potential participants to a
certain geographic area (such as in the Berlin area), age or gender qualifications, or
for people engaged in a certain profession or recreational activity to insure that I was
capturing a range of perspectives in the region. Near the saturation point, when I
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discovered that I didn‘t have the viewpoint of off-highway recreational vehicle users,
I used the Internet to find contact information from the officers of a North Country
snowmobile club. This is known as the concept of theoretical sampling - as
categories began to emerge from the data, I decided what data to collect next and how
to collect it in order to fill in the gaps to confirm or disconfirm the emerging
conceptual ordering (Glaser & Strauss, 1967).
Data analysis
Key concepts in grounded theory analysis are simultaneously collecting and
analyzing data, constantly comparing and analyzing the data at each stage, and
allowing the theory to emerge from the data (Glaser & Strauss, 1967).
Consistent with grounded theory practice, data was coded systematically
following a standardized format of coding that began with initial coding to identify
categories (phenomena) in the interview data. This initial stage of coding is also
known as microanalysis and is designed to get the researcher to mine the data for the
interviewees interpretation of the subject, rather than trying to jump to theoretical
conclusions (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). Initial codes were compared as new data was
collected to determine whether they were part of an emerging pattern, should be
adjusted, or to identify gaps in data that could be explored by returning for second
interviews or changing the interview guide. This is known as constant comparison.
In the initial coding phase, I looked at the data line-by-line for coding
purposes because, according to Charmaz (2006),‖line-by-line coding frees you from
becoming so immersed in your respondent‘s worldview that you accept them without
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question.‖ I coded phrases that related to my research questions and phrases that I
heard more than once in case I needed them later.
Following initial coding I engaged in focused coding - going back through the
data to find ways to synthesize larger chunks of data according to what seem to be the
most significant or frequent initial codes (Charmaz, 2006). Focused coding entails
labeling phenomena as concepts that share common meanings or characteristics
(Strauss & Corbin, 1998). The labels can be researcher-derived or participant-derived
(known as ―in-vivo codes‖) (p. 105) Another coding step (not necessarily sequential)
is axial coding that relates categories to subcategories ―along the lines of their
properties and dimensions‖ (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). This enabled me to begin to
see the ―when, where, why, how and with what consequences‖ subcategories relate to
categories (Strauss & Corbin, 1998, p. 125). In this analytical step both the structure
(e.g. conditions of place attachment and identity in my study) and the process (e.g.
how attachment is developed and maintained) were revealed.
Finally theoretical coding pulled together the relationship between categories
as theoretical propositions (Charmaz, 2006). I did this with the aid of memos so that I
could track the ways that I thought about and categorized data, and how categories
were conceptually ordered. This audit trail provides evidence that theoretical
propositions have emerged from the data.
Other forms of data (field notes, observations, archival documents) were
coded in the same way as interview data using the same constant comparison method
(Strauss & Corbin, 1998).
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I used NVivo software, Version 7, by QSR International to help me organize
this project. I was able to store the interview transcripts, participant photographs, and
data in the form of newspaper articles in the project file. I created memos in the
project file to keep track of how I was making sense of the emerging themes and to
capture my impressions of the interviews. The most valuable use of this program was
that I was able to code interview data into nodes (categories) that I named. The data
could be coded in multiple nodes, re-named, annotated, and merged with other nodes
as my understanding of how they fit together matured. Without this program, there is
no doubt in my mind that it would have been much more difficult to navigate through
my data collection and organize it in ways that allowed me to see where there were
common and disparate perspectives among my research participants.
Trustworthiness
Glaser and Strauss say that when a researcher carefully follows the data
analysis procedures outlined in the method, and they have ‗lived‘ the experience from
conducting the interviews through taking apart and reassembling the data using
codified procedures, they can be confident in their ability to produce integrated
theory from systematically ordered concepts (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). The issue to
be addressed is how to convey credibility to those who read my work.
One way to address credibility is to thoroughly describe the theoretical
framework developed in the study and to supplement it with examples of categories
and theoretical concepts derived from the data, explaining from my memos and notes
how I assembled them in the coding process. I have included examples of this in
Appendix F. Another way I have addressed credibility is to use quotes and passages
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from the data and my observations in the results chapter of this document that will
allow the reader to ‗hear‘ the voices of the research participants along with my
explanation of how their words were interpreted by me into theoretical concepts.
Confirmability was substantiated through reviewing my memos, field notes,
and interview transcripts with my dissertation advisor. I also brought my analysis
back to more than half of my research participants via phone conversations to confirm
that I had interpreted the data in a way that accurately captures their lived experience.
Transferability is not a goal in this research, as ―the most useful
generalizations from qualitative studies are analytic, not sample-to-population‖(Miles
& Huberman, 1994).
Bias
I am conscious of my own strong place attachment and identity in more than
one geographic area, and that the physical setting plays an important role for me. In
fact, one of the places I am attached to is my land in Coös County. Some scholars say
that, ―we can never be completely free of our biases, for so many are unconscious and
part of our cultural inheritances‖ (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). I agree with this position,
but also believe that it is possible to be open to listening carefully to others and not
assuming that their sense of place will be like mine.
In an attempt to minimize the influence of my bias, I was careful with my line
of interview questions to insure that I did not lead participants, and I adhered closely
to the tenets of grounded theory analysis carefully, especially to letting the codes
emerge from the data rather than the place literature that I studied or my own
construction of sense of place.
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Ethical concerns
The names and specific details of some of the research participants have been
masked in the project narrative in order to keep participant‘s identity confidential. I
intended to keep identity of all of the participants confidential, but many of them
declared that they did not take issue with revealing their identity. Where I have given
details that might reveal an identity, I have read the passage to the participant and
received their verbal permission to use what I wrote. The data collection, including
tape recordings and transcribed interviews, will be kept in a secure file at my home
office for a period of five years and at that time will be destroyed.
Limitations
The theory generated by this research is not generalizable to residents in other
geographic places or representative of the entire Coös County population due to the
sample selection technique and size of the sample. Having said this, I will discuss
how this work can be useful to explore attachment in other populations in the
conclusions chapter.
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RESULTS
The aim of this study was to understand some long-term Coös County
residents‘ place attachment, with an emphasis on understanding their attachment to
the natural physical or landscape setting – in other words, the land itself. Previous
research has shown that place attachment has a strong social component and that fact
also came out in this study. As research participants described their attachment it was
obvious that an important part of their place attachment is social, developed through
their relationship with family and friends and to community institutions (such as
school, church and the workplace). I characterize this area as having a strong social
fabric, and while this research project‘s focus was to tease out the contribution of the
physical setting to place attachment, it is important to acknowledge some of the
social/cultural aspects of attachment because they are impossible to separate from
attachment to the physical setting. In other words, I can provide a richer context for
the role of the physical setting by briefly setting the social stage
The culture of the North Country
Research participants are attached to the culture of the North Country. Coös
County is comprised of rural towns, with relatively small populations and population
density as compared with the rest of New Hampshire. Because the population is
small, residents know their neighbors, and are apt to see people they know as they go
about doing errands around town. In many ways life is like it used to be years ago:
neighbors check on one another, help each other in times of trouble and prosperity,
and take the time to visit with each other. They participate in church suppers and
community events that celebrate their rural heritage and hometown‘s history.
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Several participants described the lifestyle as a simple life, where social
relationships and making enough money to sustain their life [but not enough to live
extravagantly] is what is important to them. Several people acknowledged that they
could have chosen to live in an area where they could make more money, but that
they chose to stay in this place or move to this place because of the lifestyle that is
inherent here. They describe the local demeanor as more authentic or real than that of
people from down below, which is anywhere south of the Notches in the White
Mountains.
Introduction to research participants
I will begin by introducing three participants in order to illustrate the
complexity of their attachment, and to demonstrate the inter-relatedness of attachment
themes, and the dynamic role that the physical setting plays in attachment. Following
these vignettes, I will delve into specific themes that emerged in each of the research
questions.
Rick is a self-employed horse logger, and growing up influenced by parents of
the Depression-era has had a profound effect on his life, resulting in an ethos of living
simply. He is 66 years old and has lived in Milan with his wife all his adult life,
where they raised their two children. At their homestead they board horses and grow
vegetables that provide at least one meal a day year-round for their table.
While many loggers in the region have mechanized, employing several people
and operating large lots, Rick spends most days alone in the woods with his horse and
sometimes his dog (Figure 1.). The way that he chooses to log is quieter and results
in less disturbed area than mechanized logging. On a logging site there is typically an
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incessant hum of machinery from the skidder hauling logs, and on the landing where
logs are prepared for trucking. When Rick shuts off his chain saw, there are only the
sounds of him and his horse working together to haul logs to the landing. This quiet
permits him to use his senses to take in the sights, sounds, smells and feel of the
forest while he does his work. In the spring his horse pulls the scoot while he gathers
maple sap, and pulls the plow and manure spreader in his garden. During the
summer, in addition to logging, he tends to the horses at his stable by managing their
pastures and, with the help of others, putting up 1800 bales of winter hay. He has
managed to find several like-minded people in the area with whom he associates, but
much of his time is spent in isolation – just him and his horse and the chore of the
day.
As a result of his activities on the land, he is strongly attached and describes a
visceral reaction to being in certain natural settings. The places that elicit that type of
reaction are those that are aligned with the way that he spends time on the land –
quietly and alone. He described one such place this way:
I‘ve had a catch in my throat going by a tamarack swamp on a turn and I
remember that vividly. Driving Route 3, not so much now as years ago, going
back to Milan from here (Colebrook) and it used to be just unbelievable.
There are places that are very moving for me.
So it is something that you see, since you’re not walking it, so it’s a scenic
thing? Do you know what it is for you?
(long pause) Well…sometimes it‘s a melancholy thing. Tamaracks in the fall
and their yellow. The mist in the mornings - sometimes you can‘t even see
the canopy.
A tamarack swamp in the fall is too wet to walk through, and these yellow trees
against the mist would highlight the fact that just that one species inhabits this type of
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swamp. The vision this conjures up of quietness and solitude contrasts the way many
people describe fall foliage – as an explosion of colors that results from the diversity
of tree species – just the sort of display that attracts many spectators to view the
annual display.
Rick‘s place attachment and identity can be summarized this way: his
footprint on the landscape is light, but the landscape‘s footprints on his heart are deep.
There was a point during the interview where his eyes watered with emotion as he
attempted to describe the depth and source of meaning of the land. I will discuss this
further as I talk about the themes that emerged with regard to what the physical
setting means to people.
Figure 1. Rick at work in the woods.

In Allen’s case, attachment to the physical setting comes from planning how a
place will look and then carrying out that plan, accretion of experience, connecting
with his interest in history, and his appreciation of scenery. There are some areas
where his attachment and his work contradict one another, which I will describe as
they surface.
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Allen is also in the timber business, but the scale of his operation is much
larger in terms of its economic investment in machinery and in land. He grew up in
Coös County and at 44 years old, is the first generation in his family in the timber
industry. He started out working for someone else, then went out on his own with a
single skidder, and has since amassed several pieces of mechanized logging
equipment, excavation equipment, hundreds of acres of woodlands, and he employs
22 people.
Allen lives in Lancaster, near Weeks State Park, site of the summer home of
Senator John Weeks (long since deceased) for whom the Weeks Act that created the
White Mountain National Forest (WMNF) was named. Allen points to his home as
being in the shadow of the Week‘s site which is meaningful for him because he has
harvested timber in the WMNF and he thinks it is a model of multiple-use
management of common resources in a way that is environmentally responsible.
Besides the connection that Allen feels between the birthplace of the Weeks
Act and his home, his interest in history plays out in another way for him – in
controlling how landscapes look. His homestead was forested when he bought it as a
woodlot, but when he started logging it and realized the potential scenic view he
decided to build his home there. He has spent quite a bit of time reclaiming old
pastures on his property, and he feels a sense of accomplishment for returning it to
pasture land – complete with a herd of 40 Scottish Highlander cattle, split-rail fence, a
pond, and manicured lawn (Figure 2.).
Developing a plan for his land and bringing that to fruition is a key way that
Allen becomes attached to a place. The results of his efforts on his homestead are
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that it has become his sanctuary. He describes this place as an escape, paradise, and
where he goes for privacy and rejuvenation. Part of this sentiment lies literally in its
private location (137 secluded acres out of town), some can be attributed to his sense
of accomplishment and pride in the work he has done there, and much of it is the
accumulation of experience walking and working this landscape.
All this initial work and maintenance amounts to accretion of experience that
strengthens his attachment as he monitors and keeps the forest in check from taking
over his pastures again. Similarly, he plans to reclaim formerly pastured lands and
fields on other properties that he owns. It is interesting and contradictory that he says
it‘s a shame that the hard work of settlers was for naught because so many of these
former pastures and open spaces have reverted to forest, when he makes his living
cutting the trees that comprise those forests.
Figure 2. Reclaimed pasture land and lawn.

In addition to planning how his own homestead would look, he develops some
of the lots he owns after a timber harvest. This is another place where his actions
seem contradictory to his philosophy and attachment – he commented that one of the
difficulties he faces in his business is the fact that large forested tracts are being
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fragmented, but in order to make a living he has to subdivide some in order to keep
his crews working and his business solvent. His answer to this quandary is to
subdivide the land in larger chunks to minimize development where possible and to
carefully weigh his harvesting and development options to decide which plan he can
live with.
Like Rick, Allen expressed appreciation for scenery, and mentioned several
times that scenery was part of his attachment to this place. For him the most
appealing scenery is that which has texture to it – by that he means open fields in the
foreground with forested lands in the background. He also likes the contrast of the
built environment and wilderness, and while he doesn‘t particularly care for urban
environments, he isn‘t bothered by seeing houses or other buildings dotting the
landscape. He particularly likes the fact that farms still exist in his area, creating the
open fields that are so appealing to him in contrast to forested lands.
Allen‘s place attachment and identity can be summarized this way: his
attachment is rooted more in the physical setting‘s potential than its existing
condition. This allows him to reconcile the changes that he makes to the landscape
through his work and to participate in the economic development of the region while
shaping the landscape. What is interesting (and contradictory again) about this is that
Allen finds it emotionally risky to become attached to places that he doesn‘t own
because changes to a place, particularly in the form of development, can diminish his
attachment. The risk, he says, is that you set yourself up for an emotional fall when
this attachment is diminished, and he likened it to the feeling of losing a pet. The
only way to insure that doesn‘t happen, he says, is to have the kind of control over a
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piece of land that comes with ownership. This strategic action protects him against
the vulnerable position of being emotionally attached. He relies on the natural setting
of his homestead as his escape from the pressures of everyday life, and a place where
he can be rejuvenated and bask in the quiet and solitude that this landscape provides.
He recognizes and participates in the social world, but the natural setting is the
foundation for his attachment:
So there’s the social connection. If you had to weigh them, if you had to say
one was more important than the other, could you? Or are they pretty tied
together?
You can develop a social branch. You can make friends actually. But you‘ve
got to be - to me, I‘ve got to like the land.
So you’ve got to love the land, first, then everything else will follow it.
Yeah, it actually does. Yes.
Arthur says he always wanted to farm ―in the worst way‖ but that it is not
economically feasible any more in New Hampshire, so he has found a way to farm
vicariously. He thinks he inherited his attachment to the land from his grandparents
who were farmers, and his father who always had a garden. As a boy in school he
was enrolled in the Future Farmers of America program, but that phased out when
farms started to phase out, and he discovered he had a talent for fixing automobiles
and off-road vehicles.
He is a second generation Coös County resident who lives in Colebrook. At
31 years old, he‘s the youngest person I interviewed. He is a mechanic who works in
a local garage servicing autos, snowmobiles, and all-terrain vehicles, but his passion
lies in farming. He is involved in the community as a volunteer firefighter/EMT, and
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he likes to ski, snowmobile, and has been known to mountain bike when he had the
time. Mostly he works. A couple of his good friends have farms with many head of
dairy and beef cattle, and he and his father have a haying business on the side, so after
he completes his daily work at the garage he farms vicariously by helping his friends
with their farm chores or he mows and bales hay with his father and other family
members.
While he was growing up his father worked at a local resort running
equipment and he spent a fair amount of time watching and working with him, which
is where he learned how to be a mechanic. It is also in part where he gained an
appreciation for the natural world – the resort‘s location is scenic, filled with wildlife,
peaceful and isolated. Later when he and his friends got their driver‘s licenses, they
used to drive their pickup trucks to a particularly beautiful spot at the height of land to
watch the sun set and see wildlife. When he wasn‘t working with his dad, he says he
spent ―probably 70% of his time between my buddy‘s farm and my uncle‘s farm.‖
Arthur‘s landscape is familiar. He has lived and moved in a pretty small geographic
circle by choice all his life. He looks to the same landmarks every day as a beacon
and to forecast the weather:
This is Monadnock Mountain which is actually right there (pointing). That‘s
a huge part of our lives here in this area. No matter where you are in this area,
you can see Monadnock Mountain if you get to the height of the land. You
can‘t get lost around here because no matter where you go, you can see
Monadnock Mountain and if you can see it and you walk towards it, you
know you‘re going west. And eventually you‘re either going to cross Route 3
or you‘re going to come to the Connecticut River.
In addition to Mt. Monadnock, Bunnell Mountain and Dixville Peaks also serve as
beacons from his house, his friend‘s farm, and the fields he mows after work.
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Arthur enjoys being outside and being in the woods. In every season there are
activities he engages in that maximize his time outdoors and build his attachment
through accretion of experience. In the winter he enjoys skiing and snowmobiling as
ways to see a lot of scenery that he can‘t access any other way, and he travels slow
enough to be able to take in the views and see wildlife. He finds this a relaxing way
to enjoy the outdoors during the winter, much like hunting is for him in the fall. In
the spring, he and a friend maintain 850 maple sugar taps as a business. While part of
this activity is social in nature, the reliance on ecological knowledge coupled with
accretion of experience in performing this task every year strengthens his attachment
to the land.
Place attachment, for Arthur, was passed to him through family, and he is
passing that on to his daughter as he includes her in the activities he engages in
outdoors (Figure 3). There is a strong social component to his attachment, but
equally strong physical setting elements of importance especially in familiarity and
scenery.
Figure 3. Passing on place attachment to the next generation.
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These vignettes have illustrated some of the themes that I will discuss in more
detail in this next three chapters as I focus on reporting data that answered my
research questions. Not surprisingly, place attachment is multifaceted and difficult
for people to articulate. It is often tricky for people to balance the emotional part of
their attachment with the economic reality of making a living and the inevitability of
change they can see happening around them.
There is no forum currently for these residents to contemplate and express the
feelings and memories the way they did during these interviews, but the depth to
which they feel connected to this place was expressed in the form of tears for a third
of respondents. The trigger for these tears was the realization of the importance of
this attachment to their well-being. Participants said that they recognized their love
for this place, and they didn‘t believe that they took it for granted, but acknowledged
that they never took the opportunity to reflect much on it or to discuss it with others.
The opportunity to explore these feelings and the meaning of place in their lives,
though, was unexpectedly rewarding for participants because in some cases it
clarified decisions they had made in their lives that they hadn‘t connected before as
supporting their place attachment. Several people said that they didn‘t really know
how to think about this when I initially contacted them to ask them to participate in
the project, but that the process of reflection, the opportunity to tell their story, and
the interview questions were enlightening for them. Their stories were likewise
enlightening for me.
Because of the plethora of data collected in this research, I will combine the
results and discussion according to each of the three research questions:
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What meaning does the physical setting have for residents?
What is the role (foreground or background) of the physical setting in place
attachment and identity?
How is place attachment formed and how is it maintained?
Each chapter will begin with the results, using italicized subheadings to show themes
that emerged in the data analysis. Interview quotes embedded in the text are indented
and single spaced. My interview questions and responses are shown in italicized font,
while participant‘s words appear in normal font. Following the presentation of the
results in each chapter will be the discussion of those results, demarcated by the
subheading Discussion.
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RQ 1: WHAT IS THE MEANING OF THE PHYSICAL SETTING?
Five salient themes emerged when I asked what meaning the physical setting
held for research participants: stability, restoration, reverence, sustenance, and
ecological identity. These themes are illustrated in Figure 4. In this chapter I will
introduce each of the themes by illustrating the codes that make up the themes and
providing examples of data that explain how I arrived at the meaning of the physical
setting. For each of the themes, the results will be followed immediately by the
discussion.
Figure 4. Themes of meaning.
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THEME ONE: THE PHYSICAL SETTING IS STABLE - RESULTS
Stability is an overarching theme that emerged from interviews through
familiarity, dependability, and the unchanging nature of natural landscape forms.
People used the word familiar frequently to describe settings and features that were
part of their everyday landscape such as mountains, rivers, open fields and the like.
These settings are ubiquitous in their life, and they become familiar over time because
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they are observed regularly and under varying conditions. Here Mike describes his
familiar vista of the White Mountains seen from Berlin:
I‘ve looked at those mountains basically every day or almost every day of my
life. You face them every day that you… when you were a kid you looked at
‗em and as an older kid or an adult, you know, going to and from work or
wherever you went, you always were in the shadow or looking at them. (MK)
Besides noting the presence of and the daily condition of these landscape features,
Mike brings to light the idea that observers change over time, whereas the observed
feature does not change – at least not its overall structure. As a child he didn‘t pay
much attention to landscape features except as backdrops, but now that he is more
mature, he recognizes the role this observation plays in his life as he described here:
Probably what happens as we get older, and so many things obviously change
in our lives, it‘s nice to have certain things that you can still relate to that are
the same.
Marion also recognizes that mountains she looks at as an adult were a part of her life
as a girl:
I have this memory of being a girl scout and my troop used to come up into
the mountains a lot and hike, because there is a base camp over at Moose
Brook in Gorham, that is owned by the girl scouts, so your troop can stay
overnight and then you can hike, and those mountains were talking to me back
then, and I didn‘t realize it. I just remember being moved by them. So, when
I had a job here, it reinforced that appeal I guess. It was an aesthetic thing,
which eventually was a philosophical thing, and yes, I think too much, but that
is the way it is.
So, when the mountains were moving you back then, was it the scenery?
It was about the mass, the presence. Not like postcard type scenery, more like
the apparent permanence of those mountains.
Landscape Features are Unchanging
Mountain silhouettes and even river footprints are virtually the same now as
they appeared in photographs taken 150 years ago, while the features on the
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landscape have changed dramatically – houses and even entire villages have been
built or abandoned, forests have been cleared or re-grown, wildlife have been
extirpated or returned, but the natural landscape features remain. As part of our
everyday scene, they are part of our world, they are familiar and dependable - like
knowing the sun will rise and set every day.
To illustrate this point, a frequently photographed feature for Berlin and Milan
residents was the Androscoggin River with the White Mountains in the background
(Figure 5) taken from a bridge crossing the river. Four people took virtually the same
photo and described it as the backdrop for their lives, but they also revealed multiple
themes tied to this vista that will be discussed later in the chapter.
Figure 5. Familiar scene of the Androscoggin River with the White Mountains in the background.

To illustrate the unchanging nature of landscape features, Figure 6 is a 1952
photograph of the above scene, taken a bit further south than Figure 5. The outline of
the White Mountains and surrounding hills, and even the islands in the river are
visible in both photographs. The most significant changes are the addition of logs in
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the river in the 1952 photograph, and the smoke rising from the paper mill‘s
smokestacks, which were active at the time the photo was taken.
Figure 6. Androscoggin River with the White Mountains in the background, ca. 1952.

This is an example of how the unchanging nature of landscape features offers people
stability while conditions on the landscape drastically change. The Androscoggin
River hasn‘t been used to transport or store logs since about mid-1960, and the paper
mill was shut down in 2006. In September of 2007 the smokestacks that had been a
part of the built landscape since the late 1800‘s were demolished. Yet the mountain
and river silhouette remains – even though the economic and social condition for
thousands of residents has changed. The unchanging nature of landscape features
offers residents a sense of permanence in a changing world, and this permanence
makes residents feel secure.
Landscape features like mountains are normally thought of as unchanging,
which is why they are the features we look to as beacons. Knowing what to expect
and then confirming those expectations is a reassuring routine. When people interact
in this manner with places, they begin to anticipate what the feature will look like the
next time they see it by way of comparison with their previous experiences. Over
time they may even learn to interpret their observations, such as forecasting the
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weather based on the cloud cover at a certain time of day or seasonally by the frost
line on a mountain. Here Arthur explains how Monadnock Mountain is a daily
weather check-in point for him as he schedules his outdoor work:
...it‘s a good way to tell the weather because if the clouds are hanging over the top of
it in the morning then it‘s probably not going to be a real good day. But if they‘re
hanging so you can see the top of it and the fog is laying low in the valley, it‘s
probably gonna be a pretty good day.
Figure 7. .Monadnock Mountain showing morning clouds lying low in the valley –
it looks like it‘s going to be a good weather day according to Arthur‘s forecast.

Landscape features are imagined as permanent, unchanging features that
people can count on throughout our lives and this is supported with the evidence of
memories, photographs and stories that confirm their observations.
How People React when Stability is Challenged
Because landscape features are familiar landmarks and contribute to a sense of
stability in people‘s lives, it can be particularly unnerving for some people when these
supposedly stable features change. This occurred in the North Country in 2003 when
a stone figure known as ―The Old Man of the Mountain,‖ located on Cannon Cliff in
the White Mountains, fell sometime during the evening of May 3rd. This New
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Hampshire icon and state symbol resembled a rugged-looking man‘s face and had
been a tourist attraction and source of identity for some New Hampshire residents
since its discovery in 1805, as evidenced by the outpouring of comments and
memories at the time of its demise. The cartoon in Figure 8 was published in a North
Country newspaper the week following the incident, and the largest statewide
newspaper and television station covered the story as headline news for days
following the fall. The New Hampshire Division of Parks & Recreation still
maintains an on-line scrapbook archiving public comments that reads like the
guestbook for an on-line obituary.
Figure 8. Cartoon depicting New Hampshire resident‘s sentiment after
the fall of the Old Man of the Mountain.

©2003 Mike Marland, Concord Monitor. Reprinted with permission.

Personally residents felt the loss and some deliberately chose not to look up where the
rock feature was, following its demise, as if by not acknowledging it they could
pretend that it still existed. This need to deny the fact that it no longer existed is
evidence of its significance as a familiar landmark, and underscores how difficult it
can be to reconcile the fact that even a several-hundred-ton piece of mountain that
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was imagined as unchanging might actually disappear right before our eyes (or in this
case, while we were sleeping). Here a resident explains her reaction to the fall and
how she tried to protect herself from having to cope with the fact that this landmark
was gone:
When the Old Man of the Mountain fell off, I made up my mind that I wasn‘t
going to look. I had driven through the Notch a trillion times while I
commuted for six years a few years ago, and I looked at that thing, and I
would look for the light on Cannon Mountain when I was coming back.
Did you always look for the Old Man?
I always looked! So, I had these wonderful pictures of it in my head and I
said, ―I‘m not looking at that.‖ I know that it‘s happened, I don‘t deny it, but
I‘m not going to look, I‘m going to protect what is in my head. …I like to
think of it as permanent and unchanging, even though I know rationally that it
is not.
Other residents accepted this drastic change more easily for two reasons: Arthur says
that when he looks up at its former location, he can still see it because it is etched in
his memory, and others believe that because Mother Nature took it away, they were
able to reconcile its loss more easily. This distinction between natural landscape
change and that caused by other means (human) is a theme I will explore when I
discuss what sorts of things can change people‘s place attachment.
Ecological Knowledge Promotes Recognition of Stability
How is it that people come to recognize the physical setting as stable?
Familiarity infers intimacy with the setting, most often gained through repeated
experiences on the land. Some people gain this experience through working or
recreating in a place, and others by learning the history of a place, but the type of
knowledge participants relied on frequently to experience familiarity in natural
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settings was ecological knowledge. Nearly all of the participants possess some
degree of ecological knowledge that they draw on to recognize stability in the
physical setting. Here is an example: people without an understanding of logging
and forestry might label a forest that has been cut destroyed. People with ecological
knowledge of succession, however, will understand that in a few short years after this
activity, a forest comes back, and many can even predict what tree species will likely
colonize the site first. The same is true for other disturbances such as ice storm
damage, wind damage, and periodic flooding. This knowledge helps them understand
temporary change vs. land conversion that can result in a change to attachment (more
about that later). Here are some of the ways people demonstrated ecological
knowledge and used it in their interpretation of stability:
Bill explained a photo he had taken of a campfire ring along the Connecticut
River, where he and his family have a long history of using a section of the river. He
recounted that the river‘s beach is always there, but changes in seasonal water depths
and flow rate render features constructed on the beaches as temporary:
Lyman Falls on the Connecticut River is a place where my children learned to
swim…and where I swim, all summer. This is looking downstream, with the
flow of the river going down, and, this would represent the beach, and that‘s
the old dam up here – it was taken out. And, uh, this [campfire ring] just
happened to be there – with high water that would be eliminated and then
somebody else would come along and make a little campfire or whatever and,
it‘s always changing, depending upon how the river acts in the wintertime.
The stones will come in or go out, whatever, so it‘s a changing place. (BS)
Even though there are subtle changes to the river, the fact that the changes are
temporary and naturally-caused allows him to see the place as stable.

Even human-

caused change that residents understand as temporary because of their ecological
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knowledge do not change their notion of stability, as Lindsey illustrates in talking
about harvesting timber:
So if you go in the woods, you can see where it was logged X number of years
ago, and you can see how fast it‘s grown, which is today, and at that rate what
it‘s going to be tomorrow, or 10 years, when the cycle is going to start over…I
suppose it‘s the same in farming – you plant and you reap, garden, same thing.
People use ecological knowledge as a way to mark time – seasonally or over the
longer term as they watch a forest and its inhabitants mature.
One of the things I do like to do is go back where I participated in the cutting
of a some wood, years later – or when I‘m cutting wood right now, I go and I
– I go to a stump now and I count the rings and say, well, when I first started
work here, this tree was this big, and when I cut it is was this big – something
like that. (BW)
Sarah tracks the sunset seasonally and incorporates this into her ecological
knowledge:
The longest day of the year is the sunset sets on the right hand side of the right
peak and now it's on the left hand side of the left peak….
Scott, whose field is in the river floodplain, recognizes the yearly spring flood for the
benefits it brings to his crop, and also the cleanup chores. He said it signals the end
of winter and brings nutrients to his soil, but it also means it is time to clean up the
driftwood from his field and get ready to plant. At the same time, he recognizes that
his cattle are beginning to shed as they prepare for the warmer season ahead.
These examples demonstrate that participants are attentive to the details in the
natural physical environment that surrounds them, and they have a functional
knowledge of how complex ecological concepts such as forest succession, niche
specialization, partitioning of resources and predator-prey relationships. Some of the
people I interviewed would deny that they possess this level of understanding on the
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grounds that it hasn‘t been a part of their formal education but it is clear from their
examples that they do understand these concepts and incorporate them into their lives
as they work and play on the land. This ecological knowledge helps residents
determine the difference between temporary and permanent changes in the landscape
setting that allow them to interpret the physical setting as stable. It also gives people
a sense of security in that they know that another forest will replace a harvested one
that will continue to provide income and heat, they know which animals they will
encounter in their region and whether or not they pose a threat, and they know how to
make the best of a short growing season.
What Is The Importance Of A Stable Physical Setting?
Stability in the physical setting is important to North Country residents
because it may be the thing in their life that they feel they can count on – particularly
in these changing times. Participants talked about how friends and family
relationships change and jobs come and go, but the landscape remains recognizable,
and natural ecological rhythms are familiar and predictable.
The sense of stability gained through familiar natural landmarks and the
recognition of natural rhythms like the ones participants described are comforting to
people. People can visualize what they will see rounding a corner, for example and
feel at home when certain features come into view after being away from a place.
Places that people are familiar with are places they feel safe in because they know
what is there that might be threatening, and they know their way around. This sense
of stability makes residents feel at home and secure.
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THEME ONE: THE PHYSICAL SETTING IS STABLE – DISCUSSION
Figure 9. Stability codes.
Meaning of the
physical setting

Stability

Temporary chg.
does not alter
stability

Familiar
Unchanging
Enduring

Sense of
security

Figure 9 illustrates the codes that make up the physical setting as stable
theme. The theme encompasses the idea that landscape features are familiar and
unchanging and that is comforting to research participants. Social relationships and
economic associations come and go for these people, but because the land remains
unchanged it represents a stable setting and influence in their lives that, for at least
some residents, feels permanent. This is an important finding: The notion of
permanence in a rapidly changing world makes these people feel at home and gives
them a sense of security.
Noting the presence and daily condition of landscape features such as
mountain silhouettes and river conditions is a key way that residents are able to
distinguish stability from change. People look to and look for physical features in the
landscape and they check-in with these features regularly as part of the routine of
their lives. They recognize a temporal rhythm in daily patterns and seasons that serve
as a point of reference to compare and contrast one moment in time with another.
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This daily check-in develops and expands their ecological knowledge, and they use it
to mark time – during the day and also seasonally. This is another important finding:
that noting the presence and daily conditions of unchanging landscape features
expands residents‘ ecological knowledge. It is through their ecological knowledge
that they are able to discern man-made or natural temporary landscape changes, such
as timber harvesting or storm events, from land conversion that occurs when parcels
are developed. Ecological knowledge is linked to ecological identity, which I discuss
later in this chapter.
Familiarity was one of the codes that I collapsed into the physical setting as
stable theme. Geographer Relph (1976) explains that familiarity is an aspect of place
attachment that has been described as one of the ways people develop a feeling of
rootedness in a place – and it develops by knowing and being known in a particular
place.
Being known points to sociocultural elements, but knowing a place implies
both physical setting and sociocultural elements. Relph does not explain the process
by which this knowing happens, but this research provides some explanation of how
people come to know a place intimately: one of the ways people get to know a place
is through the practice of checking in regularly with unchanging landscape features.
Numerous studies on place attachment discuss accretion of experience as a
method by which attachment occurs (Hay, 1998; Low & Altman, 1992; Relph, 1976;
Stedman, Beckley, Wallace, & Ambard, 2004; Tuan, 1977). Accretion of experience
is simply multiple experiences in place that contribute to place meaning. Stedman et
al. (2004) reported that their research participants became attached to places through
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accumulated experiences and memories of social relationships in places, and Beckley
et al. (2007) reported that participants are attached to biophysical attributes. Both of
these studies were exploring whether people could segregate attachment by
biophysical and sociocultural elements, not about how attachment is formed. By
integrating these studies, however, my research tells us that accretion of experience
strengthens participants place attachment through expanding ecological knowledge
(biophysical attributes). This ecological knowledge, which is an intimate knowledge
of the natural world, contributes to feelings of belonging or rootedness.
Researchers Low and Altman (1992) laid out a foundation for sense of place
research positing, among other things, that place attachment might ―provide a sense
of daily and ongoing security and stimulation, with places and objects offering
predictable facilities‖ (p. 10). My research supports their assertion, through the daily
check-in with landscape features that assures residents that their world is unchanging.
This sense of security could be especially important in other places like Coös County
that are undergoing change.
Conceiving of landscape features as stable expands our understanding of the
role of the physical setting in place attachment. We knew that people became
attached to places over time through accretion of experience, and that accretion of
experience gives people a sense of familiarity, but this research tells that the stability
found in landscape features can promote a sense of permanence in a changing world.
The other key contribution lies in understanding that checking in with these
landscape features enhances ecological knowledge (part of knowing a place), which
strengthens attachment and a sense of belonging.
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THEME TWO: THE PHYSICAL SETTING IS RESTORATIVE - RESULTS
A second meaning that emerged through the analysis of interviews was
restoration. This was expressed by describing the physical setting as a place people
escaped to, where they sought and found peace and quiet, where they experienced
solitude, and where they felt protected. These are therapeutic elements that heal
participants from the stress and pressures of life, allow them to clear their minds, and
they report this as a need in their lives. Since there are several elements folded into
this theme, I will provide an array of voices that exemplify the way participants
described them, and then discuss how they fit together in this theme.
Escape
Many of the participants described the physical setting as a place they escaped
to in order to relax from the pressures of everyday life. Bill described this as he
experienced it hiking off-trail to remote peaks:
It‘s particularly, as you can see, isolated and wild and there are no trails and
um, it‘s full of blow-downs and tight on top as all these peaks are. Again it‘s
particularly wild – that would be a word that I think comes up for some of
these places - you know - wild, isolated, and you get to feel pretty much away
from things up there. (BS)
And Lindsey experienced escape in his own backyard just by going outside at night:
Well it‘s just like at night – you could have a thousand people out here and
you go out in the dark and you‘re all by yourself, in your own little world. Or
I take my dog for a walk at night after dark and you‘re in your own little
world. You get – you can be alone or with people, however you want to do it.
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Is it about being alone, or about connecting with the land?
Probably connecting – when I say alone, I don‘t mean being a hermit…
Yeah – but just getting some space?
Getting some space, yeah. Forgetting what‘s going on in the world. (LG)
And Michelle recognized that she needs to escape to nature so that she doesn‘t feel
trapped indoors, resenting her work:
When I‘m out of here I think about what I love and just take it all in and
absorb it. When I‘m in here I feel trapped. I get so mad at myself when I
think, ―Okay, - today I don‘t care what else is going on I‘m going to get out
and take a walk and take time for myself,‖ and I don‘t. Then every night I‘m
kicking myself thinking, ―Why didn‘t you get out of this building?‖ Then I
feel really boxed in and trapped.
So is that one of the things being outside does for you to just give you some
space in your own head?
Absolutely. Even if we weren‘t wrapped up in this business the outside would
still be the main focus, but more so now because I‘m so tied to it. (MH)
Quiet and Solitude
The natural settings participants talked about were quiet, isolated, remote, and
wild, and people usually experienced these settings alone. Several people focused on
peace and quiet as the main descriptor of the physical settings they felt attached to,
and these are the ways they talked about the importance of the quiet:
It‘s not… the land is not about hustling and bustling and things to do. It‘s all
about peace and quiet. (BE)
And Scott, describing time spent in his upper pasture, says:
It‘s just peaceful up there. You go up there… I just love it. (SD)
Michelle enjoys the quiet of downhill skiing alone, which she contrasts with the way
her children enjoy skiing:
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I like skiing alone personally for the solitude. The kids like to ski with other
kids, but I like to ski alone.
So the peacefulness is pretty important to you?
Oh yeah, absolutely. I like the sting on your face and when it is real quiet.
They put speakers out on the deck last year and I thought, ―Oh my God, I
hope they aren‘t going to play music.‖ It was just for some event or
something because if they were going to play music then that was just going
to do me in. I‘m not skiing where they‘re going to play music. I just want the
quiet. It‘s all the senses. (MH)
The quiet and solitude these people describe provides them with an opportunity to
disconnect from the distractions of other people and extraneous noise in their
everyday environment and clear their heads. Without others and noise they use their
senses to connect with the natural world: feeling the sting of snow on their face, the
sounds of bird songs, and the smells of the pasture.
Freedom
Participants described both freedom to move around and freedom of thought
as they described the ways they are attached to the physical setting. An aspect of
the way of life in the North Country for generations has been the freedom to move
around unencumbered by development or posted properties, because much of the
land in the North Country has traditionally been open to the public unless gated or
posted. This access gives people the illusion of ownership without the burden of
property taxes and liability, and makes it possible to wander freely in undeveloped
land for at least an entire day and even longer if a person chose to do that.
I like the fact that you can just go wherever you feel like going for the most
part. If you want to go out for a walk in the woods every inch of the ground
isn‘t posted. You can… there‘s lots of wilderness, lots of back roads, and just,
you can get away from everything when you want to. (BE)
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This is a case where the social construct or relationship that people have in the North
Country supports or helps people reap the benefits of spending time on the land. In
addition to moving around freely, opportunities to escape to peaceful, quiet settings
alone allow people to clear their minds in order to think freely. Besides changing the
focus from social relationships to human needs in the physical setting (Am I thirsty,
hungry, cold, safe?), some people are able to suspend their dependence on the
construct of time, as Brian describes:
I get out in the woods and I‘ve got all the time in the world to think about
whatever I want. (BE)
This freedom to move and think freely and to be free from time constraints is
therapeutic and rejuvenating.
I Need This in My Life
A common sentiment expressed with the idea of the physical setting as escape
was that this escape to nature and from their everyday routine is something they need
in their lives that they recognized and made time to experience. From Bill‘s
description, it is clear that the physical setting is necessary in his life:
And so it sustains you or it feeds you to keep visiting these places?
It sustains you…it filters, it makes pure again, it um, revitalizes. It‘s as
necessary as fruit or cereal or something like that, and if it‘s neglected, you
know, and maybe this is the point that you were getting at, something could
die. (BS)
Michelle, too, expressed this sentiment:
So, is there something special about the outdoors?
Yes, it has to be outdoors. We just need it. The fresh air, blue sky, I don‘t
know - it is just something we really need. (MH)
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And Arthur links his need to be in nature to the peacefulness he knows he can find
there:
We‘ve got a trail over in there but not many people know about it and the
people who know about it are the ones that we want there. And to go up
around the ridge into the orchard, it‘s just… again it‘s very peaceful up there
and I need that peace. (ABe)
Play
The final element of rejuvenation participants spoke about was the enjoyment
they experienced on the land through recreational pursuits and hobby-like activities
including chores. Some of the activities that were discussed that fall under this
category are: skiing, hiking, snowmobiling, hunting, mowing fields, gathering
firewood, and making maple syrup. Some of these activities are purely for fun, and
others are chores or side-businesses, but for each of them there is usually some choice
about when they are done and often whether or not they have to be done at all. This
is a different mindset than a job where there are usually deadlines and not a lot of say
about how a task is performed. In these activities, the mindset is more play-like, and
that brings a certain amount of relaxation with it and the ability to see it less like
drudgery. Even when things go wrong in this type of setting, people seem better able
to handle it than when they are under the pressure of completing a job in a certain
amount of time or producing a certain volume, as Arthur explains:
But it‘s nice to spend time outdoors. It‘s usually pretty relaxing. Something
breaks down; you don‘t usually get too wound up. My mother will bring up
lunch or dinner or whatever. It‘s just nice to be outside. It‘s beautiful
scenery. (ABe)
To summarize, participants described the natural environment (or physical
setting) as a place where they can escape from everyday life, where they can clear
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their minds to think and sort out ideas and conflicts, where they can be alone in
peaceful, quiet settings, and where they can shift their focus. These elements come
together to heal people and restore them in a transformative process whereby they
emerge from the setting with a clearer head and calmer state of being. The crucial
element was that this experience occurs in the natural environment – in other words,
sitting in a quiet room alone in the house looking out the window would not produce
the same sort of transformation. When I reviewed this theme with participants,
several said this was one of the most important meanings of the physical setting for
them.
THEME TWO: THE PHYSICAL SETTING IS RESTORATIVE - DISCUSSION
Figure 10. Restoration codes.
Meaning of the
physical setting
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Solitude
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Figure 10 illustrates the codes that are encompassed by the restoration theme.
A key finding in this theme was that escape to nature and from their everyday life is
something they need in their life and they make time to experience. Here they
experience freedom to think about whatever they want, for as long as they want,
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because in the natural environment time constraints are suspended, and the mind can
wander freely. The natural environment is therapeutic, healing participants from the
everyday stress and fatigue of their lives. Another facet of restoration in the physical
setting is play, as the physical environment is where participants go to hunt, fish, and
engage in other forms of motorized and non-motorized recreation such as hiking,
canoeing, skiing and snowmobiling.
Several scholars have identified the same types of attributes as place
meanings, but have assigned a different theme name to them. Davenport and
Anderson (2005) reported a dimension of meaning on the Niobrara River as ‗tonic‘
described as ―good for the mind, body and soul ‖, and where their participants found
peace, solitude and ―pure enjoyment‖ (p. 633). Their study was focused on exploring
the meaning of the Niobrara National Scenic River for river stakeholder‘s and the
meanings listed above were mostly derived from recreational experiences, although
some participants found peace and solitude by focusing on the beauty of the river.
While the settings are very different (recreational river setting vs. a mostly forested
landscape) between their study and mine, it is the experience of being in the natural
environment that allows people to clear their minds, experience peace and quiet, and
to find solitude. I speculate that the ―pure enjoyment‖ comes from the opportunity to
play, but it may be describing appreciation for beauty that is linked with spirituality in
my study.
Environmental psychologist Manzo (2005) found in her study on the
dimensions of place meaning that more than half of her research participants sought
out natural settings they described as meaningful for the opportunity for privacy,
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introspection and self-reflection. My research participants talked about the natural
environment as a place to escape from their everyday life, where they find peace and
quiet, and where they are able to think freely. These descriptors imply privacy,
introspection and self-reflection, and they play a role for them in both restoration and
perhaps even more in identity, which I will discuss in the section on ecological
identity.
Environmental psychologists Kaplan & Kaplan (1989) classify nature as
places where people can think, forget their worries, regain sanity and serenity, and
enjoy solitude. My research supports this classification as these attributes are very
similar to the ones that my participants use to describe their restorative experience in
the natural environment. Here are their words describing their restorative experience:
―It‘s not about hustling and bustling and things to do. It‘s all about peace and quiet,‖
―I get out in the woods and I‘ve got all the time in the world to think about whatever I
want,‖ and ―It‘s just so much more peaceful and relaxing and no one is working.‖
The physical environment as a restorative setting is discussed in the
environmental psychology literature, linked to Attention Restoration Theory and the
idea that natural settings contain the four aspects identified as central to attention
restoration: they can escape or withdraw from everyday life, to a place that feels
other-worldly, where they will find a source of soft fascination, and the setting is
compatible with their needs and abilities (Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989; Kaplan, 1995;
Korpela & Hartig, 1996; Korpela, Hartig, Kaiser, & Fuhrer, 2001; Rogan, O'Connor,
& Horowitz, 2005). The physical setting does serve a restorative function for my
research participants, and they provided evidence for that in our conversations. Some
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talked about ―escaping into nature,‖ people described wild-isolated places that feel
like a ―whole other world,‖ many people described being captivated by scenery (a
source of soft fascination), and the fact that they are using the setting for these things
confirms compatibility.
The physical environment as a restorative setting is not discussed in the place
literature, and linking this function of the physical setting to that literature can help
people recognize this important role. While my research supports the work of the
environmental psychologists, it also helps us understand that this is a necessity that
people make time for in their lives, and that there are a variety of places they choose
for this function. Participants talked about recognizing when they had ‗had enough‘
and needed to escape into the natural environment, and they gave a variety of
examples of suitable places, from wild, isolated mountains, to outside in their yard in
the dark, to skiing alone. I did not ask specifically, but I imagine that the degree of
wildness and the frequency with which they need to experience restoration varies
individually.
I struggled with whether to name this theme restorative or rejuvenating,
because I felt that participants were describing an experience that sounded more
rejuvenating then just restoring their psyche to some previous state. In
correspondence with Stephen Kaplan, author of the work on conceiving of nature as a
restorative environment (1995), I learned that his term restoration was inclusive of
―rejuvenation, ‗R&R‘, and re-charging the batteries‖ (Kaplan, 2008). These are the
sorts of terms my participants used to describe their experience.
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THEME THREE: PHYSICAL SETTING IS SPIRITUAL - RESULTS
Participants described feelings of reverence and spirituality when they talked
about their attachment to the physical setting, and these were particularly difficult
feelings for them to assign a label. Reverence, as defined in the dictionary, is a
feeling of profound awe and respect and often conveyed using the emotion love.
Spirituality is defined by humanistic psychologists Elkins et.al. (1988) thusly;
Spirituality…is a way of being and experiencing that comes about through
awareness of a transcendent dimension and that is characterized by certain
identifiable values in regard to self, others, nature, life, and whatever one
considers to be the Ultimate. (p.10)
The identifiable values they speak of have to do with believing that all life is
meaningful, sacred, and purposeful, that ultimate satisfaction is not found in material
things, and that human existence includes tragic realities alongside joy.
Many participants described a feeling of being a part of something larger in
the natural environment – some described being part of a natural flow, others
described a spiritual-like experience, and some couldn‘t articulate what the root of the
sensation or feeling was except to acknowledge wow. Participants who recognized a
spiritual connection to the land were mostly people who expressed a belief in a God
and practiced organized religion as a part of their life. When I asked participants
about a spiritual connection with the physical setting, people who did not believe in
God or practice religion in the traditional sense rejected the notion of spirituality. I
include both reverence and spirituality in this theme because the sensation
participants described was similar and the literature on spirituality and nature includes
reverence.
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Physical Setting Is Spiritual
Participants for whom organized religion or a God was a part of their lives
answered my probe affirmatively connecting to the idea that because God makes all
things, then yes, He is in nature, too, such as Gordon related:
Oh yes. I mean, everything that was made was made by God. There‘s no
question in my mind about it. And uh, well I sometimes get up and look off
and see an absolutely fantastic sunrise or something like that and you‘ve got
to admire it for a few minutes. And when I‘m hunting I used to think about
how even though some of the trees I helped cut down, I‘d admire how
beautiful they were, so about 2/3 of the time when I was hunting I was looking
at trees and saying, ―Wow, that‘s a beauty, and we won‘t touch ‗ya, we‘ll
leave you here for a while.‖ (GC)
The beauty in nature found in a sunrise or in the forest is what triggers his spiritual
experience. Besides spiritual connection, Gordon is also expressing his land ethic in
noting which trees to let grow and which to harvest, and I will say more about the
concept of land ethic in the section on ecological identity.
In the next example, Bill recognizes spirituality as part of his experience in the
physical setting, but has some difficulty trying to explain the sensation, so turns to
poetry for some help articulating his feelings:
I would say that there is definitely a spiritual component. And just by the fact
that it‘s spiritual is, is not dogma, you know? But yeah, there is a spiritual
component, and I think there is, again, in transcendentalism a spiritual
component, you know? Sometimes some kind of a spirit goes through all of
these things and in man itself, you know? Wordsworth says ―Therefore I am a
lover of the meadows and the woods and the mountains, and of all that we
behold from this green earth.‖ And ―I felt a presence that disturbed me with
the joy of elevated thoughts. A sense sublime of something far more deeply
interfused whose dwelling is the light of setting suns and the round ocean and
the living air and the blue sky and in the mind of man. A motion and a spirit
that impels all thinking things. All objects of all thought and rolls through all
things.‖ So I think that without really knowing it you sense the connections in
these spots.
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These are lines 93-105 (read slightly out of order) from William Wordsworth‘s
―Lines written a few miles above Tintern Abbey on revisiting the banks of the Wye
during a tour, 13 July 1798.‖ There is most certainly a spiritual expression in this
poem, and in fact this excerpt is cited on the Pantheist Association for Nature website
as one of many pantheistic writings. Pantheists believe that God is nature and nature
is God. While I did not ask whether Bill follows the tenets of pantheism, I interpret
his words to mean that in nature he feels a presence [presumably of some Higher
Being], has experienced transcendentalism linked to a spiritual experience, and feels a
joyous connection with all the natural elements.
Some people describe a combination of reverence and spirituality, like this
woman:
Sometimes when I see a really beautiful sunset or something like that I feel a
profound sense of awe and respect and closeness with God. I don‘t go to
church or practice religion – for me God is in nature. (MH)
This is another case where scenery is the trigger for the spiritual experience. Natural
scenic vistas and wildlife-viewing opportunities are the ‗hook‘ that compels people to
stop whatever they are doing to take notice of their surroundings. What they see is
the beautiful and the sublime, rather than humans and human influence that make up
their everyday world, and that inspires participants to give thanks to a Higher Being,
feel reverence or do both.
Reverence
People who say they are not religious or that they do not believe in a God
expressed what sounded like reverence and they, too, had a hard time describing
exactly what it was they felt.
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A common response was to make hand gestures and search for words and motion to
themselves as if to say they felt the feeling viscerally, but couldn‘t find the words to
describe it. Here are two men attempting to put the feeling into words:
It‘s just something that you feel. You feel connected to the spot. Some weird,
supernatural thing or wildlife… I definitely like to see the wildlife. There‘ve
been many a day deer hunting when I‘ve just sat and watched them instead of
shooting them. You know, it wasn‘t the right time, the right place – they
weren‘t the one. They interest you – their behavior and…(ABe)
This is not a feeling relegated to the luxury of recreational pursuits, as it occurs even
during the routine of a day at work:
I feel it. I feel it. I really-there's times when I‘m out there cutting wood, and
I stop and kuh (this is a jaw-dropping, wow expression that's not really a word
but a sound and a serene looking smile)… (RA)
He elaborated that sometimes this happens when the sun shines through the trees a
certain way, or when he sees a striking bit of scenery like the tamarack swamp in the
fall I wrote about in the earlier vignette. When I called this man to review the way
my themes were developing, he told me that he had experienced another of these
moments in the last couple of days, as he was giving someone a horse-drawn sleigh
ride through the woods. He described how the snow was falling, dampening all
extraneous noise the way that snowfalls quiet a forest, and he was overcome with a
feeling of being in the perfect place at the perfect moment and that at just that
moment he was fully present.
Feelings of both reverence and of spirituality are humbling. When
participants described these experiences, they always had a kind of blissful smile on
their faces, and spoke softly punctuating their description with reflective silence. In
those moments when they feel reverence and spirituality they express gratitude for the
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beauty around them and they feel small in their importance. They are reminded that
man is not omnipotent, and a part of some larger system. In this condition they forget
about themselves and focus on the beautiful and the sublime aspects of the natural
environment, strengthening their attachment by remembering why they live there.
THEME THREE: PHYSICAL SETTING IS SPIRITUAL - DISCUSSION
Figure 11. Spirituality codes.
Meaning of the
physical setting

Spirituality
(reverence)

Scenic
beauty

Wildlife

Wilderness

Wow

Figure 11 shows the codes that were included in the spirituality theme, which
includes both spirituality and reverence. Because several people rejected the notion
of spirituality on grounds that they did not consider themselves religious, I pondered
whether these codes described one or two themes of meaning and how they fit
together. There is very little place literature that considers the subject of the natural
environment and spirituality, but I did find some research on wilderness and
spirituality. Geographer Peter Ashley, in his work defining wilderness spirituality,
provided these characteristics:
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A feeling of connection and interrelationship with other people and nature; a
heightened sense of awareness and elevated consciousness beyond the
everyday and corporeal world; cognitive and affective harmony, happiness,
awe, wonder, and humbleness; and the possible presence of religious meaning
and explanation.(Ashley, 2007, p. 65)
This describes what I heard and observed when research participants talked about
their experiences in the natural environment. Admittedly there are those that might
argue that the North Country of New Hampshire is not a wilderness, given the
amount of human influence present resulting from timber harvesting and farming
operations, but there are many people who would describe the region as wild due to
its largely undeveloped state. I raise this notion because Ashley‘s work is centered on
the definition of wilderness spirituality, and in accepting his definition as germane to
my research it seems important that North Country residents imagine the area as a
wilderness, even though others may not define it that way.
Johnson (2002) discusses psychological benefits that he says are related to
spiritual traditions and that some people derive from a wilderness experience. Three
related benefits, the sublime, self-forgetting, and beauty are particularly relevant to
this work. The sublime, says Johnson, is what aesthetic theorists call the power of
nature and its indifference to humans. He explains that wild nature humbles
humankind and all of its ambitions, and that through the humbling of human
aspirations people minimize their self-importance and enjoy the immediate and
simple pleasures of nature. We are comforted, Johnson says, by the grandeur of
nature and the sense that all humankind is not that important in the big scheme of
things, as opposed to feeling that I am inadequate as an individual (p. 28). The
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beauty of wild nature, he says, ―helps to engender the spiritual peace and comfort we
find there‖ (p. 30).
The research participants in this study did not use Johnson‘s words to describe
their experience and, in fact, their spiritual experience was difficult for them to
describe at all. Worster and Abrams, in their place research with fisherman, similarly
discovered that participants had a difficult time expressing their spiritual experience
(2005). So too, Frederickson and Anderson (1999) found, ―many of the participants
expressed that [what they felt was spiritual] was something beyond words, or more
accurately, that words simply could not capture what it was when they were fully
experiencing their own spirituality‖ (p. 34). The gestures and facial expressions that I
observed, however, confirm that my participant‘s experience is as Johnson describes:
that nature is sublime and beautiful; the beautiful captures their attention and makes
them forget themselves; and that drawing-in and self-forgetting allows them to
experience peace and comfort.
Frederickson and Anderson (1999) revealed in their research into wilderness
as a source of spiritual inspiration that biophysical attributes were what rendered a
place spiritually inspirational, and this supports my finding that spirituality is
connected to the physical setting. They also found that periods of solitude in the
wilderness were spiritually inspirational times for their participants, and it was the
case in my study that participants were alone when they experienced spirituality.
There is some overlap between the physical setting as spiritual theme and
some of the other themes, which supports the long-described conception of place as
multifaceted and complex. For instance, Frederickson and Anderson (1999) connect
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spirituality and rejuvenation, explaining that the periods of solitude that allow a
spiritual experience to emerge leaves participants feeling rejuvenated and possessing
a renewed sense of hope about their lives as a result of their spiritual experience.
This is similar to my restoration theme. And Johnson (2002), draws a link between
wilderness elements and spirituality as enduring, saying that the enduring nature of
wilderness elements is similar to the enduring nature of a spiritual being, and that
both provide a sense of permanence and comfort. This resonates with my stability
theme. Perhaps adding a spiritual dimension to each of the other meanings I
described renders those meanings stronger.
Spirituality is not discussed in the place attachment literature but, rather, is
connected to environmental psychology literature as important to identity formation
and maintenance, and as therapeutic (e.g. healing a wounded psyche). Environmental
psychologists point to spiritual experiences in nature derived from experiencing
prolonged solitude, facing physical and mental challenges, and feeling a connection
with nature as self-affirming, confidence-building, and rejuvenating. I heard
participants describe experiences that support these assertions, but an important
contribution of this research lies in expanding our understanding of the physical
environment as a trigger for these experiences. Scenic beauty such as extraordinary
natural features, fleeting events such as sunrises and sunsets, and opportunities to
view wildlife are compelling ‗hooks‘ that draw people‘s attention, eliciting spiritual
experiences. These ‗hooks‘ are fascinating, but as Kaplan described (1995) this sort
of soft fascination draws people in while at the same time allowing for other thoughts
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(such as a spiritual experience) – in other words, it does not monopolize one‘s
thoughts.
Quite often participants connected the moments when they were drawn in by
scenery as reminders of how beautiful they consider their place, and it reminded them
of one of the reasons they choose to live there. This is a key finding for this theme:
these spiritual experiences make people forget themselves and focus on the sublime
and beautiful in nature, and at the same time it reminds them why they live there. It is
important to make the connection that the natural elements that remind people why
they appreciate their place are likely to strengthen their attachment. Moreover,
expanding our understanding of what specific kinds of landscape elements evoke this
experience can have important land management implications. This is an area for
future research.
THEME FOUR: THE PHYSICAL SETTING PROVIDES SUSTENANCE –
RESULTS
The physical setting in the North Country provides economic sustenance, heat
for North Country homes, and food for resident‘s tables. Each of these enhance
resident‘s attachment, through a combination of accretion of experience, and
necessity – in this theme participants are providing for their families needs and
comfort as well as their health through the land.
Economic Sustenance
Most of the participants in this study could directly connect their livelihood to
the land through timber, farming, or recreation. It doesn‘t necessarily follow that just
because a person relies on the physical setting to bring income into their home they
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will become attached to the land – it is feasible that instead of attachment a person
might feel trapped or tied to a place they don‘t want to be but have to stay because it
is the only job option or the one they are most qualified to perform. While that was a
possible sentiment, it was not what participants were telling me. The people I
interviewed were satisfied in their jobs, and more deeply attached to the physical
setting because of the accumulation of experiences on the land that is inherent in
working on the land (more about that later when I discuss how people become
attached).
Participants also told me they were grateful for the opportunity to live in one
of the few areas in New Hampshire where it was still possible to pursue their means
of making a living closely related to the land, and they are concerned that times are
changing and their children or grandchildren may not have those opportunities. Their
lives are richer for the experiences that have accumulated and weathered on the land.
Here this farmer and his wife talk about a piece of land that is not contiguous to his
working farm and how they have pondered what to do with it:
We‘ve got a little piece of land out in East Colebrook and geez, should we sell
it? Sometimes when you need the money you say, ―Hey - Should we cash it
up?‖ But we haven‘t been able to do it yet.
Right. And is that because of the attachment, because you can’t let that go?
Yup. And once it‘s gone, it‘s gone. You can‘t get it back.
Right. That’s true.
That‘s what we keep telling ourselves. When it‘s gone, it‘s gone. We can‘t
get it back. That‘s why we shouldn't do it.
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So is it security in having the land in case you need it for something someday
or is it just plain that you’re attached to it that you can’t let it go?
Probably because we‘re attached to it. Because, I mean, we crop it. It‘s open
field. It‘s a beautiful spot.
They recognize that land values have risen in recent years and selling this property
might alleviate a tight economic situation, but their attachment to this property,
gained through their experience working this field year after year, makes that a tough,
if not impossible, decision. This is a couple who nearly moved from the area a few
years ago to work on a dairy farm when the dairy buy-out was occurring in New
Hampshire and it didn‘t look like they had the possibility of farming there. When it
came time to move, however, they found (for a combination of reasons) that they
couldn‘t do it, despite the fact they had already lined up jobs and a place to live in
central New Hampshire.
Participants who work in the woods in timber-related industry also expressed
attachment to the lands they have earned their income from as Mike describes here:
You‘re doing your work but you‘re having enjoyment doing that as well. It
isn‘t always work, I mean, there‘s enjoyment that certainly goes along with
being out there and accomplishing something.
Mike talked about places that he logged year after year and how he was able to check
in with those places and watch them re-grow. He also recounted special moments
that happen during the work day where he had the opportunity to appreciate a view he
opened up in the forest, to see wildlife sign, or simply to enjoy a picnic lunch in the
forest, immersed in the sounds of the forest and the smell of freshly cut timber.
One of the most interesting things that Brad, a long-time US Forest Service
employee, discovered about his place attachment during this interview was that while
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he was growing up in Berlin, all his attention was focused ‗up-river‘ (north) where he
fished and hunted. The White Mountains (south), and particularly Tuckerman‘s
Ravine on Mt. Washington, were merely backdrops on the landscape of a place that
held no meaning for him until he started working there. The repeated experience of
working in a place for ―40-some-odd years‖ fostered his place attachment for that
former backdrop as he explains here:
I used to walk it all the time and I also worked in Tuckerman or where we
were marking timber. So, yeah. I was very attached to the land and of course,
Tuckerman Ravine, I‘m very attached to that. I know just about every rock up
there. So, yeah, I‘m quite attached to it.
Brian‘s family has been in the retail hardware and sporting goods business in his
hometown for 70 years, and three years ago significantly expanded his economic
investment by building a new building to expand their outdoor sporting goods line.
This new business depends mostly on traffic visiting the North Country for
recreational pursuits – primarily for hunting and fishing, which he has been actively
engaged in all his life. The interior of his retail operation contains an extensive
taxidermy display, which is a skill he used to practice, and attracts visitors outside the
hunting community. Recently Brian has made time to rekindle his passion for
wildlife photography, and this is a way he can escape the pressure of business
ownership in less-than-optimal economic conditions. Three years ago record spring
and fall rains, followed by two years of snow drought and shaky economic conditions
have made the years since this new store opened trying at best, but despite this
confluence of events, Brian recognizes this business that relies on the physical setting
of the North Country has strengthened and reinforces his attachment:
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I guess just the challenge of trying to make… be successful in business in the
area, that‘s kind of an attachment to the area.
Yeah, certainly you have an economic investment here and so I can imagine
that’s certainly a tie.
Sort of like a ball and chain. Yeah. Well, I certainly don‘t look it at like that.
My wife does sometimes. She‘ll want to just do something, go somewhere,
do something different but she knows we can‘t because of this. I don‘t look at
it like that. Because she hasn‘t traveled a lot and I have and I look at it
knowing that the grass probably isn‘t greener on the other side for very long
anyway. So I don‘t look at it as being trapped here. I‘m doing it by choice.
Brian recognizes that, even though these are tough economic times for his business, it
contributes to his sense of place both for sociocultural reasons and because of the link
to the physical setting. He is deeply attached to this area through exactly the types of
pursuits he displays, supports, and caters to in his store, and he has the perspective to
understand that economic conditions cycle just like ecological ones.
Energy
The rivers and the forest supply energy needs for many North Country
residents. Historically there were several dams on the Connecticut and Androscoggin
Rivers, and even though they are not a direct source of electrical power for these
residents, they still perceive their rivers as clean, renewable energy resources. Some
even wondered out loud why they aren‘t being further developed as people
increasingly become aware of problems associated with fossil fuel use.
The timber resource is used as a heat source for a lot of people in the North
Country. It is less expensive than other sources of energy (if you don‘t count the
labor involved) and readily available for many residents. Several of the people I
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interviewed cut firewood from their own lots or utilize the low-quality wood leftover
from their logging operations, like Allen:
I heat the house with an outdoor wood boiler. And I cut all the wood right
there on my own land and can just clean up and when I clean my log landings,
I bring everything home and use it. I mean, it‘s just basically waste wood is
all I heat with. (AB)
The gathering, cutting and storing process of using wood heat is a way that people
connect with the land on several levels: they are accumulating experience on the land
and there is often a social aspect to it as they do these chores with family members, as
Bobby and his wife Kelly explain:
K: It‘s a lot of work to burn wood. You‘ve got to cut it, split it, pile it and
then let it dry and then you handle it throwing it in the… But isn‘t it worth it
when it‘s twenty-five below to have the wood fire going?
B: I like it when it‘s twenty-five below and I can sit in the living room in my
underwear.
K: And you don‘t think about it. You just do it. You don‘t even think about
it.
B: I don‘t mind cutting it, I don‘t mind splitting it. The kids heat the
downstairs. (B,K L)
Because it is more chore-like than work-like, it feels more like play than drudgery to
people so there is some sort of enjoyment they get from it. I also heard an
unmistakable element of pride derived from the self-sufficiency of relying on their
own efforts to keep homes and families warm rather than being at the mercy of fossil
fuel prices and delivery schedules as Marion says:
We heat this house with wood exclusively. We burn about 4 cords and I‘m
hoping to get it down to about 2.5 with the chinking. We use the electric back
up if someone is sick, or if we have to go away, but it makes me feel rich
when the woodshed is full. I love the woodshed for what it is, more than I
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love the house for what it is, just because it does the job, it is a symbol of my
stubborn independence. (MSc)
One of the photos she took was of her woodshed, and besides it being a symbol of her
independence, I suspected that what she meant by a full woodshed making her feel
―rich‖ was that she felt secure. In a follow-up phone conversation, I confirmed that
rich, in this context, means that her full woodshed feels like money in the bank
because she does not have to buy five-dollar-per-gallon oil this winter, and that gives
her a sense of security knowing that her family will be warm.
Food
The final aspect of sustenance the physical setting in the North Country
provides is food for resident‘s tables. This is partially related to economic necessity
in some cases, but these days it is probably more a part of traditional cultural
practices that have been preserved since inhabitants first settled the region. Most of
the participants I interviewed grow vegetables and fruits to supplement their food
supply, several of them also raise (and some slaughter) their own meat and some raise
animals to provide their eggs and milk. People gather maple sap in the spring and
make syrup for their own consumption and for sale. Hunting and fishing also
provides food for these residents, and they mostly hunt for food rather than trophies
in this region.
The physical setting and social elements are paramount to the ability of North
Country residents to rely on the land for food. The climate doesn‘t lend itself to easy
farming there, but tradition has taught these people how to eke out a harvest in their
short growing season. The social element at work here is the fact that this region is
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rural and traditional in its land use. That translates into large open and forested areas
that can be farmed for vegetables, used to pasture animals, and provide habitat for
game species. And importantly, culturally people honor open access to lands for
hunting and fishing, and support traditional agricultural practices. Here participants
explain that gardening and raising animals has always been a part of their lives:
We‘ve had that garden since - in that very site for over 40 years. That is
something that we do together. I don‘t know the economic value of it but we
try to have at least one meal a day, year-round out of the garden. Either from
the freezer, canned, or fresh. We plow, harrow, cultivate, with the horses and
it is the focus of our lives really - one of the foci. It is the basis of anything
agricultural or sustainable or whatever, there it is, the garden. That is where it
all starts and ends really. It'd say it's the focus of my life and her life - our life
- the way it is. (RA)
And
And that's what we do, we‘ve farmed all our life, that's our tie to the land, and
some logging and some sugaring. Raised vegetables. We had two vegetable
stands at one time. (SC)
Besides the economic and cultural reasons for raising their own food, some people
discussed the issue of food safety and pointed to feeling more confident about their
family‘s health because they know where their food has been raised, what it has been
fed, and the sanitary conditions with which it has been prepared. More than one
participant referred to this practice as ―looking their dinner in the eye.‖ Here, Allen
describes how this also supports his identity:
Well, I guess, looking back – where I am is who I am…Raise my own
chicken. Raise my own cattle. Raise my own pigs. I mean, I‘m a farmer at
heart. I like… I don‘t like beef injected full of hormones. I like to know
what‘s in it. I have to eat it, I know when I take it to the butcher shop, and I
know how it‘s done. I know how many days it takes, how many days it hung.
(AB)
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There is no disputing that the physical setting provides sustenance for North
Country residents through the ways they earn a living, by providing at least some of
their energy needs, and by supplying food for their tables. Some of these overlap
with each other – for instance, Allen makes his living through logging, and is able to
procure his firewood by gathering waste wood from logging sites. There is often a
measure of overlap between focus on the physical setting and social elements as some
of the ways these items are prepared are social in nature, too – such as putting up
firewood, making maple syrup, gardening (including canning and making preserves,
etc.), hunting, and butchering meat. Important in this study is that each of these ways
that the land provides sustenance require regular and repeated interaction with the
physical setting, which enhances ecological knowledge. Much of this can be
attributed to accretion of experience that occurs as these jobs and chores are
performed with some kind of regularity and often with longevity – in other words,
people may only hunt or gather syrup for a month or six weeks at a time, but they do
it nearly every year of their teenage and adult lives. And many of the places where
people have worked on the land are re-visited with some frequency. This accretion of
experience is how people learn to understand ecological processes, gaining ecological
knowledge that guides the formation of their land ethic, which I will talk more about
in the next section. Accretion of experience is also a way that place attachment is
strengthened.
Before I move to the next theme, it is worth noting that each of the ways that
the natural environment provides sustenance involves hard work and long hours, but
the benefits associated with work in the natural environment negates a feeling of
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drudgery. In fact, most of these people expressed enjoyment undertaking the tasks
that provide sustenance, and they also mentioned that in the midst of these activities
they are captivated by scenery, take note of landscape conditions, experience solitude
and peace, and reflect on their lives. This translates to a considerable amount of
overlap with the other themes of meaning, which is evidence that finding sustenance
in the physical setting contributes to strengthening attachment and identity.
THEME FOUR: THE PHYSICAL SETTING PROVIDES SUSTENANCE DISCUSSION
Figure 12: Sustenance codes.
Meaning of the
physical setting

Sustenance

Food

Economic

Energy

Security

There are several ways that the physical setting provides sustenance for North
Country residents: economic, through the timber products industry, farming, and
supporting tourism and recreation; food, through gardening, gathering, hunting and
fishing, and raising animals; and by meeting the region‘s energy needs in wood and
water power. Each of the ways that the land provides sustenance contributes to
resident‘s feelings of security (Figure 12).
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Davenport and Anderson (2005) in their study of the meaning of Kansas‘
Niobrara River identified sustenance as a dimension of meaning. Their research
revealed multiple ways that the river provides sustenance that parallels my findings
including providing income, recreation, and irrigation to grow food. Theirs was the
first study to identify sustenance as a meaning of the physical setting and my research
supports their results. One aspect that I did not hear as clearly in their study as mine
was the security aspect of the physical setting providing sustenance. Davenport and
Anderson linked their economic aspect to financial security, but my participants
added to that, pointing to a more secure feeling about their family‘s health as a result
of growing and raising their own food and about feeling more secure by being able to
meet their own energy needs.
Beyond economic and recreational benefits are psychological benefits
obtained through working the land for sustenance that contribute to identity formation
and maintenance. For example, in the case of gardening, in addition to the economic
benefits associated with growing one‘s own food there are psychological benefits to
the gardener, accrued in the process of gardening. These include: enjoying
peacefulness and quiet, fascination with nature, the sensory experience of creating
something beautiful, and a feeling of having some measure of control (Kaplan &
Kaplan, 1989). A recent study exploring the connection to nature through gardening
confirmed these results and added understanding the greater complexity of nature and
achieving inner peace and well-being to the psychological benefits of gardening
(Salsedo, 2007). Each of these psychological benefits of gardening, while not linked
to the place literature, are aspects of identity building and maintenance, and my
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research participants confirmed some of these aspects – for example, Brad W.
remarked that he thinks that one of the most amazing things he does is to plant a seed
and watch it grow to harvest, which speaks to the Kaplans‘ (1989) psychological
benefits of gardening listed above. Allen, in his landscape planning, envisions and
controls how his land will look as he harvests timber, raises cattle, and tends his
garden. This planning process and control aspect are a source of satisfaction for him.
A key finding linked to the physical setting as sustenance is that each of the
ways that the natural environment provides sustenance requires hard work and long
hours, but the benefits associated with work in the natural environment negate a
feeling of drudgery. This is work they enjoy. This is not addressed in the place
literature, but there are a few lines of inquiry here that are interesting: Does the
physical setting‘s ability to meet our needs contribute to attachment? What is the key
to this type of work being perceived as less taxing than other types of work? Is it tied
to the fact that it takes place in the natural environment or is it linked to the fact that
people are attending to their needs doing this work, or something else?
While we do not know whether the physical setting‘s ability to meet our needs
contributes to attachment or why that type of work is more enjoyable, we can infer
that working on the land to reap resources that provide sustenance strengthens
attachment. This is because the repetition of the activity amounts to accretion of
experience and an increase in ecological knowledge, both of which strengthen
attachment.
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THEME FIVE: THE PHYSICAL SETTING FOSTERS DEVELOPMENT AND
EXPRESSION OF MY ECOLOGICAL IDENTITY- RESULTS
Place identity is where people spatially locate their identity. Informed by
attachment and meaning, it gives people the feeling that who they are is intimately
tied to where they are, and at the deepest level, they develop a sense of belonging in
that place.
Ecological identity is that part of a person‘s identity that is linked to the
natural world. It expands the notion of place identity (who we are in relation to a
particular place) to encompass ecological knowledge and a person‘s beliefs about
how they should act in relation to their physical environment, also known as their
land ethic. As a reminder, ecological knowledge includes comprehending complex
ecological concepts such as forest succession, niche specialization, partitioning of
resources and predator-prey relationships as well as possessing a working knowledge
of what lives and grows in an area.
The research participants in this study possess ecological knowledge; they pay
attention to ecological processes and have beliefs about how nature works and how it
should be treated. It became clear to me that they posses both ecological and place
identity and that together they are an important part of how they define themselves, to
the extent that their place identity would be more accurately named an ecological
identity.
In order to conceive of the natural environment as an important aspect of
identity, it must influence the way people think about themselves (their self).
Literature on ecological identity says that this happens through reflection as people
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take stock of their lives and re-order priorities (Clayton, 2003). This process has the
capacity to change one‘s notion of self, and the physical environment is where these
people go to carry out this activity. I discussed the importance of reflection in the
restoration theme, but reflective time has a dual function as a process for restoration
and for ecological identity. While people didn‘t specifically say they were taking
stock of their lives or priorities, this type of thinking is inferred in Allen‘s description
of his reflective time while hunting:
I love the land and I love the chase. But more so, when I go…It‘s cold. It‘s
wicked cold. And you sit there all day and you don‘t get nothing but birds.
You sit there. No phones. No nothing. You just sit there and you think and
just…just that time to get rid of all the chaos. (AB)
His mannerisms, more than his words, told me that he used this time to reflect on his
life, and I observed and heard this sentiment from several participants.
A more tangible aspect of ecological identity is its expression through the
demonstration of people‘s land ethic. I will address the concepts of land ethic and
stewardship in relation to the literature in the discussion that follows these results, but
here are some examples of participants demonstrating and describing their ideas of
what it means to be good stewards of the land. John recycles his dead farm animals,
which supplies nutrients to his hay field and food for the native wildlife:
I thought about this on a recent morning as I took a dead lamb out to be
recycled in the wild. We lose animals now and then, despite desperate efforts.
Like most farmers, we have a bone yard, a place where we put dead animals
to be recycled by crows, ravens, foxes and coyotes, and of course the myriad
worms and microbes beneath. It is a holistic process that farmers and other
close watchers of nature understand. (JH)
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Mike attributes his college education in forestry to helping him make harvesting
decisions that are good for the forest:
I always thought, too, once I got in business, that my knowledge that I had
gained at college helped me greatly … it wasn‘t just the job and it wasn‘t just
about money but you felt you were doing something to benefit the
environment and the forest. (MK)
Rick understands how difficult it is to make a living on the land, but also recognizes
that choosing to act more gently on the land is a good long-term stewardship strategy:
Resources return so little you have to squeeze as much out of it as you can.
But he is a good farmer. He is not just squeezing things out - he fertilizes his
field and takes care of things…When I say squeeze and there is a gentle
squeeze and there is a rapacious squeeze and these guys are the gentle
squeeze. Just try to optimize their resources but make sure it‘s there. (RA)
This is the same stewardship ethic he practices in his own sugar bush that he has
tapped for 40 years:
Using the resource and not abusing it. It‘s the same deal. It is nice because
we get enough for our own table and my daughter-in-law‘s, and also my
daughter if she gets here in time. (RA)
Marion‘s stewardship ethic puts her and the land in a reciprocal protective
relationship:
I think I see this land as protecting me and not putting me in a situation that I
cannot handle… and at the same time I feel obligated to protect it, so it can
continue to protect me. (MSc)
In Marion‘s case the protection she feels comes from feeling as though she lives far
away from everyone because she is surrounded by her forest, when she actually lives
close to a well-traveled road from which she operates a home business growing
flowers for sale. She gives back to the land by keeping the forest‘s protective barrier
healthy through sound forest management practices, and by feeding the soil nutrients
from her compost pile so that she can continue to grow her flowers. Each of these
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participants has acted on their ecological identity to demonstrate care for the land in
the amount and method of resources they harvest, but it is important to recognize that
ecological identities are individual. What I mean is that people construct their
ecological identities through personal and social processes, but the product is their
own conception, subject to interpretation [and misinterpretation] when it is acted out
on the land. This can have positive and negative consequences, especially in a place
like the North Country, and I‘ll explain how using logging practices as an example.
The physical setting (natural environment) is a place that is free from the
judgment of social actors – where people act in accordance with their ecological
identity and look for nature‘s response to their action. People in the North Country
have been the recipients of judgment, advice, and opinion with regard to the way they
act on the land for generations. Most of this has been about the amount, location, and
method of harvesting timber and some of the discourse has resulted in changes to the
method and magnitude of cutting. Voices from down below have often accused
timber operators of cutting hard and in ecologically damaging ways and participants
acknowledged that this has indeed been a part of their heritage. It may be the case,
however, that North Country residents‘ ecological identity is at least partially
responsible for this action. Foresters, wildlife biologists, and environmentalists have
warned about ecologically harmful effects of certain kinds of timber harvesting,
including erosion, loss of wildlife species, and depletion of soil nutrients necessary
for growing timber, but residents see a forest that regenerates quickly, teeming with
deer, moose and other game and non-game wildlife, and waters that support abundant
fish stocks. Here Allen talks about a timber harvest that he did on the White
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Mountain National Forest and how water tests were conducted concurrently with the
timber harvesting demonstrated that the water supply for local municipalities were
not being affected by the logging operations:
So that goes to show you, you can do both without damaging the water,
without damaging wildlife and everything. But there‘s certain groups, like the
AMC, for instance, that… they want to have their peace and they're passionate
and they‘re attached to it to the point of where they‘re hurting somebody
else‘s livelihood and my attachment to it. I mean, because I didn‘t mind them
hiking there and we didn‘t wipe… we didn‘t cut everything right to their
trails… (AB)
Here, he points to the White Mountain National Forest as the ultimate example of
resilience:
And the thing of it is one thing I‘ll really stress on here… Where we live in
Coös County, we‘re in a rain forest, believe it or not. I mean if you, going
back to these pictures, looking right here, these are trees. If you didn‘t mow
this field next year, there‘d be trees sprouting. A lot of people don‘t realize
that when they complain about us cutting.
You can’t stop a forest from growing back.
You look right here. This is on my lawn. And I didn‘t mow this and now the
trees are starting to grow in here. That‘s only like from two years of not
mowing it because my tractor rutted this up and I just didn‘t drive over it.
They grow back. And it‘s…. we live in the ideal climate here, Coös County,
to grow timber.
That’s right.
I mean, people don‘t realize that when they don‘t want no more timber
harvesting in the White Mountain National Forest. The thing of it is, they do
it right. The White Mountain National Forest is under such strict management
and look at it. Look through history. That was totally clear cut and burned at
one time. Study history and look at what you‘ve got. Perfect example of
what it does. They‘re doing it right. Leave them alone, folks. You‘re
enjoying something beautiful because they made it beautiful. (AB)
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Gordon, too, refutes the idea that logging is a destroyer of forests. His ecological
identity helps him recognize that logging is temporary, and that conversion to
development is what changes wildlife habitats:
…we‘d go in and cut some areas and we did a good job really. And people
would say, ―Oh they ruined it.‖ Well one place was opposite First Lake dam,
we‘d been in and partial cut it and they said ―they clobbered it.‖ Well now it‘s
clobbered, ‗cause we sold that 250 acres and it‘s been – now you‘ve got
nothing but cabins and it‘s all developed. Before that it was one of the best
hunting areas there was. It‘s where we shot our first deer, some of us did.
(GC)
Brian used to be opposed to clear-cutting timber management, but has changed his
attitude after observing the long-term effects of this practice in this region:
I‘ve come to grips with clear cuts and actually they don‘t bother me that
much. Used to… That used to really get under my skin – to have a really nice
piece of woods and then it‘s gone and it really looks like a mess when then
leave. But, then ten years later or fifteen years later, its right back there again.
It’s hell to get through.
Yeah. It regenerates itself. It‘s not permanent. I guess that‘s what I got over
was that it‘s not as permanent as it seemed when it first started happening
around here. (BE)
This is precisely what residents have learned about how the natural setting responds
to their actions, and they learn this by spending a lot of time in the outdoors, year
after year, deliberately observing (rather than casually looking) at their surroundings.
They compare their actual experience to what they have been told and what they have
read which either confirms or alters their assumptions. This iterative process of
observation combined with a person‘s values and beliefs about the natural
environment becomes their ecological identity, which guides their actions on the land
(their land ethic).
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The last aspect of ecological identity I will mention is a sense of belonging to
this place, which residents describe this way:
You know, you get out there and you look at something and you don't just
look at it but you actually feel a part of it. You know, you feel you belong
here, you feel you're a part of it, you lose yourself. That's a nice feeling. (BK)
Mike and others expressed the same feelings of belonging:
I guess after you‘ve lived in a place for so many years you become part of it
and it becomes part of you. (MK)
Belonging was a strong sentiment, universally expressed, although indirectly. What I
mean by that is that participants didn‘t come right out and say they belonged there,
but when I asked if they could be themselves (maintain their identity) somewhere
else, they answered like this:
―I‘d still be me, but I would be a lot poorer me. I wouldn‘t have the same
spirit I don‘t think.‖ JH
―I probably could survive – oh you‘d adjust, no question about it. But I‘m not
sure if it would be anything I‘d enjoy. No, I‘d always be thinking of back
here, there‘s no question about that.‖ GC
―Well, I guess I would still be the same person but I guess I would feel
differently or feel like there was a void, would be the best way I could explain
that.‖ MK
These people are expressing the assurance that they are survivors, in that they are
capable of adapting to whatever situations they face, but this place is part of who they
are; and they sense it is where they belong.
Feeling a part of nature is less about losing one‘s self than about gaining a
sense of belonging in place through ecological identity. A key finding is that intimate
knowledge of the physical setting in this place guides their actions on the land in
accordance with their land ethic. Another key finding related to this is that feedback
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from the natural environment with regard to their land ethic reinforces participants‘
sense of belonging in that place through intimate knowledge of the place because the
natural environment is a judgment-free reflection of their actions.
The North Country residents I interviewed possess a strong place identity and
ecological knowledge that characterizes their identity as an ecological identity. Their
attachment and experiences in place give them a feeling of belonging to this place,
and they have intimate knowledge of the physical setting in this place that guides
their actions on the land according to their land ethic.

The physical setting is the

basis for the development of ecological identity because most of the participants
acquire their ecological knowledge through accretion of experience in the natural
environment, making observations and making sense of what they see, especially
over time. The physical setting also serves as the place where these people can
express their ecological identity to others and receive feedback from the natural
environment that will confirm [or not] that they have correctly interpreted what is
going on and how to act on the land.
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THEME FIVE: THE PHYSICAL SETTING FOSTERS DEVELOPMENT AND
EXPRESSION OF MY ECOLOGICAL IDENTITY- DISCUSSION
Figure 13: Ecological identity codes.
Meaning of the
physical setting

Ecological
identity

Land ethic
Ecological
knowledge

Belonging

Security

This theme encompasses notions of place identity as well as ecological
identity. The reason for this is because participants‘ identity (as defined by the
physical setting) in concert with their ecological knowledge (which they incorporate
into a land ethic), makes it difficult for me to conceive of these as separate identities.
Reiterating what I wrote in the literature review:
Place identity tells me who I am in relation to place, and ecological identity tells me
who I am in relation to the natural world. Place identity tells me how to behave in
place, and ecological identity tells me how to behave toward nature (my land ethic).
Place identity tells me where I belong, and ecological identity tells me I belong in this
place connected to nature.
Ecological knowledge is the primary factor that defines participants‘ identity
as an ecological identity rather than just a place identity. Participants demonstrated
over and over that they possess ecological knowledge by talking about what lives and
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grows in their region, and by describing ecological processes. They gain this
knowledge by paying attention (being attuned) to the natural world. Thomashow
(2002) says people do this through a ―deliberate gaze,‖ which he defines this way:
To gaze is to look intently with curiosity and wonder. To deliberate is to
consider what you are viewing in an unhurried, well-considered manner. The
deliberate gaze combines wonder, intent and consideration. (p. 83)
It is crucial, he says, to engage in this state of mind while observing nature and to
demonstrate patience and attention to detail in order to answer some of the questions
that one‘s curiosity and attentiveness raises. Participants‘ gave examples of their
deliberate gaze when they talked about the ways they spend time in the natural
environment: comparing bird species from year to year, observing the forest
succession process from cut to re-growth, recognizing the effect of moose browse on
shrub and tree growth, tracking animals, and so on.
Ecological knowledge is an intimate way of knowing a place, and that leads to
feelings of belonging, which I discussed in the stability theme. The process of
acquiring ecological knowledge implies accretion of experience, which I also suggest
is a way that attachment is strengthened. Additional support for the idea that
ecological knowledge develops intimacy with the physical setting is found in
environmental education literature. In that venue ecological knowledge is called
place-based knowledge, and it strengths both place attachment and ecological identity
by grounding people in a deep understanding (knowing) of their natural world.
Environmental writers and educators have lamented the loss of place knowledge in
recent decades and have called for the resurgence of place-based education in order
that people might feel more connected to place (Elder, 1997; Louv, 2005; Snyder,
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1990; Thomashow, 1995, 2002). These writers have linked ecological knowledge to
our ability to recognize environmental problems and to attending to our psychological
health, but the connection to place attachment and identity has not been made in the
place literature. Conceiving of ecological identity as linked to place attachment and
identity is important, particularly in a changing place like the North Country where
the ways that a person‘s ecological identity is formed could be threatened. I will talk
more about this in the conclusion.
An aspect of place connected to identity formation and maintenance that
emerged in this study is the utilization of the natural environment as a place where
research participants go to clear their minds, gather their thoughts, and take stock of
their priorities. I talked about this under the category of restoration, but it also fits
here, and research by environmental psychologists Manzo and Clayton will explain
how.
Manzo (2005) reported that natural settings were significant to forming and
altering a person‘s identity through reflection, introspection, self-understanding and
personal growth processes. Several of her research participants talked about how
their understanding of themselves changed through their relationship with place and
how place made them who they are. Clayton (2003) says that ecological identity has
the capacity to change our self through reflection, and that in order for the natural
world to be considered an aspect of identity it would have to influence the way people
think about themselves (their self). She links this to ecological identity through the
work of Korpela (1996) and Kaplan (Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989; Kaplan, 1995) in their
work on nature as a restorative environment. The process of identity formation and
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maintenance is largely an unselfconscious process, and therefore it would be hard for
me to imagine that participants would characterize (and perhaps even to recognize)
their quiet, reflective time as important to their identity maintenance, but since
participant‘s did tell me that they relied on natural settings to ―clear their heads‖ and
―think about things,‖ I posit that my research supports Manzo‘s and Clayton‘s
assertion that the natural environment influences how people conceive of their
identity.
Finally, in addition to forming and maintaining their place and ecological
identity, the physical setting is where North Country residents can express their
ecological identity to others through their land ethic. Ecological knowledge, gained
through personal observation and from external sources (others, reading, etc),
combined with a person‘s values, leads to the formation of a land ethic, which is the
way that person believes he should act toward the physical environment. North
Country residents described their land ethic as stewards of the land, in reciprocal
protective relationships with the land, and as interpreters of local ecological
knowledge who possess a ‗more accurate‘ understanding of what is really going on in
their forest.
Before I go further in this discussion, some clarification of terms is necessary.
In the past couple of decades, as environmental issues move to the mainstream,
‗green‘ terms are increasingly used in literature that are only loosely defined, and in
some cases not defined at all. Examples of those terms that are relevant here are
stewardship, land ethic, and sustainability.
In this work, the terms are defined by the participants, and it is imperative to
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recognize that those definitions may not be the same definitions that land managers or
even neighbors might use. An example from this work is that one of the ways John
practices [what he considers] good stewardship is to recycle his dead farm animals to
feed other wild animals and to replenish soil nutrients. His neighbor might think this
is a cruel way to treat an animal, and a risky practice because of the possibility of
attracting dangerous scavengers to the neighborhood. Another example is what Rick
called optimizing resources – using fertilizers to increase plant yield, but as a ‗gentle
squeeze‘ rather than a ‗rapacious squeeze,‘ which, in his opinion, puts too much
pressure on the land‘s nutrient resources.
One of the reasons that ecological identity may play an important role in the
lives of North Country residents is because their land ethic is individually determined
based on their iterative experience with and understanding of the land (their
ecological knowledge). The physical environment is a judgment-free reflection of
their land ethic; as opposed to facing the judgment of others‘ land ethics and
definitions of stewardship and sustainability. Expanding on this idea, Worrell and
Appleby (2000), in their work defining the relationship between stewardship and
ethics, proposed a new definition of stewardship as applied to management of natural
resources drawn from their investigation into the existing discourse and definitions of
the term:
Stewardship is the responsible use (including conservation) of natural
resources in a way that takes full and balanced account of the interests of
society, future generations, and other species, as well as of private needs, and
accepts significant answerability to society. (p. 269)
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In the North Country, this answerability to society may be a point of contention for
some residents who have been the recipients of harsh judgment from people from
down below who have accused them of cutting their forest too hard. While there are
residents who will readily admit that in the past they have been over-zealous in their
timber harvesting at times, there are also those who would justify their actions
because of their land ethic. Their experience with harvesting and watching the forest
re-grow tells them that their land ethic is a more accurate representation than the
feedback they receive from others. Some North Country residents need respite from
the judgment from others when it comes to their actions on the land, and they get this
because they feel that it is the land as other, not social others, that confirms their
actions in the physical setting. This is consistent with Clayton‘s (2003, p.49)
assertion that the land reflects action more clearly than interpretation of our action by
social actors.
My research supports the frameworks that Clayton, Thomashow, Weigert and
Zavestoski have proposed in their work in ecological identity. The contribution that
this work makes is to provide some examples of how the ideas of ecological
knowledge, ecological identity, and land ethic are related and how they contribute to
place attachment and identity. Connecting ecological identity and ecological
knowledge to the place literature expands our understanding of the importance of the
natural environment to our identity formation and attachment.
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RQ 2: IS THE PHYSICAL SETTING IN THE FOREGROUND OR
BACKGROUND?
RESULTS
Much of the literature about place attachment places the physical setting as a
backdrop for social interaction rather than the focus of attachment. I was interested in
learning if the physical setting is in the backdrop for these participants, or if it is more
in the foreground for attachment – in other words, a primary focus of attachment.
Research participants talked about this in three different ways: for some
people, the attachment to the physical setting is more important than their social
attachment. Others report that their social attachment to friends and family is
paramount, and for others, it depends on the situation-sometimes they feed their need
for communion with the land and at other times their need is for interaction with
others. There were no participants in this study for whom the physical setting was
unimportant. I will talk about each of these separately, and then discuss the responses
in the context of this work.
The Physical Setting Is The Focus Of Attachment
Only one participant reported that he definitely felt a greater degree of
attachment for the land than to social interaction. John is a 59-year old resident of
Colebrook, who has spent nearly all his life there, except for a short stint in southern
New Hampshire. He writes a weekly column about the outdoors for three state
newspapers, and speaks around the state several times a year on topics that have to do
with the North Country and the outdoors. He champions traditional rural values and
applauds others who uphold the traditions he grew up with and fears losing such as:
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dark nights (no all-night lights), open access to land, remote walk-in hunting camps
that are left open in case of emergency, teaching children to hunt and fish, and the
like. He maintains a family farm raising animals, growing vegetables and collecting
honey for his family‘s consumption and the local farmers market. John was quick to
assert that the physical setting was definitely in the foreground in his place
attachment:
Is there a way to say it’s half and half or it’s mostly about the land or mostly
about your social connection here?
90% land; 10% social.
Really?
Yup. Well, the people come and go. The land‘s always here. Um, and that‘s
the way I‘ve behaved and I still do. If it‘s a question of whether I‘m going to
go out and mow some hay or fix a fence or go to a funeral, you know what the
answer is going to be. I‘m going out to fix the fence. And I might love the
person [who had the funeral] but the fence means more to me, in a way, and
the land means more to me in a way. Not to denigrate the person, but that‘s
just the way I am.
John was emphatic that his attachment is strongly associated with the land, in spite of
the fact that he spends a fair amount of time talking with people through his speaking
engagements and in his role as local expert on the North Country. No one else that I
interviewed was able to articulate the role of the physical setting by assigning a
percentage to its importance. I suspect that the nature and frequency of his writing
and thinking about nature and land prepared him for this question whereas other
participants had probably not given the idea much prior thought. During our
conversation I learned that he spends quite a bit of time reflecting on his attachment
as he performs daily chores on his farm, perhaps even as he is developing his next
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newspaper column, since the subject of his columns are commonplace occurrences on
his farm and the region. There is no doubt in my mind that he feels strongly attached
to the physical setting, and that the meaning themes that I discussed earlier resonate
with the ways that he thinks about the land.

The more common answer to this

question about the role of the physical setting, as background or foreground for
attachment, was like the responses that follow – that it is dynamic and situational in
nature.
Attachment Is Fluid – Either The Physical Or Social Setting Can Occupy The Role Of
Foreground/Background For Attachment
Most participants described their attachment to and the importance of the
physical setting as crucial to their existence, but they said that at times it is in the
foreground and at other times their social attachment moves to the foreground and the
physical setting becomes more of a backdrop for social interaction. Ken is one such
case. He is a 52 year-old high school science teacher and self-employed fishing guide
during the summer. As a young boy he visited the area with his father, staying in a
hunting/fishing lodge on the shore of the First Connecticut Lake. The lodge burned
down several years ago but it is clearly an important part of Ken‘s early memories of
the area. The lodge happened to be the place where the local Fish & Game officers,
policemen, and the lodge‘s hunting and fishing guides met regularly to tell stories and
share information – their local hangout. Ken aspired to be one of these men when he
grew up, and to some extent he accomplished that – at least in his summer job. He
feels a very strong attachment to both the physical setting and the social aspect of this
place, and as we stood on the shore of the lake where the lodge used to be (Figure
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14), he could recount every detail of the physical setting that is the same today as it
was when he was a boy (except that the lodge itself is gone).
Figure 14. First Connecticut Lake and its unchanged shore.

He could also recall the people that were present at the time and the
connection and influence they had on his life. In his case, attachment to the physical
setting changes with the situation – sometimes it is in the foreground, and at other
times it moves to the background. He gave examples of both cases during the
interview:
I walked down and came out about five feet off the shore and threw out my
line and it swung and suddenly right below the fly the water lifted up and I
never saw the fish or the break of the water, the water lifted up and then the
rod went right down and after a couple seconds, that felt like about five
minutes, it popped right back up and I brought the line in and when I looked,
the hook that was curled (size 16) was totally straightened and I have never
forgotten that memory and I swear that memory, along with all these others
that I‘ve been telling you, are instrumental in making me come back and leave
Jackson Hole Wyoming, and all the beauty there in the winter. This is a place,
a fish, and not social -and I can‘t tell you how many nights I spent down here.
So in this case his relationship with the physical setting and the wildlife is in the
foreground, and he recognizes that there has always been an attraction to the physical
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setting, but that the social piece has been an important draw and guiding influence in
his life when he says this:
So the social piece and the natural environment piece - is there any way to tell
if either one of those is more important or hold more weight to you or are they
equal? Do you have to have both?
At the time the first thing that probably struck you was the wilderness. The
road was a two lane, it was dirt and they were refinishing, in retrospect. I
think the wilderness was there, the tree plantations, there were no camps, and
it was all softwood, evergreen and the loons. We used to come up in April or
may or whenever the ice went out so it was all new. It was a new spring, a
new season. It was cool and fresh air and it was that that struck me. But the
people had a strong social impact too. In retrospect I know that it was just as
important and maybe even more so, because there are beautiful places all over
the country, but the people I remember are the ones that really drew me in.
He sums it up this way:
It's people and place and I don‘t think I can weigh one more than the other.
Because the people introduce you to the place.
It is virtually impossible for him to differentiate whether his attachment is linked
more strongly to the physical or to the social setting, and my goal in asking this
question is not about trying to determine exactly the percentage of attachment or to
tear the two kinds apart, but simply to ascertain whether the physical setting has
importance in and of itself. If it serves as the backdrop for social interaction, then I
needn‘t be concerned about the well-being of these people in the wake of landscape
and economic base change – rather, I should focus on whether social relationships are
stable.
Brad, a 68-year old retired US Forest Service employee and long-time
Tuckerman‘s Ravine snow ranger, is another example of someone whose attachment
is equally attributed to the physical setting and social interaction:
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Do you think that through your work that helped you become attached to the
landscape there?
I think so because I used to walk it all the time and I also worked in
Tuckerman or where we were marking timber. So, yeah. I was very attached
to the land and of course, Tuckerman Ravine - I‘m very attached to that. I
know just about every rock up there. So, yeah, I‘m quite attached to it.
I mean I think if you‘re on the land then you get attached to it. So, working in
any place or going in and playing in any place you form an attachment to it.
So it’s familiarity then, too.
It‘s that and it‘s social, you know. You‘re there with friends. And like in
Tuckerman‘s, there‘s the people I work with, the visitors that come up, the
ones that you know, all the time, year after year.
Tuckerman‘s Ravine is such a year-round destination for hikers and tourists that it
would be a rare event to visit the place alone, and I wondered if that could account for
the reason Brad‘s attachment to that place is so intertwined between the social
interaction and the physical setting. After probing further into the roots of his
attachment and identity, though, it turns out that his childhood attachment to the land
is also strongly connected to the social interaction of fishing and hunting with others,
and his current attachment to his homestead is wrapped up in its function as a nest for
his relationship with his wife. He recognizes and needs these natural settings in his
life, but he also needs to share them with others. Once again, it is difficult to parse
out the degree of attachment between physical and social attachment, but it is
becoming clear that these people are attached to the physical setting itself.
Allen, who I introduced earlier, recognizes that social relationships and
interaction are important, but he believes that attachment to the land is the foundation
and that as long as that is in place, the social piece will follow naturally:
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So there’s the social connection. If you had to weigh them, if you had to say
one was more important than the other, could you? Or are they pretty tied
together?
You can develop a social branch. You can make friends actually. But you‘ve
got to be - to me, I‘ve got to like the land.
So you’ve got to love the land, first, then everything else will follow it.
Yeah, it actually does. Yes.
Interestingly he says that the social piece can be developed, but not so in the case of
the physical setting – he‘s either attached or not. He contradicted this a little later
when I asked him whether you can become attached to a place right away, something
like love at first sight, or whether attachment to the land was built over time. He
answered that in the case of extraordinary landscapes or events, such as a spectacular
waterfall or shooting his first deer, attachment can happen right away, but in more
everyday or working landscapes, attachment happens over time and through repeated
experience – through a process more like a courtship or habit than love at first sight.
For him, though, there has to be a ‗seed‘ – something that attracts him in the first
place, from which his attachment can grow:
What does it take to become attached to it?
The same thing I would say it takes to become attached to an animal or a
person.
Which is?
An emotional feeling or something sentimental or sort of a love or a passion
for or something special about it. There‘s gotta be a unique quality or
something unique or something emotional or in other words you really care or
something that intrigues you, interests you or… that feeling. I mean I‘m not
really sure how to…I don‘t know how to explain that.
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I mean, to me, if you‘ve been with a person or an animal or on a piece of
property long enough or visited a place long enough or spent enough time
there or with something or someone, you eventually become attached to it.
It grows on you.
Exactly.
So he added a little different spin in that he recognizes a need for some form of initial
attractor and that accretion of experience deepens his attachment, but he clearly also
feels attachment for the physical setting.
Mike is another business owner in the logging and trucking industry who, like
Allen, recognizes his attachment is stronger toward the physical setting. In Mike‘s
case he has become attached through mostly solitary ventures:
See, most of these spots would all be what I saw being by myself and walking
in the woods and doing my work and such. So that yes, you may have
climbed to the top of a ridge or, you know, some place where you got a view
that you realized not many people would ever get there to see it probably in
the same spot that you‘ve been in. You know, like the encounters with
wildlife. Anything from moose to bear and deer and birds and other such
things. But most of it is just being in the woods by myself, experiencing that
by myself.
Mike acknowledges that he is attached to family and friends, too, but his attachment
to the natural environment is between him and the land, rather than just a backdrop
for social interaction.
Michelle and her husband own and reside at a local country club, and try to
carve out Sunday as family time with their teenage daughters. Because of her
attachment to the natural environment, a crucial aspect of this family-day activity is
that is takes place in the outdoors, even though the girls are not always keen on the
activity of the day (particularly fishing, which they don‘t do, but will go along and
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read instead). Their annual family vacation, too, is in a natural setting – they rent a
remote island in Lake Umbagog where they camp and have very little contact with
anyone outside their family for two weeks. This is an example of the social
interaction and physical setting sharing the foreground, and for Michelle, the physical
setting must be a part of the experience:
Some people will say that the outdoors is merely the backdrop for what is
happening socially. Is that how it is for you or are those two pretty
connected?
The outdoors has to be part of it.
It really couldn’t be the same experience if it were indoors? Like at the mall
or in the car, it is really about including the opportunity to see wildlife or to
be on the water or to be in the outdoors?
Yes.
Just as there was a participant who felt that the physical setting is nearly
always in the foreground for attachment, there were a couple of participants for whom
the social interaction holds the foreground much of the time.
Enjoying Nature Requires A Companion
One person described his experiences in nature as meaningless without
someone to share them with. Brad W. is a retired forester for the former Brown
Company Mills in Berlin. He moved to the area as young adult with his wife to begin
his career as a forester on the Brown Company‘s three-quarters of a million acres of
timberland. His two sons are grown now, and the mill has gone out of business, but
he stays because he became attached to this place very early in his career with the
Brown Company. He is undeniably attached to the physical setting, and could point
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to several things he loves about it: the type of forest, scenery, rivers, foliage, the fall
and winter seasons, and snow. The meaning themes revealed earlier resonate with the
ways he imagines what meaning place has for him. More than his physical
attachment, however, he is attached to the people in the area and needs to share his
experiences with others in order for them to be meaningful for him:
I‘m one of these people who really needs a companion, which in this case is
my wife, to get full value out of it. I love sharing time and experiences with
her – when we took our big bike ride after I retired, we rode coast to coast,
and she had to get back to school at the end of the trip, and I decided I was
going to hang out on the west coast for two more weeks and ride to the annual
meeting in Portland and then I‘d go home. After she left and I was riding
alone, I was terribly lonely. All day riding was fine; I could ride alone and be
happy, but at the end of the day I hadn‘t shared that experience with her and I
was feeling at loose ends, and I think I would feel that way if I couldn‘t come
home from a walk in the woods and tell her about it or go with her or
something.
The physical setting, then, is a background for Brad‘s social interaction even though
he feels strongly connected to physical elements of the place.
Eric is another participant who expressed strong feelings of attachment to the
physical setting, and while he was describing some of his solitary experiences his
facial expression was almost blissful. He is a retired Fish & Game officer, a town
selectman, and state representative. He talked about how much he loves the outdoors
- particularly fishing, bow-hunting and tracking animals, and he described how he is
passing that love on to his young grandson. It was difficult for him to express the
depth of emotion he felt in certain nature experiences, but he credited both the social
and physical setting as necessary parts of the encounter:
We will go there, a lot of times we‘ll either go to Coon Brook or we‘ll go to
West Branch Pond. West Branch Pond is way up Indian and it‘s about 14
miles in. We were up there fishing one day and we had a moose right up here,
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oh about 40 yards away, feeding on the bottom. We looked down towards the
dam where the pickup was and there was a nice deer down there, we guessed a
buck, but maybe not, and then there was a beaver swimming. Boring to some
people, flat out – that happened years ago and I‘ve never forgotten it. I mean,
being a game warden I‘ve seen those animals a hundred times, but because I
was with Earl Bunnell, we were fishing, and all this took place and it was a
beautiful, beautiful clear night, I‘ll never forget it. It‘s just something that‘s
part of the area.
So it was a combination of the – what was outside that you were enjoying or
smelling or tasting or whatever that’s outside, and the company?
Yup.
And without either one of them it wouldn’tNo, it wouldn‘t have been nothing. Wouldn‘t have been nothing.
As moved as he was by this memory, and despite the fact that during the course of the
interview he became aware for the first time that he deliberately made choices as a
young man that always put him in the outdoors, he was emphatic about how to rank
the social and physical setting when he answered my question about its relative
importance in his place attachment:
Family.
Family’s first.
Definitely, nothing near.
What’s second?
Nothing anywhere near. Church. We need that. Church is second. Then
anything to do with outdoors.
These statements came as a surprise given the flow of the conversation up to that
point in the interview and it seemed almost as if upon reflecting on his words he was
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worried that I might interpret his love for the outdoors as meaning he didn‘t care as
much as he should for his family.
The answer to my research question, what is the role of the physical setting
(foreground or background) in place attachment? is that it depends on the person,
and in some cases on the circumstance. For some people the physical setting is in the
foreground, and for others it is a backdrop for social relationships and interactions.
For most of my research participants, it was dynamic – moving from foreground to
background depending upon the activities they were engaged in and whether they
were alone or with others. The point of asking this question was not so much to
quantify exactly a ratio of the physical setting attachment to social interaction
attachment, but to bring the importance of the physical setting to light.

They all

expressed strong attachments toward the land or natural environment, and they
engage in practices or activities that feed their attachment.
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RQ 2: IS THE PHYSICAL SETTING IN THE FOREGROUND OR
BACKGROUND?
DISCUSSION
My study supports the notion that the physical setting holds more importance
for these research participants than functioning merely as the backdrop for their lived
experience. The results illustrate that the importance of the physical setting relative
to sociocultural elements of attachment is fluid. There are times when the natural
environment is the focus of resident‘s attachment, and at other times the physical
setting is mostly a backdrop for social interaction which is the focus of the
attachment. The purpose of this research question was not to dispute the fact that
social and cultural elements are crucial to place attachment as much as to shed more
light on the physical environment in its role as focus of attachment. In the same way
that some scholars report that the physical setting is the backdrop for sociocultural
elements that are the focus of attachment, this research suggests that for at least some
of the time the opposite is true – that sociocultural elements are a backdrop for the
physical setting which holds the focus and meaning of place attachment. A key
finding was that, for at least one person, the physical setting was in the foreground for
attachment, so therefore the physical setting matters.
Stedman et al. (2004) found in their study in two communities that physical
and sociocultural elements were difficult to separate because they informed each
other, and that this may be more true for long-term residents. As examples they said
that participants expressed that they do not travel to nature but, rather, live in it, and
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that social relationships were often played out in the natural environment. They
found that participants were tied in a number of ways to both the social and natural
environment. They were not able to place the physical setting in the foreground or
background for attachment, but did find that it matters; in other words, that the
physical landscape was a significant source of attachment. My research participants
said similar things during our conversations, and therefore my research supports the
findings of Stedman et al..
Rogan et al. (2005) also reported that places function as more than just a
backdrop to experience. Their study explored people‘s relationship to a landscape
that had undergone change, and they revealed that their participants were intimately
involved in an on-going relationship with the land operating on personal, social, and
biophysical levels. On the personal level participants explained that they acquired
ecological knowledge over a lifetime, experiencing a turning point where they
recognized their care for and responsibility to the land, had been involved in a
mentoring relationship to learn about the natural environment, and had an emotional
connection with the physical setting. At the biophysical level, participants
experienced an emotional response to environmental change, the nature of which [in
that study] was detrimental to the natural environment. While I was not seeking the
sort of information these researchers were, there is evidence here that the physical
setting in their study was important in the same ways that it is important to my
participants: in the on-going acquisition of ecological knowledge, the emotional
connection with the physical setting and in the emotional response to change in the
physical landscape, which I discuss in greater detail in the next section. While Rogan
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et al. work does not place the physical setting in the foreground or background for
attachment, it does support the assertion that the physical setting matters, and that is
consistent with my findings.
Beckley et al. (2007) found that people can identity biophysical attributes to
which they are attached. In their study they were trying to parse out what percentage
of attachment could be attributed to biophysical attributes, and what percentage of
attachment could be assigned to sociocultural elements. They discovered that it was
possible to identify either in some cases, but for a large portion of the data the two
were so intertwined that it was impossible to separate them between biophysical and
sociocultural elements. Furthermore, there was not a large margin of difference
between the two (biophysical and sociocultural), so it was not possible to state
categorically that a percentage of people were attached in one way or the other. My
study supports their findings that biophysical attributes are important to attachment.
The purpose of this research question was to help me understand whether the
physical setting was important in attachment – in other words, does it matter or is
simply the background for social interaction? I learned that it does matter, and that it
changes in importance for my research participants between being the focus of
attachment and being more in the background. This finding is consistent with recent
research. I did not ask under what circumstances attachment is more in the
foreground or background, or what factors cause the shift from one to the other, but
they would be interesting areas for future research.
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RQ 3: HOW IS PLACE ATTACHMENT FORMED, HOW IS IT MAINTAINED,
AND CAN ANYTHING DIMINISH IT?
RESULTS
My goal in asking these questions was to understand whether place
attachment happens right away or develops over time, and whether participants felt
that attachment, once formed, stays intact in memories or whether people felt they
needed to do something to maintain that attachment. A question that evolved from
this line of inquiry was: What, if anything, could diminish attachment?
As expected, from a review of the literature, I heard both responses - that
people develop feelings of attachment quickly and in other cases, places need to
―grow on them.‖ Some people said that they experienced both types of attachment
and with some probing could articulate that different kinds of places elicited different
attachment responses. I will examine these one at a time and then discuss what can
diminish attachment.
Attachment Happens Right Away – Love at First Sight
Some people feel attached to places right away because there is something
inherent in the place that attracts them, like Barry explains:
So these places you feel some attachment for - does that happen right away
like love at first sight or do you think you need to spend time on a place?
Usually there are pieces that you love, you know, you just, it's like, it's like
any piece of art. You like it or you don't. Some of it will grow on you, but real
art that you like, you'll see it and say, ―Boy, I feel good looking at that. I love
that.‖ Just like when you‘re on a wood lot. You just like the way the land
lays, you like the trees that are on it, you like the views from there, the layout.
You know, you just feel good on some lots. (BK)
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In Lindsey‘s case, the initial attraction or feelings of attachment also happen right
away and then he talked about that attachment strengthening over time as he
accumulated experiences in the place. Here he recognizes how attraction happens
when he wasn‘t even aware he was paying that much attention to a place:
Do you think you can become attached right away to a place right away, sort
of like love at first sight, or is it something that develops over time because of
your experience with a place?
I think you can like it whether it‘s your land or car – have you ever noticed
you only know what you want for a car all of a sudden when you see one and
that‘s it? I don‘t know about you – you don‘t even know you‘re looking. (LG)
Some participants said they are aware that they become attached to places easily, and
that it usually happens quickly, and Marion told me that it never occurs to her not to
be attached, because she ―just gets attached to places.‖
To summarize, participants did recognize that attachment can occur right
away. Several people said that they thought that it both happened immediately and
over time for them – that there was something compelling that caught their attention
and then that grew over time. It may be that extraordinary landscapes (those that
elicit Oh, wow!) responses are the ones for which people feel immediate attachment.
Attachment Happens Through Accretion of Experience
More often people told me that they became attached to places over time; that
accumulating experiences in a place strengthens their attachment as they learn more
about it and it becomes more familiar, as Allen explains:
To me, if you‘ve been with a person or an animal or on a piece of property
long enough or visited a place long enough or spent enough time there or with
something or someone, you eventually become attached to it.
It grows on you?
Exactly. (AB)
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Mary confirmed that it takes time and accumulation of experience with a place in
order to feel attached, but she adds that learning the ecology of place, or biophysical
processes, is at the heart of her attachment. She had recently moved to a neighboring
town and new home when I interviewed her, so I asked about attachment to this new
place:
Have you developed an attachment to this place yet?
Um…no. A little bit perhaps but no, not really. It takes a while to get to that
point.
How do you develop an attachment for a place?
By spending time there. I like to be outdoors more to get that attachment.
The birds are helping (she showed me the bird feeder on her deck when I
arrived).
To learn – so is that part of connecting the ecology of this place? What grows
here and what visits here?
Yeah, like there are nuthatches here, which I did not see normally in Lost
Nation. I saw them when hiking, but not near the house. Maybe occasionally,
but we had more woodpeckers there.
Building on this concept, Allen also pays attention to the natural elements of place to
develop attachment after he experiences an initial attraction. He added a temporal
dimension to the idea of attachment – that in order to gather the type of knowledge
about the physical setting that develops attachment he walks the landscape which
gives him the opportunity to focus on the sights, smells and sounds of the place. This
is the sort of deliberate gaze that is not possible to engage in from the seat of a pickup
truck when the focus is likely on the destination rather than the journey.
You‘re using all your senses. See, that‘s why I enjoy hunting so much, too,
because you‘re not only… you absorb everything around you because you‘re
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using all your senses and you‘re really focusing on it and a lot of times I‘ll be
walking along and I‘ll stop and just sit and look and listen. And I‘ll notice
myself looking at the ground to see what‘s going on around me.
I mean, when you‘re taking a break and you don‘t do that when you‘re on a
vehicle or a bike or whatever it might be. You just don‘t do that. And when
you‘re walking there‘s just something about every little log or hollow or
whatever it is out in the woods… especially in the fall. I like the smell of the
woods in the fall. It‘s crisp in the morning.
Would you say that most of the places that you’re attached to, then, are places
that you’ve walked?
Yeah, more so. More opportunity to… Yeah. It‘s nothing you drive by. I
mean, most of them, yes. It‘s a place I‘ve walked. Stepped. Put foot on.
(AB)
This is the sort of experience that several people confirmed when I asked them if
there was a difference between driving by (experiencing the setting from afar) and
walking over the land (experiencing the setting close-up). More important than the
speed with which he is gazing is the gaze itself – the focus on sensory clues and
details about the physical setting develops ecological knowledge.
Accretion of Experience Develops Ecological Knowledge
Participants provided many examples that demonstrated that they engage in
practices of gathering ecological knowledge about places through repeated
observation and comparison to other experiences. Most of the participants, when
asked, would not admit to possessing this ecological knowledge, but they do. The
reason they don‘t recognize they posses this knowledge is twofold: because they are
often self-taught through their own observation; and because they gain this
knowledge subconsciously when their real intention is to hike, hunt, gather firewood,
or otherwise spend time on the land.

The key to gaining this knowledge is that they
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are keenly focused, usually through their senses, on the details of the physical setting.
They develop a working understanding of what are usual and unusual inhabitants,
conditions, and occurrences in these places. This on-the-ground learning develops
ecological attachment, from which they develop their ecological identity which I
talked about in relation to the meaning of the physical setting.
Place Attachment, Once Formed, Lives in Memories
Most of the participants reported that once they developed attachment for a
place they would remain attached to it, even if they did not go back to it.
If you become attached to a place, do you think that stays with you always, or
do you have to do something that maintains your attachment, your emotional
attachment with place, or do you think that, like love at first sight – that you
somehow feel very attached to it if you never went there again, would you
remain attached to it?
I would say yes, that you do always remain. Because I can think of particular
places where I was with my children and I never returned, and sorry that we
could never go back but, you can never go home again and all that stuff. And
those things are nailed into my experience so I do not believe that they are
diminished. I think they are just as valid today as when I experienced them.
And I can think of various places like that that are just as sacred. So, I think
so. I don‘t think you have to work at it. I think it is good for my spirit or self
to have this communication – it‘s kind of necessary. It‘s good for me. It
feeds me. (BS)
Gordon has experienced this feeling because at 80 years old he has to be more careful
about the conditions under which he hunts, so despite being a guide for many years
there are some years now that he doesn‘t get the opportunity to participate in the fall
deer hunt:
If you never could get in the woods again, would you still feel as attached to
it?
Oh, oh, I know I would. Because I can‘t hunt like I used to. The only
difference now is I think about it. (GC)
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It is interesting that a place might have changed to the extent that they did not feel
they could be attached to it any longer, but they can still hang on the memories of
particular events that still evoke rich place memories, such as Allen describes here:
There‘s a place on Meriden Hill that I‘ve shot two different deer that I used to
go to every fall and hunt and then Champion wiped it out so I‘ve never been
back.
But do you still feel attached to it?
Oh, yeah. I have an attachment to that place.
So does it live for you in a memory?
Yes. It‘s a memory. I mean, I can remember that stand and I can still
envision it in my mind when I shot that deer. And that rainy morning, I can
remember like everything. Just like I‘m sitting here today. And I was only
seventeen years old when I did that. (AB)
Several people expressed the ability to hold attachment in their memory. This
is a useful ability, particularly in a place that is in the midst of change like the North
Country is currently. Even when people described what would diminish attachment
for them, they thought that in the wake of diminished attachment for a place, the
memory would remain as attachment – but they would choose not to re-visit the
place.
‘Checking-in’ With Places to Maintain Attachment
Not everyone is content to live with place as memory. For some people
checking back in with a place can be comforting, perhaps as a gauge with which to
measure the magnitude of change in the area. Lindsey recognizes that change is
inevitable and perhaps necessary, but is reassured by checking back in with the
familiar:
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Everything‘s always changing, and you‘ve got to accept it. Which is good –
you‘ve got to have change. And I like change. But I like to be able to touch
back, too. (LG)
For other people, checking back in with places they feel attached to is a necessary
part of their lives. This is the case with Bill, who stated above that place attachment
doesn‘t need maintenance – the attachment can exist in memory. A more accurate
assessment of his attachment is that he can rely on memory to an extent, but a
necessary part of his well-being hinges on his ability to check back in with places he
is attached to as he explains here:
So it sustains you or it feeds you to keep visiting these places?
To keep visiting them possibly, but it sustains you…it filters, it makes pure
again, it um, revitalizes. It‘s as necessary as fruit or cereal or something like
that, and if it‘s neglected, you know, and maybe this is the point that you were
getting at, something could die. You know something that is neglected,
atrophied, you know, dry up. Something within you possibly might…but I
think, too, that there are some places that remain, you know, that you can
never go back to. (BS)
In those places for which he feels he cannot return – either because the place has
changed in a way that diminishes his attachment or circumstances have changed that
make returning impossible, his memories of place can sustain him.
This Is What Diminishes Attachment
A question that naturally emerged out of the discussions about the longevity
of place attachment was: What, if anything, could diminish attachment? Each of the
participants mentioned changes in both the social and physical setting that have
occurred during their lives, and most expressed concern about several of the changes
they have observed. In terms of the physical setting, some changes have altered the
ways that residents have been able to interact with the land, some have changed land
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use, and some have altered the way the landscape looks. I will provide representative
voices that speak to the salient issues, and then relate this to what I learned about how
attachment is developed and maintained.
Arthur speaks to changes in land use that have altered the hunting experience:
This place has a changed a lot in the last, say, fifteen years. Since I‘ve been
out of high school it‘s changed immensely. It used to be fields. It used to be
farms, with a lot of hunting spots and now there‘s houses on them.
Has that changed the ways that you can interact with the land then?
Yup. It closes off places. You have to be very careful. I mean East
Colebrook you use to be able to… If you wanted to stop in the field and shoot
a deer, you could. You knew where the farms were. Now there‘s houses in
almost every field. You‘ve got to be very careful about which direction
you‘re shooting in and not just there‘s a house over here but there‘s probably
one on the other side of the hedgerow. (ABe)
Open access to lands for hunting, fishing and hiking is a long-standing
tradition in the North Country. Lands are considered open unless they are posted No
Trespassing or No Hunting. Paper companies traditionally left their vast
landholdings, along with most of their logging roads, open to the public and many
people have become attached to these lands. Now that much of the paper company
lands and several other large forested tracts have been sold, access is no longer
assumed. Here Sarah talks about losing access:
And all those people in the area right here are really frightened by that, I
think, because it's sort of the last playground. All the others have been played,
and now, they're coming to us and, we're not used to that and we're finding
that there are people out there with money enough to buy large acreages, large
tracts of land, and then close it off to the public. (S &BC)
Allen provided a specific example of a two-mile-long road he is constructing for outof-state landowners who purchased 2600 acres of land and closed access (including a
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portion of a former snowmobile trail) to it because they are building their vacation
home there.
Michelle talks about changing land use – specifically development, which was
widely recognized as a way that attachment is diminished:
Well, let‘s face it, it‘s a beautiful area and it is sad to look at the hill over there
that you would expect to be covered with trees and now there is a house. This
hill right over here with the big bare spot on it, they are going to develop that
and I find that real sad because in fall it is all in color and it is an absolutely
gorgeous mountain. My husband said years ago there didn‘t used to be trees
on it, and I said, ―Yes, but there weren‘t houses on it either.‖ So, now they
will build up there and it will be spotted with houses. I do understand that it is
going to happen, but it is kind of sad too. (MH)
This was particularly difficult for Michelle because she found herself in a situation a
few years ago where her and her husband were considering developing land they
own, and she felt torn between her attachment for the land and what made the most
economic sense for her family. In some ways she was fortunate that the state of the
economy made the decision for her so she didn‘t have to choose – there was a
downturn in the condominium market prior to their proposed development breaking
ground.
Bobby described how land development diminished a long-time attachment for him:
So if you’re attached to this place because of what you used to do there and it
turns into house lots and you won’t be able to do, you know, you can’t slide
there anymore and you can’t probably go sit in their driveway and look at the
views anymore and that kind of stuff, do you remain attached to it or does it
lose its magic?
It loses. There were nice pieces of land that used to be around here and now
they‘re all…...when we were kids we always snowmobiled a lot at camp. My
aunt and uncle had a camp on Second D up in back of Bear Rock and the
paper company owned all the land around it, most of it. And a couple old
farmers up there owned a lot of land, and then the paper company bought it
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and then a developer bought it, stripped it off and chopped it all up and…we
don‘t even go up there anymore. They still own it, but they‘re gonna sell it.
Land conversion, from forested or open spaces to some other land use, was
widely regarded as the thing that diminishes attachment for people. People generally
referred to this as development, but then clarified their position as they articulated
that all development is not created equal. There was no evidence of a ‗no
development‘ attitude, and they didn‘t seem to harbor a ‗gate-closer‘ mentality that
no one else should move to the area, but it was clear that it is difficult for these people
to reconcile change and attachment.
Participants affirmed that anyone should be able to build who wants to, and
they were not philosophically opposed to most home construction, although some
expressed the idea that ―some houses present themselves with a certain amount of
arrogance.‖ This refers mostly to building in conspicuous locations or larger-thanaverage [typically] second homes. These residents were careful not to dictate how a
house should look or where it should be located, citing landowners freedom to
develop, and their real issue is the way that converting undeveloped land to developed
land changes interaction, and therefore attachment, for the land. They were opposed,
for the most part, to cluster development, as they understand it, because it impacts
their landscape view with a patch of development in an otherwise natural landscape.
They would rather see houses ―sprinkled in‖ to the landscape because they would
barely be noticeable from the long view, even though some might argue that the
impact to wildlife and working forests are greater under this development strategy.
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Human-caused and natural-caused disturbances to the landscape, such as
logging, wind and ice storm damage, or flooding, did not diminish attachment in the
way that land conversion did, even though they can drastically alter the landscape.
This is where participant‘s ecological knowledge is important because this helps them
recognize these disturbances as temporary. Participants admitted they would
probably be taken aback initially, but would adjust, whereas that might not be
possible in land conversion.
The paradox of land conservation
One way that residents could protect certain lands from development would
be to identify them as conservation targets. Interestingly, several people expressed a
feeling that no additional land be put into conservation status or public lands in the
North Country. This seems contradictory because land conservation is usually seen
as a way to protect lands from development, while allowing two traditional land uses
that are central to North Country residents: timber management and agriculture. Land
conservation, however, has failed North Country residents [in their opinion]. This is
because, even though timber management is allowed on public lands as policy, in
practice it has often been thwarted by outside groups. An example is the White
Mountain National Forest. Years of deliberation go into developing a Forest
Management Plan that includes timber harvesting, but in the past attempts to
implement the plan have been stalled and halted by groups like the Sierra Club and
Wilderness Society through the court system. Many residents have seen this as
interfering in sound forest management and as threatening to their livelihood. Some
stated that virtually and actually removing conserved lands from the working forest
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inventory leads to harder cutting on the rest of the forests to meet the demand for
wood. The final straw for some of these people was a feeling that under
conservation, access is cut off – particularly wheeled access to remote locations
where they formerly were allowed. The loss of the paper mills in recent years might
alleviate some of these issues because the demand for wood has decreased, but
attitudes against conservation are likely to prevail for quite some time.
If development diminishes attachment, this may be where place attachment
living in a memory can have an important role. It will provide continuity in their
lives while they develop attachment for other places in the region that provide
meaning for them. The North Country is still largely undeveloped, but with the
changing economic base and development creeping ever-northward, the day may
come when the large tracts of conserved lands will be the ones that will still have the
characteristics that provide meaning for these people. Paradoxically residents oppose
the measures that could protect lands from fragmenting forests: conservation and
cluster-housing zoning.
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RQ 3: HOW IS PLACE ATTACHMENT FORMED, HOW IS IT MAINTAINED,
AND CAN ANYTHING DIMINISH IT?
DISCUSSION
Participants described the process of becoming attached to place as both
developing over time and happening quickly, and this finding supports the place
literature. Residents described instances where they felt attached immediately to a
place, and most often they were what Manzo (2005) calls ―flashpoint or pivotal
moments.‖ She says that people assign meaning to places where a milestone moment
occurred. Allen told of one such story about a place where he shot one of his first
deer, stating that he was able to remember everything about that day in that spot even
though he had not returned to it in years.
Even though there are places that people feel immediate attachment for and
hold in memory, in the place literature nearly all the research links accretion of
experience with increased place attachment, in the same way that length of residence
strengthens community attachment in that body of literature. My research supports
this finding, and it also expands our understanding of how accretion of experience
increases attachment by pointing to the link between increasing ecological knowledge
and attachment. A key finding from this research question was that attachment
happens most often through accretion of experience, as people learn more about a
place (expanding their ecological knowledge). A deliberate gaze fosters ecological
knowledge, and that strengthens attachment and links to ecological identity, stability,
and sustenance. I discussed the concept of a deliberate gaze earlier, and I reiterate it
here because Allen alluded to it when he talked about pace in relation to learning
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about place. He learns much more about a place by walking the land and taking in
information about it through all his senses, as opposed to driving through it - even
though he could easily identify trees and the like from his truck window.
In addition to possessing ecological knowledge, shaping the physical
environment through cultivation or construction (e.g. landscaping) strengthens
attachment because the act of shaping the land makes it more meaningful to that
person and represents a personal investment in the land (Gustafson, 2001; Kaplan &
Kaplan, 1989; Rogan, O'Connor, & Horowitz, 2005; Salsedo, 2007) I heard this in
my study when Allen talked about shaping his homestead and restoring pastures, and
when several participants described their farms and gardens. I would extend this type
of attachment to timber harvesting operations as those activities also shape the
physical environment and constitute working with and on the natural landscape.
Another possible explanation for Allen‘s propensity to restore the landscape to its
former condition is that he feels that the former landscape condition is the genuine
meaning of this land and that it is his moral duty to restore it to that condition.
Williams (2008) suggests that some people invoke a moral argument toward land
management, claiming that ―every place is presumed to have some authentic
ecologically or culturally defined essence, some true and timeless character, often
threatened (if not already destroyed) by larger distant forces (p. 19).‖ I did not ask
whether this was Allen‘s perspective and he did not invoke morality when he
described his actions, but shaping the environment - whether to restore to a former
condition or to bring a landscape vision to fruition is personally satisfying to him and
increases his attachment.
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Moving to the question regarding what, if anything could diminish
attachment, a key finding was that land conversion, from forested or open spaces to
some other land use, was widely regarded as the thing that diminishes attachment.
Researchers Davenport and Anderson (2005) found that place-based meanings frame
perceptions of landscape change, which in turn shapes attitudes toward, and potential
behaviors in the context of river planning and management. This finding helps us
understand that contentious issues like development can be better understood by
identifying and examining place meanings and understanding that the issue at hand is
whether impending development interferes with those place meanings. Their finding
can be applied to my research setting, and this might be a useful way to get North
Country residents as a community to envision what they think are important attributes
to protect.
Another key finding was that residents oppose conservation measures that
could protect lands from being fragmented. A future area of inquiry for Coös County
is exploring whether opposition to conservation measures is widespread in order to
determine how best to address the sentiment. It seems paradoxical that residents
would oppose the very measures that could protect their place meanings, so
understanding the root of this is important.
A third key finding from this question is that participants resist the idea of
limiting individual choice in favor of protecting attachment attributes. This is another
future research topic for Coös County: exploring whether participants‘ resistance to
limit individual choice (landowner rights) is suggesting that attachment attributes are
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not that important, or whether they have not yet reached a threshold of landscape
change where residents are compelled to consider land management changes such as
planning and zoning to protect attachment attributes.
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CONCLUSION
I was drawn to this work because I wondered if the well-being of North
Country residents was being or will be affected by changing land use and a changing
economic base. A recent report looking at socioeconomic factors in Coös County
(Colocousis, 2008) stated:
The region is at a crossroads. The traditional economic base of the county is
disappearing, and it is yet to be determined what industry, or mix of
industries, will replace it. Dynamic tensions exist between traditional forms
of economic activity and resource use, and emerging community development
strategies that are premised on the attractiveness of the place, and, implicitly
or explicitly, the importance of environmental stewardship and resource
conservation. (p. 1)
Residents in this region have a long history of working and playing closely tied to the
natural environment, and because of that it seemed of paramount importance to
explore their relationship with the land in order to understand how they will be
affected by what Colocousis identifies as the tensions that exist between traditional
and emerging land use. In the course of reading the scholarly literature on place I
discovered that little was known about what place means to people or the role of the
physical setting, and several place scholars were suggesting that it was an important
avenue of research to explore. An important starting point in understanding how land
use and a changing economic base might affect North Country residents was to
explore their relationship with the land.
The goal of this project, then, was to explore the role of the physical setting
for long-term, year-round residents in Coös County, New Hampshire, especially its
meaning and importance in the lives of North Country residents. In summary, five
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themes of meaning for the physical setting emerged in my research. The physical
setting is: stable, restorative, where people experience spirituality, provides
sustenance, and it fosters development and expression of their ecological identity. I
also learned from participants that the physical setting matters – it serves as more than
just a backdrop in the lives of North Country residents, and participants pay attention
to and understand how the natural environment functions, resulting in acquisition of
ecological knowledge that strengthens their attachment and identity. Land use change
in the form of development diminishes their attachment, and yet they resist
conservation measures and limiting landowner rights that could protect the land
attributes that are important to attachment.
I will review two main areas of inquiry here: how does this work contribute
to our understanding of place? And how does this research answer my question about
whether the economic base and landscape change will affect the well-being of North
Country residents? I will address these next, including identifying areas for future
research in each question.
How does this research contribute to our understanding of place?
Prior research on place attachment has mostly been focused on affect rather
than meaning and on sociocultural elements more than on the relationship between
people and the physical setting. Without question people feel emotional attachment
for places and their attachment is a complex array of multifaceted elements comprised
of both the sociocultural and physical dimensions. The focus of this research was to
explore the meaning of the physical setting in attachment and identity – this is a shift
from asking how much place means to what place means to people. It ties the image
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of place with memories and experiences in place that become the story or image that
pops into our minds when we think of place. Some of the meanings that emerged in
this study were already known through research and in some cases this work expands
our understanding of place. I will review these contributions for each of the research
questions and themes of meaning.
Conceiving of the physical setting as stable expands our understanding of the
role of the physical setting in place attachment. We knew prior to this work that
people became attached over time through accretion of experience, and that accretion
of experience gives people a sense of familiarity, but this research tells us that the
stability found in landscape features can promote a sense of permanence in a
changing world.
Prior research by environmental psychologists identified the natural
environment as restorative, in that it helps people recover from directed attention
fatigue, allows people to clear their minds and sort out conflicts, it is where they can
be alone in peaceful quiet settings, and where they can shift their focus. This function
of the physical environment is not found in the place literature, but making the link
between natural settings and their restorative capacity can help people recognize that
the physical environment can fulfill this important need. In the environmental
psychology literature people have expressed preference for natural settings as
conducive to this restorative function, and I imagine that the degree of wildness and
frequency with which people seek restoration varies individually, but additional
research could be done to determine if there are common physical attributes in these
settings.
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Spirituality is another theme of meaning that is not discussed in the place
literature but, rather, is connected to environmental psychology literature as important
to identity formation and maintenance, and for its therapeutic nature. An important
contribution of this research lies in expanding our understanding of the physical
environment as a trigger for these experiences, particularly images of beauty and the
sublime. This is especially important because those triggers and the spiritual
experience are ‗hooks‘ that remind people what is so special about their place, and it
seems likely that feeling would contribute to feelings of attachment.
Conceiving of the physical setting as providing sustenance is not addressed in
the place literature even though it clearly contributes to attachment through people‘s
work changing the landscape, expanding ecological knowledge, and adding layers of
experience. A key finding associated with this idea is that each of the ways that the
natural environment provides sustenance requires hard work and long hours, but this
work does not feel onerous to participants. Some lines of inquiry for future research
include: Does the physical setting‘s ability to meet our needs contribute to
attachment? What is the key to this type of work being seen as less taxing than other
types of work (Could it be tied to just being in the natural environment, linked to the
fact that we are attending to our needs, or something else)?
Environmental psychologists have written about ecological identity in vague
ways more like research propositions than as empirical studies, but this work
highlights the importance of ecological knowledge and its contribution to attachment
and identity. Ecological knowledge guides people‘s actions on the land in accordance
with their land ethic and reinforces their sense of belonging in a place. This
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contribution to the place literature sets the stage for future research in understanding
how individual‘s land ethic can conflict or support land management policies.
There is a common thread of meaning in these themes – caring for the self.
Stability provides security for the self. Restoration heals the self from mental fatigue
and allows the self to play. Spirituality humbles the self, and connects people to other
living things. Sustenance is how the self‘s basic needs are met. Ecological identity
development and expression provides a sense of belonging and caring for the self
through the process of shaping the self. Envisioning these themes of meaning as
important to the care and maintenance of the self links the natural environment to
participants‘ well-being and makes clear why some residents were moved to tears in
our discussions about their attachment. This is no trivial subject but, rather, one that
tugs at the core of their being, and brings me back to the overarching question that
drew me to this research:
How is the well-being of North Country residents being or will it be affected by
changing land use and a changing economic base?
I do not think I have answered that question completely with this research
project, but the results identify some areas of concern and others that appear to be less
worrisome. I will illustrate that by taking another look at each of the themes of
meaning and relating them to what participants said about developing, maintaining,
and changing attachment in the context of the physical environment as crucial to
maintenance of the self.
Stability in the physical setting can be threatened when development occurs at
a large enough scale to change the gestalt of the landscape. Houses sprinkled into the
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landscape do not diminish attachment for residents, but development that interferes
with a vista they have always checked in with, such as large-scale ridgeline homes or
all-night lights peppered throughout a previously dark region are the sort that they
identified as things that diminish attachment. Most of the development that has
occurred in the last several years has been in the form of vacation homes and hunting
camps that may be concentrated in numbers in some areas, but for the most part they
are small in size and not changing the overall landscape view. Fortunately, too, for
long-time residents, thirty-five percent of the land in this county is conserved, and
much of that in very large blocks, so there will always be areas that will remain
undeveloped relatively nearby. Additionally there are some key areas conserved,
such as the shorelines of the Connecticut Lakes and much of the high elevation areas
that, without this protection, might have been targets for development of the sort that
would affect this meaning.
Restoration in the physical setting requires that residents get out in the natural
environment to clear their minds, to reflect, and to play. Because this region is so
geographically isolated, it is likely to remain largely unpopulated for a long time.
That, in concert with the large amount of conserved land I discussed above will
maintain the opportunity to get out into the natural environment. One way that this
theme of meaning can be threatened is by losing access to places that these people are
accustomed to using. There has been a long tradition in this region, instituted when
timber companies and paper mills owned large blocks of land, of granting, selling or
leasing inexpensive land parcels to employees so that they could build hunting camps
on them. With changing land ownership and conservation easement restrictions,
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there is the possibility that long-term camp leases may expire someday, and several
properties have been gated under new ownership. To reiterate, this region is one of
the last remaining areas where open access has been the norm. Land is considered
open unless posted, and because of all the logging in the region, roads have been
constructed and maintained throughout these undeveloped lands for the purpose of
getting timber out. As large properties change hands, gates restricting wheeled access
in the case of conserved lands, and POSTED signs in the case of private lands are
hampering long-term residents‘ ability to use the land reminiscent of the way they
have historically, and they feel the difference. Here, anthropologist Fitchen (1991),
describes a similar phenomenon in upstate New York:
As long as the vacation homes in the hills are not particularly visible, and as
long as local people still have access to most of their surrounding lands for
hiking, hunting, or watching birds and deer, then the ―wild‖ terrain may still
be considered ―public‖ space. But at some point the growing number of
―POSTED‖ signs appearing on tree trunks around the perimeter of many
newly purchased parcels breaks through the barrier of local consciousness.
The signs are not only orange squares that proclaim that no hunting is
allowed: their deeper effect is to force the realization that local people have
lost some of their communal setting, the space that protects and defines them.‖
(p. 252)
What Fitchen refers to as ‗the space that protects and defines them,‘ is characterized
in her example related to rural identity, but in the case of my research participants,
they also attend to their well-being through their relationship with these lands and
losing access threatens their self.
Spirituality in the physical setting is another theme of meaning that I can
imagine residents will have the opportunity to experience for quite a long time for the
same reasons I discussed in stability – large blocks of conserved lands and a largely
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undeveloped county will keep intact many of the attributes that trigger their spiritual
experience: breathtaking scenery, large expanses of seemingly unbroken wilderness,
and countless opportunities to watch wildlife.
Sustenance in the physical setting is an area of uncertainty in these people‘s
lives and is at the heart of the economic change taking place in the region. The mill
closings, coupled with a downturn in the housing market and rising operating costs
have rendered the profitability and viability of some logging operations in question.
Two large-scale projects that utilize low-grade wood products are on the horizon, but
there is still a great deal of vagueness about whether either will come to fruition or
when either will provide a wood market for the region. In the meantime, the shortterm future looks bleak due to high overhead and low markets. The farming industry
is not faring all that well, either, although a recent resurgence in the ideas of farmer‘s
markets and eating locally may help them weather the economic outlook. On a
related note, the recent downturn in the nation‘s economy, spurred in part by high fuel
prices may have turned the tide on rising real estate prices in the region. Several
years of good economic conditions drove land prices up as people from away bought
up inexpensive land in the North Country to build vacation homes and camps.
Landowners in the North Country foreseeing mill closures and failing wood markets
responded by cutting lots ‗hard‘ to collect the timber value from them, then selling
the property, often subdivided into smaller lots attractive to people looking to build
camps. Current economic conditions are putting the brakes on that sort of activity,
which may mean that remaining woodlands and farms may stay intact.
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Finally, ecological identity development and expression is a theme that may or
may not affect the well-being for these residents by land use and economic change.
The reason I say this is that it depends – one of the ways that participants develop
their ecological identity is through working on the land, particularly in the wood
products and farming livelihoods. For those people I see some challenges in relation
to this theme, related to the discussion above. Besides not being able to develop their
identity through spending time working in the physical environment, they might also
feel pressured to act on their land in a different manner than their land ethic would
justify if, for example, they needed to cut a forest harder than they would like in order
to earn some quick cash to make ends meet. On the contrary, because most people
interact with the physical environment in many ways – through recreation, to
experience restoration, to experience spirituality, and so on, there will still be
opportunities for their ecological identity to develop and to be expressed through
those other ways they interact with the land.
Coös County residents face some challenges to their place attachment and
identity as a result of the changing conditions there that affect residents‘ relationship
with the physical setting. I propose that the place meanings most likely to be
challenged are restoration, sustenance, and ecological identity (see Figure 15).
Stability and spirituality will likely be affected to a lesser extent if they are affected at
all.
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Figure 15. Shaded codes are threatened place meanings.
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Future research direction
Researchers could explore this proposition by testing these five themes of
meaning to determine whether they capture the sentiment of a larger Coös County
population, including people who are not presumed to have a strong relationship with
the land, for instance, and with newcomers. Another population could be any number
of ‗north country‘ towns who are transitioning or have transitioned from traditional
land and resource uses to tourist/recreation areas because they are too geographically
isolated to attract other businesses. There may also be areas that don‘t have the
amount of protected land that the North Country does, and testing the characteristics
what factors place meanings are contingent on (e.g., are place meanings different
when there is more or less conserved land nearby) might produce different results.
Besides testing these themes of meaning, testing the links between the
physical setting and place meanings could reveal which of them are threatened and
how they might be salvaged. One way to undertake this research would be to present
the results of this work, including the themes of meaning and the codes that were
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included in those themes, to focus groups in different geographic areas within the
county or in other transitional towns. The recent socioeconomic study I mentioned
broke the county into three demographic areas: one close to the White Mountains,
another close to the area hardest-hit by the paper mill closures, and a third that was
the northern most region and thus further away from down below influence. It would
be interesting to see if place meanings were different along the lines they used to
demarcate socioeconomic elements.
Another direction for future research is the one suggested by Davenport and
Anderson‘s research revealing that contentious issues like development can be better
understood by identifying and examining place meanings and understanding that the
issue at hand is whether impending development interferes with those place
meanings. This could be paired with the focus group research I suggested above in
order to entice North Country residents envision as a community what they think are
important attributes to protect, and then develop strategies to protect them.
Some of the most important findings in this research were uncovered in the
exploration of what diminishes attachment. A key finding was that residents oppose
conservation measures that could protect some of the attributes that are important to
place meaning, such as unfragmented lands, working forests, large tracts where
people can find solitude and peace, and where people can recreate. This is an
important area for inquiry to determine whether opposition to conservation measures
is widespread in order to determine how best to address the sentiment. Understanding
the root of this has important land management implications.
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Another key finding was that participants resist the idea of limiting individual
choice in favor of protecting attachment attributes. This is another future research
topic for Coös County: exploring whether participants‘ resistance to limit individual
choice (landowner rights) is suggesting that attachment attributes are not that
important or whether they have not yet reached a threshold of landscape change
where residents are compelled to consider land management changes such as
planning and zoning to protect attachment attributes. I heard a reluctance to infringe
on a neighbor‘s rights to do as he or she wished with their property, presumably
because that neighbor could similarly impose the same restrictions on them, but it is
often the case that once the threshold of consciousness is reached in development
where people feel compelled to make changes, they are in a reactive situation and
precious places have already been lost.
Many people in developed areas lament the loss of undeveloped and special
lands, but are not able to articulate what it is about them they grieve over.
Environmental psychologist Krupat (1983) alleges:
―The intensity of ‗grieving for a lost home‘ becomes clearer when we
understand forced relocation as an attack on ‗self‘ rather than an attack on
‗property.‘
He is referring to sociologist Fried‘s 1963 study of forced relocation in Boston where
residents experienced grief over the loss of their homes. Krupat‘s assertion that the
affect residents experienced could be more clearly understood as an identity problem
than loss of property is relevant to this work if we substitute ‗home‘ for ‗the natural
environment.‘ While these people are not being relocated physically from their
homes, they are facing a relocation of sorts as they lose their ability to work on the
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land, and they no longer have access to places they consider special or have turned to
for the purpose of fulfilling place meanings.
The findings uncovered here can be used to brainstorm strategies to help
North Country residents cope with the changes they will face in the coming years. So
far most of the focus in that area has been economically driven, such as trying to
entice businesses (including the construction of two prisons) to invest in the region,
job training programs for displaced mill workers, and the development a large allterrain vehicle park in the city of Berlin (home of one of the now-defunct paper mills)
in an attempt to boost the tourism economy. Understanding that a broken intimate
connection with the natural environment, fostered through working on the land, can
have consequences to participants‘ well-being will hopefully direct some focus on
helping residents recognize that this may be a part of their experience and that there
may be strategies for maintaining these place meanings.
I have outlined strategies for future place research and for continuing to
expand our understanding of the role and meaning of the natural environment for
Coös County residents. I come away from this research project with as many
questions as I found answers, and excited about the prospect of continuing this
research agenda.
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APPENDIX B – RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

Gender

Age

Occupation
State of NH-Department of
Transportation
Retired NHF&G, local and state
politician
Retired city planner,
environmentalist
Retired forester for Berlin paper
mill
Retired forester, scaler for
Champion Lumber
Retired timber cruiser, scaler,
Brown Company (Berlin)
Business owner - logging and
trucking

Male

54

Male

67

Female

70

Male

63

Male

80

Male

72

Male

56

Male

36

Male

44

Male

68

Male

44

Farmer
Business owner - outdoor
outfitters
Retired USFS, Tuckerman's
Ravine snow ranger
Business owner - logging,
trucking, excavation

Male

52

Fishing guide/school teacher

Male

66

Female

44

Horse logger
Business owner, snowmobile club
treasurer

Female

67

Male

57

Female

57

Male

31

Male

46

Farmer
Business owner - sawmill,
hardware store
Retired school teacher/home
garden business
Mechanic/hay and maple syrup
side business
Works in site work business/farms
on the side

Male

60

Farmer/newspaper columnist
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APPENDIX C – INSTRUCTIONS TO PARTICIPANTS

Dear __________________
I am conducting research for my doctoral dissertation in order to understand
how long-term Coös County residents are attached to and identify with place. In
order to do this, I am asking residents to think about places that they feel attached to
or that contribute to their sense of who they are, and photograph them. When the
photographs have been taken, with the camera I provided, simply drop it into any
mailbox in the envelope provided. I will have the photos developed and schedule a
time to interview you, using the photos to discuss your relationship with place. I
anticipate the follow-up interview will take approximately 1 ½ - 2 hours.
I sincerely appreciate your willingness to participate in my research project,
and I am genuinely interested in learning what place means to you.
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Think about what place means to you, and what it is about place that contributes to
your attachment to place, or contributes to your sense of who you are.
2. Identify 12 places, people, or things that represent this attachment and/or identity and
photograph them, taking two photos of each. If you wish to substitute pictures that
you already have, I would be happy to make arrangements to scan them.
3. Mail the camera back to me in the stamped envelope provided, and I will get the
photos developed.
4. Talk with me about the photographs you took.
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APPENDIX D – PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM
INFORMED CONSENT FORM
A grounded theory of place attachment and identity in Northern New Hampshire
Dissertation research conducted by Laura Alexander
Thomas N. Webler, PhD, Dissertation committee chair
Doctoral Program, Environmental Studies
Antioch University New England
1. What is the aim of the study? The aim of this study is to learn how residents of
Coös County, New Hampshire are attached to and identify with place.
2. How was I chosen? You were recommended through the referral of a Coös County
resident.
3. What will be involved in participating? Taking 24 photographs, with a camera
provided by me, in accordance with the instruction sheet, and mailing the camera
back to me in the provided self-addressed, stamped envelope. After I receive the
camera and develop the pictures, I will interview you for 1 ½ - 2 hours
(approximately) to talk about the photos and about how you are attached to and
identify with place.
4. Who will know what I say? The interviewer (me). My dissertation committee may
see the interview transcripts, but not your name or other identifying characteristics.
The researcher (I) will assign a pseudonym to keep your identity confidential
5. What are risks and benefits associated with the study? There are no risks foreseen
in this study. Your name will not appear in the transcripts or any published materials.
The benefit is to help the scholarly community understand some Coös County
resident‘s relationship with place.
6. What are my rights as a respondent? You may ask questions regarding the research
and they will be answered fully. You may choose not to answer any of the interview
questions or to withdraw from the study at any time, as your participation is strictly
voluntary.
7. What will be published? Excerpts from some interviews will be incorporated in the
researcher‘s doctoral dissertation, under a pseudonym, and without details that would
divulge your identity. Some of the photographs may also be published. Doctoral
dissertations are public documents available at the Antioch University New England
library and through research databases.
8. If I want more information, whom can I contact about the study? You may
contact the researcher at:
By mail: Laura Alexander
P.O. Box 1550
New London, NH 03257
Tel:
(603)526-4567
Email: lauraalexander@tds.net

Respondent

Date

Researcher

Date
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APPENDIX E – INTERVIEW GUIDE
Review the photos taken by or provided by residents, one at a time, and ask:
How did you choose this place? (warming up to talking about personal
information)
Will you describe it for me (the physical setting)?
Will you tell me what you know about it (biophysical processes, history, etc.)?
What meaning does this place have for you? (symbolic meaning, role of the physical
setting)
Are there multiple meanings? (components, such as spiritual, economic,
social, etc)
Do any of these meanings have more importance to you than others? Can you talk
about that?
Do you feel attached to this place? Can you describe what that attachment is like for
you?
How do you think you developed (or formed) that attachment?
Once formed, do you think that attachment stays with you, or do you think there ways
that you maintain it? Can you describe this for me?
Can you describe for me the activities you engage in or have engaged in here (in this
place)?
Do you do this in other places? Do those places elicit similar feelings of attachment?
Can you say why you think this is so?
Would you say that there is a connection between your sense of who you are and this
place? (identity)
Can you describe that for me?
What else contributes to your identity? (rank where place fits in importance)
Ask about a comparative frame – have you lived or traveled elsewhere? To what
extent?
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To what degree have you reflected on this subject? Do you think much about why
you are here and what this place means to you?
Are some of these photos more or less important (or positive/negative)? Is it possible
to rank them?
Can they be ranked in terms of scale? For instance, attachments to special places,
home, land they own, Coös County, New Hampshire, Northeast, United States.
Be sure to get demographic data – age, occupation, length of residence.
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APPENDIX F – DATA ANALYSIS TRAIL
The purpose of this appendix is to explain how I developed the themes of
meaning for attachment to the physical setting. I began by combing through the
interviews line-by-line; creating codes that I thought spoke to the meaning of the
physical environment. In the table that follows, the code and my analytical notes are
shown on the left across from the associated participant‘s quotes on the right.
Open codes

Quote/description

allows me to clear my mind

it‘s just the peace… it‘s peaceful there.
I mean, it‘s four and a half miles out of
the town of Lancaster, right from
downtown so it‘s only four and a half
miles to the site and yet it‘s in the
middle of nowhere. (AB)

I hear two things here – that being
in the physical environment allows
this man to relax - he doesn’t feel
rushed.

He can suspend the notion of time,
and feel free to let his mind wander.

I get out in the woods and I‘ve got all
the time in the world to think about
whatever I want. (AB)

convenience

we don‘t usually go to different ski
areas because this one is so close. And
time is a major factor to us. (MH)

Recreational opportunities are close
by. I can play here.
feelings of elation or ‘a rush’
Attachment is expressed in a feeling
of elation and happiness. It is a
feeling she wishes others to
experience.

Q: Do you ever sort of feel when you
see a place and you said that you can
fall for places right away; do you feel
that in your body like, wow this place
is great? What does that feel like?
A: It is like elation, uplifting and
makes me smile. (MH)
I want them [her children] to feel the
rush that it gives me. (MH)

appreciation for this type of forest
In both of these quotes, participants

And the trees, the reason… I see the
contrast because you can see these
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demonstrate their ecological
knowledge by being able to
recognize different plant
communities and the process of
ecological succession.
Ecological knowledge helps to form
ecological identity.

I enjoy shaping this landscape:

This person gets satisfaction from
working the land, but it is also
important that he can envision what
he wants it to look like and then
make that happen.
He is attached to a landscape’s
potential. When he alters the
landscape to achieve his vision, it
fits the local character of the area –
in many cases he is restoring the
landscape to what it looked like
historically.

trees here, they‘re tall. These maples
are part of the original old sugar bush.
And then the trees in the distance and
then the small trees in the foreground
show the different age… you know, the
younger maples coming up and the
small soft woods, because that‘s what
was part of the original forest. (AB)
this picture here: the one with the
pointy trees – that‘s the, the boreal
forest, and that‘s why I took that
picture, because I really do appreciate
that. I like living in the boreal
forest.(BW)
I have a sense of gratitude or whatever
when I‘m brush hogging pastures. I
mean when it‘s all grown and the cows
have been grazing it and there‘s some
weeds they don‘t eat [437]. It‘s so
manicured, so to speak, and you can sit
back and go back up to the house and
look out across and it‘s so nice. It
gives you a sense of good feeling that
it looks nice.
I: It‘s certainly a feeling of
accomplishment.
R: Exactly.
I: You had a vision for this and you
made it happen as part of it.
R: That‘s right. That‘s a good way to
explain that. (AB)

meaning of mountains
This is mostly a social statement,
but I coded it to point to ecological
knowledge in that he talked about
biological differences between the
North Country and below the
notches.

act as a geographic divider (down
below)
I saw the opportunity to take a picture
of the mountains. And that‘s really a
picture of the mountains, it‘s not a
picture of cross country skiing. And I
call that the granite curtain. It divides
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the state, and really, really does
segregate the north country in a
meaningful way socially as well as
politically as well as geologically and
um and um biologically as well, which
is another _______. The, I‘ve always
said, since the 70‘s when I moved here
that this part of NH and western ME
and Northeast Kingdom have more in
common than the North Country of NH
has with anything south of the notches.
It‘s a whole different way of life,
different economy, forest type (BW)

are places where there are beautiful
views
People appreciate mountains for the
scenic views that can be seen from
them.

LA: So social experiences and also,
is it beautiful?
BR:

There were many landscape features
that participants pointed to as
scenic. I had some difficulty trying
to figure out what to do with
‘scenery.’ I ultimately concluded
that scenery is not a theme in and of
itself, but is what compels people to
stop and gaze at their surroundings.
The scenery is closely linked to the
theme of spirituality/reverence
because it gives people pause to
thank God or feel a profound sense
of awe and respect.

Oh, of course.

LA: I mean, it is to me but it may not
be to you.
BR:

No, it is. (BR)

I: So, tell me about the mountains for
you. What do they represent or are
they important because of the water?
R: Well, they‘re fun! They‘re fun.
You go up, you get wonderful views
(MS)
are wild and isolated places away
from everyday life

This person spends a good deal of

Yeah and they spell it here Goback, so
it is Boback but I‘ve seen it in books
debated but they call it Bo, and it‘s
particularly, as you can see, isolated
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time hiking off-trail, and for him
these isolated mountains are places
where he can get away from it all –
to escape to a wild environment.

and wild and there are no trails and um,
it‘s full of blowdowns and tight on top
as all these peaks are. Again it‘s
particularly wild – that would be a
word that I think comes up for some of
these place you know wild, isolated,
and you get to feel pretty much away
from things up there. (BS)
challenge me physically

So perhaps one of the ways that
mountains are special is that not
everyone can get there. And
someday this man might not even
get there. They pose a challenge in
physical strength and route-finding
ability (in the case of trail-less
peaks).

I included this one in here because – I
don‘t know if it‘s Coös County or not,
but there are 4,000 footers in Coös
County so it can represent any of the
4,000 footers and they‘re special, you
know, for obvious reasons. Um,
because it‘s a challenge, you know, to
reach them. (BS)
(the Goback quote above again…) and
again, you have to struggle to obtain it.
is the experience in it, and the process
of getting there. And I guess the
process is important. (BS)

There are multiple meanings here –
She is playing in the mountains, she
demonstrates ecological knowledge
through recognition of different
vegetation and wildlife tied to
elevation differences, and the
mountains provide her with an
opportunity to teach others about
the environment (in addition to the
skill of skiing).

Here I ask her whether the physical
challenge is a part of meaning for
her since I had heard this from the

I: So, tell me about the mountains for
you. What do they represent or are
they important because of the water?
R: Well, they‘re fun! They‘re fun.
You go up, you get wonderful views,
you see a different type of vegetation at
different elevations. When teaching
skiing, you can teach the kids about –
at this elevation, look at the size of the
trees. And as you come down, you‘re
going to have something different and
like that, you get the ice feathers. It‘s
just all the different things, and the
different wildlife, and the different I
the variety, I guess.
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participant above.
At first she was thinking more along
the lines of the exhilaration and
feelings of elation. Upon further
reflection, she appears to recognize
that there is a part of her
attachment that is tied to the
challenge of climbing. She was first
attracted to the mountains as a
young woman via hiking. Later
downhill skiing has become her
favored mountain-related activity –
she plays here.

I: Yeah. How about the challenge,
too. Does that have – does that play
into it? The challenge of hiking uphill,
or climbing, or…
R: Oh, I guess so. I guess I don‘t
think of it as a challenge. I like the
exhilaration of – this is what I was
saying – you are back to the mental
health of being outside and doing these
things, and I think there are morphines
or something?
I: The endorphins.

She is looking to the ecological
importance of mountains here, too,
as the birthplace of streams. She has
a strong connection to water as she
has been a part of a joint
commission between New
Hampshire and Vermont to protect
the Connecticut River, and she and
her husband installed a micro-hydro
renewable energy in their previous
home a few miles from where they
live currently.

R: Endorphins, that‘s what they are –
that sort of come out when you are
doing that. So that would be why, with
the combination of the mountains and
the water and everything else out here,
which is very nice. (MS)

In this man’s case, the mountains
were just a backdrop to the south
rather than the focus of his
attachment (which had more to do
with fishing and hunting to the
north). He came to recognize the
mountains as scenic places when he
started working in them daily.

exist as a backdrop

This attachment grew through
hiking the mountains. Her family
stayed at the same hotel every
summer and she explored the hiking
trail system in the area near the

mountains drew me to this place

I think that you‘re right, that a certain
amount of it is just the exhilaration of
going uphill. I mean it‘s – of course
it‘s fun to ski downhill fast, too.
(laughs) (MS)

So that was a big change for me when I
went to work with the Forest Service
and all of a sudden… the mountains
are pretty to look at. I‘m not even sure
I ever looked at the mountain. You
know, they were there. You know?
(BR)

R: Well it was my family that brought
me, but it was the mountains what I
liked. And that‘s how I first got into
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hotel in depth.

the area.
I: So this is how you came to love this
place.

Accretion of experience with this
place and these trails.
Childhood connection

R: Yeah. (MS)
…see this is part of the area I walked
up into from Crawford all the time. I
mean that‘s the part of the mountains I
really feel closest to. Still – I love the
Crawford Path, and that whole area.
I: So the places around Crawford
Notch, and your early connection with
it.

This was coded earlier as mountains
as backdrop. It was a case of
shifting attention and perspective.
He’s talking specifically about the
White Mountains and how as a child
they were a southern backdrop in
the view for him. When he started
working there he became attached
to them as he spent so much time
there.
For him they have provided places
to recreate and also to work.

I captured the other meanings in
this passage above. Here the one I
coded is about fun. Skiing is
playing.

R: Yeah, up to, but Mt. Clinton is one
of my favorites. (MS)
provide recreational opportunities
BR: Like this here, you know. I
never looked at that. Over there, that‘s
all. I never paid any attention to it, you
know? So what? Nothing to me.
[794]
RO: So now you look at them all the
time.
BR: Yeah, really. Now that they
mean something to me. I‘ve hiked
most of them, skiing and trails and
back country. There wasn‘t anything
around here but all national forest and
you know, all my time‘s taken up by it,
has been for the last fifty years. (BR)
You go up, you get wonderful views,
you see a different type of vegetation at
different elevations. When teaching
skiing, you can teach the kids about –
at this elevation, look at the size of the
trees. And as you come down, you‘re
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This man looks at the mountains as
components of the scenery. He is
drawn to textures in the landscape –
the contrast between high and low
elevation places, forests and open
fields, unfragmented and those
places dotted with human evidence.
Without this texture the landscape
wouldn’t be as appealing to him.

going to have something different and
like that, you get the ice feathers. It‘s
just all the different things, and the
different wildlife, and the different I
the variety, I guess. (MS)

provide texture to the landscape
I:…the view from the top of the
mountains or looking at the mountains.
So what‘s scenic for you?
R: Actually, some of both. I like the
contrast of looking across an open field
and see the mountains in the back drop.
To me that‘s… actually a good picture
would be like this here.
I: Right. Sure.
R: I mean, you‘ve got the fields and
the mountains and the background.
I: Sure.
R: Here, it‘s not as good but it‘s hazy
here. A combination of the two.
I: Would you rather look out across
the field and see the mountains in the
background and see something built in
there? Whether it‘s a mowed field that
indicates people or a garden or a house
or church or whatever it is… Would
you rather see some evidence of people
or not?
R: I would… yeah. I would rather see
open fields. I would rather see some
farmlands with the mountains in the
background, gardens. I mean if it was
all just woods it would be… it
wouldn‘t be fragmented. It would be
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like a blanket. There would be no
contrast to compare it to.
The uniqueness he is referring to
has to do with the ecological
environment and especially alpine
flora and the demarcation of
treeline. He pays attention to that
sort of this as part of his ecological
knowledge.

I: No texture to it.
R: Exactly. There‘s the word.
Nothing would stand out. It would be
too bland for me. (AB)
unique environments ecologically

I coded this above under the code of
physical challenge. Here she
demonstrates ecological knowledge
through recognition of different
vegetation and wildlife tied to
elevation differences, and the
mountains provide her with an
opportunity to teach others about
the environment (in addition to the
skill of skiing).

I included this one in here because – I
don‘t know if it‘s Coös County or not,
but there are 4,000 footers in Coös
County so it can represent any of the
4,000 footers and they‘re special, you
know, for obvious reasons. Um,
because it‘s a challenge, you know, to
reach them. And um, they are unique
areas, (BS)

I: So, tell me about the mountains for
you. What do they represent or are
they important because of the water?
R: Well, they‘re fun! They‘re fun.
You go up, you get wonderful views,
you see a different type of vegetation at
different elevations. When teaching
skiing, you can teach the kids about –
at this elevation, look at the size of the
trees. And as you come down, you‘re
going to have something different and
like that, you get the ice feathers. It‘s
just all the different things, and the
different wildlife, and the different I
the variety, I guess. (MS)

meaning of rivers and water
bodies

is a familiar landmark for me
because I have lived with it for a
long time
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This is a demonstration of
ecological knowledge. He locates
himself in a particular watershed
and has for at least all of his adult
life.
He recognizes that much of his adult
life in the North Country, even while
he was attending college in the
neighboring state of Maine; he has
been residing in the Androscoggin
River watershed.

Accretion of experience with this
Brook. He also is tuned into the
source of streams and their
watershed, and he uses that
knowledge to locate himself.

this is the piece of the river, this is the
piece of the North Country that we
love. Running up through Umbagog
Lake, up to Errol, all that kind of stuff.
You know, I‘m – and strangely
enough, I mean, we‘re in the other
watershed right now. The
Androscoggin River is 6 miles from
here, but the height of land is not more
than – well if we walk up past Bucky
and Sarah‘s house a mile, you come to
the height of land, which drains down
to the Androscoggin River. But right
now we drain out to the Connecticut
River. But – nonetheless, we‘ve
always been, even when we were in
college, we were in the Androscoggin
River. Bates College – the
Androscoggin runs out through
Lewiston, ME and the Androscoggin
River was there and then we moved
into Gorham where we rented an
apartment there for 3 or 4 years and we
could practically throw a stone in the
river from our apartment. And then of
course we moved up to Stark for 13
years in that house, and now in this.
And now we‘re in the Upper
Ammonoosuc drainage (BW)
Lyman Brook, and um, that‘s a favorite
because you know it runs right down
here. And um, you know I walk by it
just about every day when I walk, and
you drove over it when you came up
here. And I took one picture where
Gore Brook comes into it – and Gore
Brook runs up to Gore Mt. And um,
no matter where I walk up this way I
always, you know, I‘m pretty close to
Gore Brook. (BS)
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This man has a long history with
Lake Umbagog. While much of it
tied up in the social interaction, it
also holds meaning for him because
it is a large, wild conserved lake
that supports charismatic wildlife
(eagles and black bear, and
recreational opportunities in fishing
and boating.

R: And every year we take a group of
um school children from New Jersey –
he teaches science in New Jersey – and
we come up here and we camp at
various places around Lake Umbagog
and Rapid River and Moll‘s Rock is
special for a variety of reasons um
going way back. I took my children
there, you know, camping when they
were that age, and um, we used to find
chips in the water from where the
Indians made their arrowheads and
things.

Part of his attachment to this place
lies in the accumulation of
experience.

Um, so Moll‘s rock (check the name
on this) is kind of a nice area. And,
again, this is preserved so it‘s not
going to be built up and um when I
used to take the kids there

Again this man demonstrates
knowledge of the watershed, and the
importance of protecting the
watershed as key to the health of the
Connecticut River.

Um every time we‘re there we have
different experiences. You know, bear,
and eagles flying over and kids from
New Jersey catching their first fish,
swimming off of here, and um this is
his daughter which would be my
granddaughter and she‘s in the canoe
and you know this heritage is
continuance – I have a lot going on
there I guess. (BS)
it is essential to protect the health of
the river

He is revealing his ecological
identity through expressing
conservation values and his
commitment to being a volunteer
with the Northern Forest Canoe
Trail on the Connecticut River.

And of course these are all – I
shouldn‘t say of course – but these are
all through the Bunnell Preserve, too,
so there‘s not any building really going
on in there. And uh, they‘re good for
the Connecticut River, a part of the
watershed, Lyman Brook and Gore
Brook. (BS)
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provide opportunities for
stewardship - to take care of its
health

Also a case of revealing ecological
identity as he talks especially about
how he has cared for this river.
He made a living in part by working
and caring for this river.

This man points to the possibility of
using the Connecticut River more
than we do presently for hydro
power. He lamented the fact that we
are so tied to oil when we have this
renewable source of power in the
river.

Lyman Falls on the Connecticut River
is a place where my children learned to
swim, and um, across the river on the
Vermont side there is a 42-acre
Vermont park that is accessible only
from the river, so anybody can camp in
there and then move on and we‘ve
been trying to get the 11-acre site on
the NH side for the Town of Columbia
so that we can preserve the same
easements across the river. (BS)

a body of water that I just totally
appreciate, and that‘s the Connecticut
River. Being a game warden, I was a
game warden for over 27 years – I
worked this river, and stocked this
river, and babysitted this river a lot and
it‘s turned into what is considered a
world class river by many fly
fisherman (ES)

provides potential power (hydro)

This statement made both of us
laugh. It demonstrates ecological
knowledge in understanding that
living things have a cycle and we
have to wait until the right time to
harvest.
He had a very utilitarian
perspective – that resources were
meant to be used [wisely] and not to
utilize them was wasteful.

R: That‘s the head of the Connecticut
River. There‘s really not anything
right there and yet, after it gets all these
little ponds and lakes gather up and
you‘ve got your water power and, and
that‘s part of it.
I: I‘m always amazed at the head of
these, these major rivers. The same is
true, for instance, the head of the
Pemigewasset or the head of the Saco,
and this one here. I‘ve never been to
the 4th lake – I‘ve only seen the bigger
lakes. But I‘m still – I‘m always
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reminded of how small they are and yet
how much water‘s running – it‘s
amazing.

Each of these are examples of how
people recreate on the rivers in the
North Country.

R: Yeah they‘re important – they‘re
part of it. They‘re similar to babies –
they‘re not much good when they‘re
small (laughs – we both laugh). Really
– or a calf or anything when they‘re
small. A small tree‘s not good for
anything - but it‘s got to be small
before it‘s big. So that‘s the start of
everything. (LG)

Recreation on Lake Umbagog
rivers and other water bodies
provide places to recreate

Using the railroad tracks as roads
to hike and to access fishing &
swimming places.

Boating on the river.

R; And every year we take a group of
um school children from New Jersey –
he teaches science in New Jersey – and
we come up here and we camp at
various places around Lake Umbagog
and Rapid River and Miles Rock is
special for a variety of reasons um
going way back. I took my children
there, you know, camping when they
were that age, and um, we used to find
chips in the water from where the
Indians made there um arrowheads and
things. Um everytime we‘re there we
have different experiences. You know,
bear, and eagles flying over and kids
from New Jersey catching their first
fish, swimming off of here, and um this
is his daughter which would be my
granddaughter and she‘s in the canoe
and you know this heritage is
continuance – I have a lot going on
there I guess. (BS)
This one here, doesn‘t matter again
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River as recreation – fishing.

The experience is between him and
the nature experience, rather than
social.

Recognition of the river as tied to
the economic and social history of
Berlin. It is integrally tied to the
way that many people have earned
their living for generations.

where this is. It is right in our neck of
the woods, but it represents again, any
number of streams that flow into the
Connecticut River, and it also
represents the railroad tracks which we
always walked. You know, when the
kids were young we‘d just – we‘d
follow the railroad tracks. And um we
would follow them to fish or to swim
or just to hike. (BS)

You know, the Connecticut River is
important to me, I just flat out love that
river, I love just drifting down the
river. I mean you talk about the most
peaceful time in you life. If you ever
get the chance, just do it. Just go out,
and don‘t paddle hard – just keep the
canoe straight and just float, just look
at the bank, and look at the beaver
lodges, look at the muskrat swim, look
at the ducks down there, look at the
bottom, because you can see bottom.
It‘s not polluted, if there‘s a tire there,
you‘re going to see the damn thing, but
you‘re not going to see many. That‘s
probably the nicest…and I could never
take a picture of that. (ES)

I walked down and came out about five
feet off the shore and threw out my line
and it swung and suddenly right below
the fly the water lifted up and I never
saw the fish or the break of the water,
the water lifted up and then the rod
went right down and after a couple
seconds, that felt like about five
minutes, it popped right back up and I
brought the line in and when I looked,
the hook that was curled (size 16) was
totally straightened and I have never
forgotten that memory and I swear that
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While this man was describing this
experience, he had a serene
expression on his face. It is obvious
from his description that he is
observes the details of these outings.
This was difficult for him to
describe and he couldn’t imagine
how to depict it in a photo.
This river has provided both work
and recreational opportunities for
him.
I noted that in this description there
are no social actors and when he
told me this he was more relaxed
than in stories where there were
other people.

memory, along with all these others
that I‘ve been telling you, are
instrumental in making me come back
and leave Jackson Hole Wyoming, and
all the beauty there in the winter. This
is a place, a fish, and not social and I
can‘t tell you how many nights I spent
down here. (KH)

rivers are an integral part of the
economic history here
the river is the backbone of this whole
valley here (BW)

The river is a huge piece of the history
of the mill and the whole town here.
(BW)

Ecological knowledge.
this is the piece of the river, this is the
piece of
the river is beautiful and peaceful
You know, the Connecticut River is
important to me, I just flat out love that
river, I love just drifting down the
river. I mean you talk about the most
peaceful time in your life. If you ever
get the chance, just do it. Just go out,
and don‘t paddle hard – just keep the
canoe straight and just float, just look
at the bank, and look at the beaver
lodges, look at the muskrat swim, look
at the ducks down there, look at the
bottom, because you can see bottom.
It‘s not polluted, if there‘s a tire there,
you‘re going to see the damn thing, but
you‘re not going to see many. That‘s
probably the nicest…and I could never
take a picture of that. (ES)
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water is the basis for all life
Of course, all life is associated with
water.(LG)
open space and fields

I: So would you say that you are
attached to these places or would you
say that you‘re attached to the idea of
these places?
R: The idea of these places.
I: And the idea for you is that you‘re
attached to open space.

This is about the texture of the
landscape and how he considers
that scenic.
It also reveals a situated landscape
– what I mean by that is that he has
an idea of what land should look
like in his mind, and when he buys
land he alters it to match his vision
of how it should look.
agriculture and farming

R: Open space and the nice fields. But
the nice field, I like that field. And the
hay. I mean, just that nice hay field
right there in the middle of the woods.
And the garden. I like the garden and
the scene in the background. I am
attached to scenery. (AB)

Another thing that some people would
point out about this is that this
connection to seeing mowed fields or
seeing farms, seeing gardening, is more
of a return to a life that used to be here.
R: Agricultural.
I: More of an agricultural way of life
then…
R: And that‘s Coös County.

People here have relied on
themselves and the land to provide
food for generations.

I:… a non-urbanized life. Okay. And
would you say you‘re attached to that
part of Coös County?
R: Absolutely. I… very much so. I
like seeing the small farms or big
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I heard several people talk about
this – the land provides sustenance.

farms. I like the agricultural way of
life. I like people raising their own
beef. That‘s what I do and having a
garden and haying and I just love that.
(AB)

ordinary landscapes

It doesn‘t have to be extraordinary.

I asked her the question of whether
a landscape has to be extraordinary
(wow!) or commonplace (the things
we see every day) in order to
capture her attention as a target for
attachment.
She describes everyday or
commonplace settings as capturing
her attention and imagination.
One of the things I noticed about
her response was that the routine
landscapes in her life don’t seem to
be taken for granted. The hillside
foliage that she sees every fall and
her almost weekly trip from the river
to the lake capture her gaze and
careful attention.

Q: So can that also happen right
away?
A: Yes. Like I said, in the fall and the
hillside is all in color it is just great!
And so why do I take a picture every
year when I can see it every year?
(MH)
A: It doesn‘t have to be anything
complicated. One night when my
husband and I were coming in from the
lake and we go down the
Androscoggin River and into the lake
and on the way back we were coming
down the river and the water was so
still and not a ripple on the water and
the trees on the bank reflecting into the
water and you couldn‘t tell the
difference, and I didn‘t have the
camera with me and it was so
beautiful, like a work of art. And since
that time, we haven‘t had that stillness.
I have never seen it like that in all the
times we‘ve been out and always when
we are going up the river I‘m looking
at the dead trees, and I picture things
that it might look like, like an aardvark
lying on its back. (MH)

stability
this question was about whether
attachment to places could live in a

I like change. But I like to be able to
touch back, too (LG)
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memory or he needed to check back
in with a place to keep the
attachment alive.
Touching back sounds like checking
in with a familiar place as a
stabilizing, calming action.
escape

This man talked a lot about how his
homestead is his place to escape
and relax. I probed this quite a bit
to discern whether it was the home
itself and the social interaction and
comfort of family or the physical
setting of the homestead. Much of it
has to do with the way he has
shaped this land, which I write
about under that code.
This also speaks to his attachment
as love at first sight.

This example of escape is at this
man’s hunting camp. While there is
a lot of social interaction at camps
in general and at [often]at his camp
too, one of the things he talked
about is the camp’s spectacular
location on a remote pond where
they only see one other structure.

R: It‘s the surroundings. The feel.
The area. It‘s just something about
that place. Just where it sets. The way
it‘s setting. The way I made the
driveway into a … I‘ve always loved
that about it. I always have. Just from
the day that I first got that cut off and I
walked in there that first time. It was
always…. My house is about from
here to the road away from the old
foundation of the old sugar house.
And I‘ve kept that there and I‘ve never
disturbed that. And on top of that I
planted two black walnuts from little
seedlings and now they‘ve taking over.
And I just… there‘s something about it
that‘s so tranquil, so peaceful there.
You don‘t hear anything and it‘s just
quiet, its peaceful and I just…
R:
Um, but it‘s just a really great
place to go, to just kind of get away
from the whole rest of the world up
there. (BE)

R:
Yup. Probably for different
reasons earlier, but, it‘s just a great
place for me now, it‘s just nice to get
away.
I:
Yeah, it represents getting away
from here, doesn‘t it?
R:

Yeah. (BE)
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Here he talks about the area near
his camp where he hunts.

This trail-less peak is a place to
escape.

I didn’t probe what was going on in
the house that he felt he needed to
escape from, but he points out that
the place to escape was to the
natural physical environment.
This, then, is therapeutic too.

Again, the entry into the natural
environment seems to be the catalyst
for escape.

Forgetting what is going on in the
world sounds therapeutic – an
escape from pressure and
responsibility, and a chance to be
free of disturbing or troubling
thoughts.

you can… there‘s lots of wilderness,
lots of back roads, and just, you can get
away from everything when you want
to. (BE)
it‘s particularly, as you can see,
isolated and wild and there are no trails
and um, it‘s full of blowdowns and
tight on top as all these peaks are.
Again it‘s particularly wild – that
would be a word that I think comes up
for some of these place you know wild,
isolated, and you get to feel pretty
much away from things up there. (BS)

I think with me it was my own
discovery. Because my parents did not
have that. So I think it was my own
discovery. Maybe a necessity of, of
the discovery. Maybe as a youth I had
to escape the house because there was
a lot of crap going on. And so the
only way you escape would be to go
out into the woods or to go into nature.
(BS)
Well it‘s just like at night – you could
have a thousand people out here and
you go out in the dark and you‘re all by
yourself, in your own little world. Or I
take my dog for a walk at night after
dark and you‘re in your own little
world. You get – you can be alone or
with people, however you want to do
it.
I: Is it about being alone, or about
connecting with the land?
R: Probably connecting – when I say
alone, I don‘t mean being a hermit…
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I: Yeah – but just getting some space.
This is how they spend ‘family time’
on Sunday afternoons. She insists
that the experience take place in the
natural environment, as they can’t
experience the same sort of
relaxation and peace watching a
movie or otherwise being indoors.
Escape from social interaction.

The physical environment is a place
to focus and become absorbed in
observing the natural world.

R: Getting some space, yeah.
Forgetting what‘s going on in the
world (laughter). (LG)
This is very peaceful, we‘ll stop off
and go swimming, and we‘ll bring the
inner tubes and let the kids drag behind
us if they want to. It‘s just so much
more peaceful and relaxing and no one
is working. (MH)

So, the two weeks camping we are just
away from it all. We don‘t have to
deal with other people (MH)

Provides freedom from the
pressures of work.

The natural environment feels
spacious – it doesn’t trap me like
the indoor environment does.

A: When I‘m out of here I think about
what I love and just take it all in and
absorb it. When I‘m in here I feel
trapped. I get so mad at myself when I
think, ok today I don‘t care what else is
going on I‘m going to get out and take
a walk and take time for myself and I
don‘t. Then every night I‘m kicking
myself thinking why didn‘t you get out
of this building? Then I feel really
boxed in and trapped.
Q: So is that one of the things being
outside does for you to just give you
some space in your own head?
A: Absolutely. Even if we weren‘t
wrapped up in this business the outside
would still be the main focus, but more
so now because I‘m so tied to it. (MH)

familiarity
This is familiar and comfortable
here.

I think it needs time, although I think
it‘s a matter of, I mean Sue and I love
to travel. But we always like to come
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back here. And when we travel we see
wonderful things and wonderful land
and we like it all. And so I think it
must be the time and the familiarity
that brings us back here. (BW)
The landscape stays the same. It’s
familiar and comforting.

The particular shoreland he was
talking about is familiar because it
has been conserved.

LA: So one of the things I heard you
say is that the landscape stays the
same. Even if things pop up and I‘ve
heard people say I can block those out.
I can pretend houses aren‘t there,
power lines aren‘t there and I can see
past all that stuff but what is
comforting for me is that when I come
back here year after year, it is still
going to look the same because the
landscape looks the same. The
mountains look the same; the water
looks the same and the other
environment I can white out. Is that
true?
KH: Well I think part of it too is that
it‘s been protected. The shoreline has
been protected now by the state. It was
owned by New England Power and
they sold the shoreline around the
entire lake and that will prevent it from
being developed. So, consequently on
all the lakes and that in its own way is
going to keep the shoreline the same.
(KH)

history
This man is intrigued by the history
of this place and often daydreams of
how this might have looked in the
settlement period. I probed to
discover how this is related to the
meaning of the physical
environment. His interest is rooted
in wondering how the land looked
during that time and the work that

R: The thing I look back at, and
especially on Meriden Road, is the old
cellar holes and the old stone walls.
Always, when I find myself walking
through the woods, cruising a woodlot,
if I find a stonewall, especially a cellar
hole, it automatically draws me right to
it. I just love to… just thinking back…
Wow! These people did this all by
hand, built this out in the middle of
nowhere back in 1700 or 1800. (AB)
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settlers had to do to shape the land.
This is tied to the way in which he
always sees the potential for the
landscape to look a certain way,
and when he purchases land he
changes it according to his vision.
Often this work entails reclaiming
pastures and fields that existed long
ago.

memory
I asked whether attachment to a
place could live in a memory or if he
had to do something to maintain
attachment. This is a different
research question than the meaning
of place, but it is interesting that his
memory is so sensual – he can still
remember the rain, the smell, the
sounds – everything about the
experience from 30 years ago.

R: And I always… my thoughts
always go to I wish I could have been
here back then. I wish I would have
been the first one to come here to…
My automatic thought is I would‘ve
liked to have been a pioneer. The first
one to step foot here. The first one to
walk in and find this. (AB)

Or like a certain place like if there was
a waterfall that you‘d seen somewhere
in the woods that you‘d seen or some
little secret pond on the top of a
mountain somewhere that you found
that you might have sat hunting one
time and there‘s a place on Meriden
Hill that I‘ve shot two different deer
that I used to go to every fall and hunt
and then Champion wiped it out so I‘ve
never been back.
I: But do you still feel attached to it?
R: Oh, yeah. I have an attachment to
that place.
I: So does it live for you in a memory?
R: Yes.
I: Or maybe in a photograph?
R: It‘s a memory. I mean, I can
remember that stand and I can still
envision it in my mind when I shot that
deer. And that rainy morning, I can
remember when I like everything. Just
like I‘m sitting here today. And I was
only seventeen years old when I did
that. (AB)
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outdoors represents freedom

I don‘t want to be trapped inside a
building. I just have to be free.
(MH)

peaceful

Q: So what is it about skiing?
A: The fresh air. I like skiing alone
personally for the solitude. The kids
like to ski with other kids, but I like to
ski alone.
Q: So the peacefulness is pretty
important to you?
A: oh yeah, absolutely. (MH)

She finds the solitude of skiing alone
peaceful.

A: Yes. I like the sting on your face
and when it is real quiet. They put
speakers out on the deck last year and I
thought oh my God, I hope they aren‘t
going to play music. It was just for
some event or something because if
they were going to play music then that
was just going to do me in. I‘m not
skiing where they‘re going to play
music. I just want the quiet. It‘s all
the senses. (MH)
privacy
Because of the rural nature of this
region, it is easy to experience
privacy. This is related to
therapeutic escape.

The best way to answer that question
is my place - I‘ve got 137 acres with
my home. How many people… I
mean, I like privacy. I like the open
space. I don‘t like a lot
of…knocking…
I:…somebody else‘s window or having
a peek in yours.
R: Yeah and I mean if I want to go out
and sit on my back porch and drink a
beer at night in my skivvies, I‘m gonna
do it. There‘s no neighbors around to
watch me or whatever and that‘s…
I: That‘s who you are.
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R: Yeah. (AB)

Q: So, for that lake it is about how
uncrowded it is out there?
She is talking about their annual
vacation to Lake Umbagog, and the
fact that it is a very large National
Wildlife Refuge means they can
experience privacy there. This is
related to the notion of escape.
rejuvenation
This family spends their family day
off from work together in the
natural environment, usually on the
lake in the summer, and their family
vacation is on an island in Lake
Umbagog. This is where they go to
escape, to recharge, to re-energize
so that they can face the world
again. They live and work at their
business, and they feel this get-away
is what makes it possible for them to
return to that world.

This is the same person expressing
her need to get out into the physical
environment in order to cope with
the pressure of work.
She feels trapped inside.

A: Yes, and we like the fact that you
can have an island so you don‘t have to
share your space with anyone. (MH)
Q: So, people take all sorts of family
vacations, so what is it about camping
that is important to your family
vacation as opposed to any other?
A: The two week vacation is perfect
for my husband and I because we work
seven days a week and can‘t get away
from the business and living here, we
check on the place at night, and it is
just a constant. So, the two weeks
camping we are just away from it all.
We don‘t have to deal with other
people and it is just our time to relax
and that it is good for the kids because
they can sleep in. My husband doesn‘t
let anyone sleep in. It is time that the
girls spend together and it is
rejuvenating. (MH)
A: When I‘m out of here I think about
what I love and just take it all in and
absorb it. When I‘m in here I feel
trapped. I get so mad at myself when I
think, ok today I don‘t care what else is
going on I‘m going to get out and take
a walk and take time for myself and I
don‘t. Then every night I‘m kicking
myself thinking why didn‘t you get out
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of this building? Then I feel really
boxed in and trapped.
Q: So is that one of the things being
outside does for you to just give you
some space in your own head?
A: Absolutely. Even if we weren‘t
wrapped up in this business the outside
would still be the main focus, but more
so now because I‘m so tied to it. (MH)
security
The attachment to raising their own
cattle gave them a sense of security
that is gone now because they had
to sell in the dairy buy-out.

SC-1: Well, there's a lot of security in
having a hundred head of cattle, you
know, and it was all gone. So, now
what do you do, you know, it's scary.

spiritual element

I: What about - is there any spiritual
attachment – some people sayR: Well I‘m Quaker, so probably there
is. And certainly up on the um, ridge
above timberline I feel quite a spiritual,
yeah, I‘d say very much so spiritual.
I: Can you talk about that – can you
tell me what that‘s like for you?
R: The quietness. Well, are you
familiar with the Quaker religion?
I: I‘m not. So if you could tell me a
bit about it that would be great.

She feels a spiritual connection
because she believes God is in a
part of every person and in nature
and she senses a closeness with God
more so in nature than in a church
building.

R: The uh, central part of Quakerism
is there is a part of God in every man.
But because of that, when you‘re off
hiking, or things like that, you can have
a – it can become part of your inner
feelings. Relation I guess. I guess I
would say that one can feel closer to
God on top of the Presidential‘s or
something than many other places –
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say in a cathedral. That‘s as far as I‘m
concerned because God is all these
things that we were talking about in the
environment. Does that make any
sense to you?
I: It does. It makes a lot of sense to
me. And you know, some people
would say they somehow feel closer to
God because they are closer to heaven
if they‘re on top of a mountain, but I
don‘t sense that is how it is for you –
it‘s that God is in nature, and that by
being in nature, you are closer.
He believes everything was made by
God and gives thanks to God for
beautiful or otherwise spectacular
natural settings and events.

He recognizes a spiritual component
that can transcend thought to
something larger than man. He is
rejecting the notion of religiosity or
attributing the beautiful and sublime
to
God, but he is describing reverence.
I think these two are the same
feelings, and the difference lies in
whether a person attributes the
sensation to God. It is spiritual
either way and people step outside
their own self to recognize
something larger than themselves. I
asked about participants about this
when I was member-checking and
they confirmed that I had captured
this correctly.

R: Yes, that‘s it. (MS)

I mean, everything that was made was
made by God. There‘s no question in
my mind about it. And uh, well I
sometimes get up and look off and see
an absolutely fantastic sunrise or
something like that and you‘ve got to
admire it for a few minutes. (GC)
Whatever you‘re going to say about the
God part, it‘s certainly not a God of
dogma, um, you know, you don‘t want
to throw on the word spirit or
whatever, but I would say that there is
definitely a spiritual component. And
just by the fact that it‘s spiritual is, is
not dogma, you know? But yeah, there
is a spiritual component, and I think
there is, again, in transcendentalism a
spiritual component, you know? Um
sometimes some kind of a sprit goes
through all of these things and in man
itself, you know? Let‘s see (looking
through his papers), Wadsworth says
―Therefore I am a lover of the
meadows and the woods and the, and
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the mountains, and of all that we
behold from this green earth.‖ Uh, I
was looking for something about…oh
yeah…‖I felt a presence that disturbed
me with the joy of elevated thoughts.
A sense sublime of something far more
deeply interfused whose dwelling is the
light of setting suns and the round
ocean and the living air and the blue
sky and in the mind of man. A motion
and a sprit that impels all thinking
things. All objects of all thought and
rolls through all things.‖ So I think
that without really knowing it you
sense the connections in these spots. I
think anyway. He ends as well, this
particular passage, ―In nature,‖ uh let‘s
see, ―pleased to recognize in nature and
in the language of the sense the anchor
of my purest thoughts. The nurse, the
guide, the guardian of my heart and the
soul of my moral being.‖ So, you
know, these things – it‘s not that you
go there and you take out a book of
Wadsworth, but they kind of come
back to you, you know? So, yeah,
there is a spiritual thing there. (BS)
stewardship
I talked about this person’s
conception of the land above under
the code ‘I enjoy shaping the land.’
His vision for the landscape is
rooted in returning it to its former
human-shaped condition postsettlement. In his mind he is caring
for the land as he shapes it.

I‘ve brought it back to pasture (AB)

R: Yeah, and reclaimed it. I brought it
back from… you know, with the stone
walls and stuff that are there, the way
that I look at it… in the pioneer days
when the settlers first came here, I
mean, looking through history and
talking to all the old people I know and
stuff, that was pasture at one time.
And then I cut soft wood that was
sixteen-eighteen throughout that
property and stumped it with my
equipment and brought it back,
clearing back to, you know, when the
people came here to homestead this
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It is interesting that he thinks it’s a
shame to see pasture revert to forest
when he makes his living in the
timber business – he relies on the
ability to be able to cut wood for his
livelihood.
In the case of the WMNF he talked
about working in thee cutting trees
as an example of stewardship,
taking care of the forest and also
taking care of people’s need
through its multiple-use mandate for
management.
They are describing their homestead
here which includes a garden and
cutting firewood to heat their home.
They describe their efforts as
working with the land to meet their
needs, as opposed to fighting the
land and the elements to maintain
their open space. They see
themselves in a mutual caring
relationship – they take good care of
their place, and it takes good care of
them. Their place is clearly the
entire homestead for them, as
opposed to their home.

they had to do that by hand and
animals and they just worked their tail
off.
R: It‘s a sad shame to see a lot of land,
a lot of the farm land, a lot of the
pasture land, just let go to go back to
timber and you know….(AB)

I was kind of attached to and
passionate to timbering on there
because the White Mountain National
Forest is a perfect example of multiple
use.

This is our place. This is what we
love. We‘ve worked on it a lot. From
what it was when we got it we‘ve
improved it a lot.
LA: That‘s one of the things that I‘ve
heard about attachment coming from
putting time in on a property, fixing it
up or building it from scratch or
carving your niche out of the woods or
whatever it is. So you think that
helps…
BR: Oh, absolutely. Yes. When you
put some much work into a place, you
know, I mean like every summer we‘re
doing something, you know. [580] I
could go through a list. There‘s always
something. And there‘s always for the
good of the place and it‘s good for us.
(BR)

control
I probed this to find out more about
his need to control land. This is the
person who talked about shaping
land to meet his vision for it, and

I: If you have ownership, you‘re
gonna be able to keep it the way you
want.
R: That‘s right.
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that seems to speak to control.
When I dug further, he said that he
was reluctant to become attached to
a place that he couldn’t own
because if he can’t own it then
someone else could change it in
ways that might diminish
attachment. He described that as
the feeling of losing a pet, and he
didn’t want to set himself up for that
kind of fall.

I: So that‘s where the control comes in
with what‘s important to you.
R: Absolutely. (AB)

At another place in the interview,
however, he described places that
he feels attached to that he doesn’t
own. So while he may be reluctant
to let himself develop attachment
intentionally, it happens anyway,
but this is hard for him because he
feels like he is setting himself up for
a potential fall. Two things come to
mind for me when I think about this:
keeping a potential relationship with
a person at arm’s length for fear of
being hurt, and being afraid to live
for fear of dying.
transcendental experience

I talked about how this person has a
transcendental experience in the
natural environment under the code
of spiritual experience. This is
another example.

how is off trail different from on trail?
I know how that feels for me, but for
you how is that different?
R: Well, it‘s a more personal thing I
think. You know with a trail that
invites everybody else, and this is
something that you have discovered
more or less and a lot of this, too, is not
cerebral, you know? And most of it
isn‘t cerebral. The word
transcendental does come into play
here with a lot of these places. And
that‘s why in thinking about this I
reviewed in my mind a lot of the
poetry of Wordsworth and Tintern
Abbey and stuff like that because you
don‘t think about it as much as you
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sense it. And in sensing something,
that‘s beyond the rational. So I think
that with me there is the transcendental
experience more than the cerebral.
(BS)
So I think that without really knowing
it you sense the connections in these
spots. (BS)
R
unrestricted access
This is a common theme in the
North Country and contributes to a
feeling of commonly-owned lands,
even though residents know there is
a landowner. It stems from large
tracts of paper company-owned
lands, and I heard a difference
between this kind of land ownership
and conserved lands, which also
usually allow for public access. The
difference between the two is that
paper company lands have
traditionally been open to wheeled
access, whereas conserved lands
are often by foot-travel only.

I like the fact that, um, that you can
just go where ever you feel like going
for the most part. If you want to go out
for a walk in the woods every inch of
the ground isn‘t posted. (BE)

The changing economic base in the
North Country is changing this
notion of access. This is happening
for two reasons: large blocks of
land are being subdivided and
developed, closing off access, and
some landowners are buying tracts
of land and closing them with gates
and posting them against access.

The notes I made about the above codes helped me to refine my questions as I
continued to interview participants. This is known as constant comparison, according
to Glaser & Strauss. I checked with participants through interview questions to see if
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there were circumstances under which the codes applied to their attachment and how
their ideas differed from people I had already talked with.
In addition to annotating the codes I wrote memos to help me keep track of
how I was thinking through and making sense of what I heard, and they were
especially helpful as I collapsed the open codes to theoretical codes, or themes of
meaning. Here is an example of a memo I created as I was thinking about
rejuvenation as a theme of meaning:
Memo: Restoration vs. Rejuvenation as a theme of meaning
01.02.08
I have been wondering whether restoration or rejuvenation captures the meaning of
the physical setting, especially since I saw a couple of articles on the restorative
qualities of place in the literature. Participants talk a lot about escape and get-away,
peace and quiet, remote and isolated places, etc. I think rejuvenation captures it
better because I think of restoration as bringing something back to its original
condition, whereas rejuvenation sort of refreshes, heals, makes new again. Here are
the dictionary definitions:
rejuvenate
1. To restore to youthful vigor or appearance; make young again
2. To restore to an original or new condition
restoration
1. Bring back into existence or use; re-establish
2. Bring back to an original condition
3. Put (someone) back in a former position
4. Make restitution or give back.
I am choosing rejuvenation because it doesn't just bring a person back to where they
were, but re-energizes them, gives them hope, makes them ready to face the world
again with a renewed sense of what their options are, I think. Some of the codes that
contributed to this theme are those that foster rejuvenation: escape, ability to clear the
mind, freedom to think freely, the ability to suspend the notion of time, peace and
quiet, play, etc.
Participants agreed with the way I constructed this theme, collapsing these codes and
ideas: the natural physical environment is where I escape/get-away, can be isolated,
can be in a remote area including wilderness, I can experience peacefulness, quiet,
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solitude, I am free to move around unencumbered by access restrictions, I am free to
think about whatever comes to mind, it offers the ability to suspend the notion of
time, and it is therapeutic.
Below is part of a memo that I penned as I was pulling together the
spirituality/reverence theme. I had written about spirituality a couple of times as I
interviewed participants, along the lines of the notes that were in the open codes
above. As I closed in on the emerging themes, this is how I conceived of what I had
heard:
Memo: Spiritual connection
01.08.08
I had been thinking that perhaps there wasn't really a spiritual connection to be
explored here, but yet, there seems to be some sort of thing that is ‗larger than people‘
that crops up from time to time. I think it may be reverence, and up until now I had
used that word on RA who said that he wasn't sure - that he and the folks he
associates with probably wouldn't pick that word, but that it might be the right
descriptor. I had been hanging on to it until now trying to figure out whether it
belongs in its own category or if perhaps it is a part of rejuvenation. I ran it by MSc
last night and she thought reverence was the right word and perhaps it is part of
rejuvenation, but in thinking more about it today, I think it's a separate category.
Here are some definitions I pulled out of the dictionary:
Reverence
1. A feeling of profound awe and respect and often love; veneration
2. An act of showing respect, esp. a bow or curtsy
3. The state of being revered. Revere synonyms are: revere, worship, venerate,
adore,
idolize. These verbs all mean to regard with the deepest respect, deference,
and esteem.
Revere suggests awe coupled with profound honor.
4. Used as a form of address for certain members of the Christian clergy.
Spiritual
1. Of, or relating to, consisting of, or having the nature of sprit; not tangible or
material.
2. Of, concerned with, or affecting the soul.
3. Of, from, or relating to God; deific
4. Of or belonging to a church or religion; sacred.
I think that many of the participants don't feel particularly religious or may not
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believe in God, and therefore reject the idea of spirituality, even though they feel
something "supranatural" as RA said, or BW (who says he's not spiritual at all) said
that he felt a tremendous amount of awe in the act of growing vegetables. I am going
to mine the data to see if it supports the idea of reverence as a fifth theme.
When I checked in with MH, she said that both reverence and spiritual spoke to her
because, even though she doesn't practice organized religion, when she sees an
awesome landscape she feels both a closeness with God and a profound sense of awe
and respect. God is in nature for her.
After further member checks, I am convinced that this theme of spirituality and
reverence belong together and are a theme of meaning.
Finally, the memo below documents the coding process and captures some of
the struggles I encountered as I worked with the data trying to determine how and
what to code. Many of the coding notes I made were as annotations to interview
transcripts, notes in my field journal and memos I created following each interview
that were added to as I conducted member-checks. This memo is an overview of how
the coding process evolved.
I started coding the interviews by reading them carefully, line by line, and creating
free nodes for any material that seemed interesting. It didn't take long to realize that I
was going to end up with way too many codes, and that many of them were not really
focused on this project, but were related to the changes in the North.
Some of the ways that I grouped quotes together didn't make sense later, so I deleted
them. Examples of what didn't work were coding text that described attachment to
built structures categorized by type (camps, covered bridges, home, etc.), natural
features such as rivers, mountains, etc. I had confused these objects with components
of place attachment and identity. (Components are probably the three that the
literature describes: affective, cognitive, conative.)
I changed my strategy to be more focused on my research questions, and set up tree
nodes based on my research questions, creating child nodes under them categorizing
what I heard in the interviews. I also grouped interview questions together as free
nodes so that I could see how participants answered the same questions.
On Tom's suggestion at our July 12 meeting, I reorganized my tree nodes to fit
Stedman's components: affective, cognitive, conative. Upon reviewing my
dissertation proposal, I had identified that as what I thought would be an appropriate
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framework. Tom also suggested that I look for other possible theoretical frameworks.
August 18, 2007.
I have spent some time reviewing my coding and establishing two coding
frameworks: one is the first way I coded, according to my research questions. The
other is according to affective, conative and cognitive components. I have several
categories that don't fit this framework, and it occurs to me that it is "what" people are
attached to and identify with. I think this is important, but I'm not sure what to do
with it right now except to keep it and call it what people are attached to.
December, 2007. My coding has matured as I have read and re-read the interviews,
made notes, and thought about all of this while I run. I sort of started over because
the above scheme wasn't working. My new goal was to stay closer to my research
questions rather than to just code everything line by line. The only way I could work
with this well was to create new free nodes and call this "stuff about" whatever
category seemed appropriate, such as stuff about escape, stuff about scenery, etc.
After I did that, I went through each of those nodes more carefully to see where I
could combine, delete, rename codes. I am really immersed in the data now, and this
way of organizing it seems to be revealing codes that I will be able to collapse into
themes.
Here are my research questions, and below the codes I have developed:
1. What is the role of the physical setting in place attachment and identity?
- physical setting in the foreground
- social setting in the foreground
- answers to the research question that addressed this.
2. What meaning does the physical setting have for residents?
- stability
- rejuvenation
Up until yesterday, I was calling stability familiarity. Several people talked about
the land as
familiar, but I have come to believe that a more accurate code for it is
stability because it is
unchanging, dependable, predictable, free from social judgments, etc. It stays
mostly the
same while social relationships can change. People can count on and recognize
landscape
settings even in the face of social change.
I have familiarity and scenery in this folder, and I'm not sure what to do with scenery
yet. In some ways it is linked to stability because people talked about fall foliage, and
other scenic
occurrences that are predictable and seasonal, but there may be
another theme or category here that should pull out what scenery means to people.
Is it a need? Art? And how does that fit?
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January 2008. I think scenery is the thing that compels people to look – that stops
them in their tracks in the case of reverence, that makes us look because it is
aesthetically pleasing so that we come to recognize the landscape as stable, and that
captures our imagination and curiosity so that we develop our ecological identity.
Scenery is not a separate theme but, rather, a part of each of the others.
Rejuvenation is my other meaning of the physical setting. It encompasses:
escape/get-away
isolation/remoteness/wilderness
peacefulness/quiet/solitude
safety
freedom (of thoughts and to move)
need to be immersed in the land
reverence - 01.08.08 - I think I need to pull this out and make it a separate category
therapeutic

January 2008:
Added sustenance and identity as themes.
Sustenance
Economic - logging
farming
recreation
Food -

maple syrup
vegetables
raising meat
dairy products
hunting
fishing

Energy - firewood
hydropower
Identity - especially an anchor for my ecological identity
I am safe, secure, comfortable here
I am free to be me - nature is non-judgmental
(there are historical ties - roots, the social ties, but I'm focusing here on physical)
3. How is place attachment developed and maintained?
Participants talked about immediate attachment and accretion of experience. For
most people it develops over time and experience. Ecological attachment provides
them with knowledge and familiarity that strengthens their attachment (BS, ES, MK,
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RA confirmed this).
I think everyone carries memories of place, and those are attachments. For some
people this is enough, but some people need to supplement those with check-ins to
maintain their attachment.
I asked about spoilers - could participants think of circumstances that would diminish
their attachment? I heard that natural disturbance or sustainable practices such as
logging might take them aback at first, but that they felt they could get used to a new
look and be comforted by the knowledge (ecological in nature) that the landscape
would repair itself. Conversely, man-made disturbances such as development might
diminish attachment to a place, depending upon its nature. For instance, RA
recognized that people need or want to build homes but he draws the line when "some
houses present themselves with a lot of arrogance." ES echoed this and added night
lights and cluster development to the list of un-natural change that could diminish
place attachment.
I conducted member checks this week and report the results in a memo for each
interview.

Upon reflection, I was bewildered at times about what to do with the plethora
of data I collected in this project, and reassured that the more I talked with research
participants, the better able I was to refine the way I asked questions and coded data
in accordance to the tenets of grounded theory. The interplay between coding and
comparing data as it is being collected and continually re-visiting it to look for
conditions that combine and separate participant‘s construction of reality produced
the theoretical propositions that are the themes of meaning for the physical setting.
The final steps in the analysis process were for me to call my research
participants to check my findings, and to begin to discuss my results with others
outside my research area. I called eleven of the twenty-one participants and talked
with them for twenty minutes to a half hour explaining the themes of meaning and
how they were derived. I asked for feedback as to whether the themes fit the ways
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that they understood how they are attached to the physical setting, and if not, did it
make sense to them how I arrived at these themes? These phone conversations were
encouraging, and gave me confidence that the themes I described in the findings
chapter are a good fit for this data. As I moved on to the reporting phase of this work
I have been surprised and pleased to learn that these themes of meaning resonate with
many people outside Coös County. I will talk about this further in the concluding
chapter.

